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Dr. Wm. Smith Died of Pneumonia in Scotland
February 15th After Two Days Illness
R. WILLIAM SMITH died of pneumonia
on February 15th at. his new home, o. 4
Windsor Terrace, Dundee, Scotland.
This simple announcement will prove a
shock and bring sadness to the hearts of many
an osteopath throughout the world.
Our dear old "Bil1" is no more! He who
toyed so fondly and yet carelessly with "material," dissections and mortuary matters a
pioneer instructor of anatomy for the osteopathic profession, and who seemed in the exuberance of his superb vitality and overflowing spirits to be a mocker of death and above
accountability to disease, has at last, suddenly
and unexpectedly, faced the Grim Reaper and
knelt to surrender his warrior's sword and be
commissioned into the vast army of the dead.
It does not seem real that "Bill" is actually
gone from among us-will join with us in our
professional conferences and friendly- reunions
no more forever.
There was that unconquerable attribute
about the man's personality which somehow
will abide among us as a presence rather than
as a haunting memory. It was probably the
same element of personality which would burn
his individuality into every mind and memory
at one fleeting glance. No eye ever beheld
HBill" Smith for one instant, and in turning
away forgot--even years later-his physical
image, his gestures, his voice. His individuality w.as remarkable and unforgettable.
Handsome, impressive, magnetic, eloquent,
dashing,
chivalrous,
dramatic
and
withal
Quixotic to the la t degree, poor old "Bill"
cut a very wide swath in the hayfields of this
life and, its labor; and much of it could
not have been done a well by any other
person in o~ profession. We could not well
have realized our present goal without his
aid. He came upon the scene when osteopathy
needed a "front" and he gave it. The quaint
and dear old "Sage of the Chari tan" whose
sincere soul stood in the presence of the unspeakable mysteries of life and who, without
Some objective discovery of himself by others
and some definite suggestion and encouragement fr.om a School 'Man to found a college.
might never have undertaken that task, found
in Dr. William Smith the inspiration and help
he needed in that gigantic undertaking. Dr.
"Bill" became the co-founder of our first college with Dr. A. T. Still and its earliest instructor in all branches save 0 teopathy and
chemistry.
0 matter what el e Dr. Smith
may have done or failed to do lor osteopathy,
he did this: He foltnd Dr. Still; recognized as
a School Man that our revered Founder was
in his own simple unpretentious way the discoverer of a new and revolutionary therapy;
and he gave Father Still the encouragement
that he needed. He gave him confidence to
open our first college and thereby build the
osteopathic profession.
0 other School Man
in America had done this. although all the
~1. D.'s in Missouri and Iowa had had the
chance. To "Bill" Smith be the honor and
glory of becoming Dr. A. T.· Still's "discoverer," first right-hand man and assistant.
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"Bill" furnished the "front."
He "looked
good" to the people and inspired confidence
in infant osteopathy. He put the seal of his
approval upon it as scientific. That helped
the rest of u to see that it was scientific, too.
No doubt many of the early pioneers too~ the
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scientific aspects of osteopathy on faith merely
because "Bill" Smith said so, for was not
"Bill" himself a scientific man? His persona!ity was fine. His plausibility extraordinaryeven when he was wrong. His credentials were
of the best. As a graduate physician and surgeon of the best schools in Scotland he
brought to the infant science just that approval
of respectability and classical training which
is most needed by any new medical college
and especially a pariah. "Bill" filled the bill.
He made good by "putting up the front" without which I dare say not even our great Dr.
Still could ever have accomplished all he did.
It takes all kinds of people to make a world,
and several kinds in combination to put over
any profound and far-reaching revolution of
human thought and change of conduct.
Dr. Smith saw the scientific aspects of Dr.
Still's work. He could help Dr. Still explain
in the idioms of medical thought the new
things which Dr. Still did, the thing which
had come out of his inner consciousness and
passed into his experience without being
named and discussed. By discussion and intelligent listening and pertinent suggestions
"Bill" helped Dr. Still formulate a system out
of his own inspirations. obsen'ations, 'rea. on-
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ings and poetic vagaries. He saw the qualitIes of the man and interpreted him to the
people. He helped the people to understand
and trust and love the "Old Doctor" as they
would not have been able to do without an intermediary. Was this not a great work? It
was-fundamental and indispensable.
All honor to good old "Bill" for realizing it
when he found himself unexpectedly on the.
floodtide of intellectual fortune; and for his
pioneer's courage to turn his back on his oldtime colleagues and take the fame and the
brickbats incidental to inaugurating a new
medical system. His place must loom large
in the history of osteopathy when it is finally
written, as Dr. Still's medical discoverer and
abettor, as osteopathy's first scientific student,
as its first graduate and as its first employed
teacher.
Another aspect of Dr. William Smith's life
work is that while striving so hard for osteopathy through so many years that he accomplished so little. For the opportunities he
had, I have always felt that his life was much
a failure. While serving at the altar of the
new truth, he did not seem in all respects to
become a part of it. He believed, and he made
others believe, Yet he was by nature fundamentally lacking in belief.
Dr. Smith was a skeptic as regards al1 faith
and all fundamental beliefs, whether in therapy, religion or 'what not. He was in his
heart of hearts a therapeutic nihilist. He did
not know it. He believed in osteopathic principles and practices, coulq expound and defend them ably; and yet in common with so
many men who are broadly educated in comParative theJ'apeutics his faith was not a fraction of that of his average pupil, and his efficiency was correspondingly weak. He had
voltage but not amperage. Sometimes amperage without voltage.
rever both at one
and the same time.
"Bill" Smith was lacking in that gift of
strong moral force which enables men to
write history without opportunity or assistance. He was stronger in intellect and heart
both than in 'character. He never understood
what it was to lay hold to a fundamental principle of truth as eternal and unchangeable and
patiently weave its warp into the woof of
daily experience until out of the loom of time
came the gorgeous fabric of a new human institution. His way was hit or miss-off again
and on again-following the path of easy
resistance-rash experiment, unmeasured acts,
revolutionary changes, hysteria, even boyish
folly, di appointment, rue, pain, the gall of
error, sleeplessness, good resolutions, bright,
hope, new courage and a fresh start at day-.
light tomorrow for a new plunge into the sea
of experience.
Poor old "Bill." We who loved hiin and'
admired him for his large, stock of good' and
generous attributes were not yet blind t() 'his
immaturities and lack' of' balance-the' things
which caused him so much needles's bitterness'
of spirit at times-and not one 'of his thousand. of friends but would have gladly given
"Bill" a helping hand in guidance or counsel
to avoid his personal pitfalls, had it been possible to do 0, But it has been written th;!t we
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all have to lead our own lives and answer for
our own wisdom and acts. Good old' Dr. Still
many and many a time entered deep down into
the pit of worry, sleeplessness, perplexity and
despair to keep "Bill" company and get him out
of the "fixes" that for one cause and another
his 'heedlessness got him into. Likewise the
Still boys and the other officers of the institution.
• More than once poor "Bill" had to be cut
loose for a time and let go his way, only to be
taken back into the parent college (where he
belonged) after trying new experiments, to
his sorrow. And so much did these misfortunes 6f Dr. Smith trouble all his friend~ that
hundreds were willing to intercede for him
and help him get back into line any' time he
needed to. That speaks a volume for his
capacity for friendship. His friends were
countless and his misfortunes always grieved
his friends' and even his casual acquaintances
mightily.
I have always marveled and regretted that
one who had enjoyed Dr. Smith's opportunities should not have produced one single textbook on any phase of osteopathy. He might
have produced a library that would live. He
who had the best preparation, the greatest opportunity and the longest experience did not
write one single book to interpret osteopathy
or Dr. A. T. Still to the worla. This is to be
regretted now that Dr. "Bill" has gone. I
always hbped he would do something on this
line. His not doing it is easily explained by
his peculiar methods of work. II?- my be!ief
the chief reason why he never did anythmg
along the line of a book on principles or practice was his wanting in deep moral force-the
sort that gets a conviction of truth and dies
for it, if need be; the sort that sees a d1.!ty
and performs it though the heavens fall.
Dr. Smith could inspire his students who
became great practitioners and who wrote
textbooks, but he could not achieve either
himself. Writing textbooks was evidently not
his work. He was not called to it. Yet he
was the best man who ever faced an audience
. to expound or defend osteopathy-historically,
scientifically or popularly. His function in
osteopathy was that of a prism or reflectorhe could collect light and focus, or dissect it
and pass it on with new radiance to others;
yet he could not create it himself. At least
he did not. And men ordinarily do what they
can-can't help doing all that they can.
It was Doctor Smith's ambition for several
years to give his entire time to lecturing popularly with lantern slides to educate the people
what osteopathy is and does. He delivered excellent lectures in various cities under the auspices of the local practitioners or their societies.
He always made a big hit on these occasions and
did much good to the cause of popular education.
The scheme was difficult to finance. It is too
bad it could not have been generally adopted by
the profession. We all always felt so sure of
our ground when good old "Bill" got up to
expound our kind of "doctoring."
•
Dr. Smith was the best historian of the science and profession and we can all regret that
he did not-so far as any of us know-commit what he knew (and told us so entertainingly in illustrated lectures) to cold type for
the sake of posterity. He did photograph
osteopathy in its beginnings and early adulthood, however, and has preserved this for the
future historian. This is a fortunate workone of the many invaluable things that Dr. "Bill"
did for the profession, which will be more appreciated fifty or a hundred years hence than
during his life.
Dr. '~Bill" was one of the best-if not our
very best-man to cope with medical cunning
before legislatures. He knew how to present
osteopathy and how to call the bluff of medical
hypocrisy and many a battJ~ for osteopathy

in the legislatures has been helped by his
knowledge, wit and ready words.
In his prime he was the most magnetic and
popular teacher who ever lectured in an osteopathic institution.
His pen was ever ready to expound the
science or defend the cause in our journals.
Ephemeral work seemed to suit "Bill" best.
He did the things that most entertained him
in the doing and cut out the rest.
He put on the first osteopathic play.
"Bill" was a mighty good friend. Hours
and hours I have spent with him through the
late night in his den at Kirksville, quaffing.
the wisdom of life, reviewing science and politics and picking up morsels of student knowledge betimes, while the pipes burned friend-

In a Characteristic Attitude.

Dr. Smith experienced his own full share of
troubles, disappointments and sorrows. No
one' ever heard him complain. I have seen
him-in one of the abysses of despair which
overtook him in midwinter-burn newspapers
in his stove to create the impression upon his
callers that his rooms were warm. The guest~
did not speak of the deception, nor did "Bill."
He was "down and out" for the time-and as
the result of bad advisers and his own rash
impulsiveness-but he was taking his punish.'
ment like a man, n@r was he blaming those who
contributed to, if they did not directly cause
his dilemma. This forbearance seemed th~
greater virtue because those who were joint
authors of this rashness had deserted him
and did not then lack for food and fuel, nor
yet were giving him of theirs. In a just estimate
of the big, bizarre, impulsive fellow these excellencies must all be taken account of as well as
.
his eccentricities.
Best of all, "Bill" never claimed perfection.
He was quick to see his own faults, when he
('ould no longer argue his friend over to his
own position, and he did the best· he knew
how to reverse his mistakes and retrieve' his
errors.
•
Dr. Smith's illness was very brief. He was
confined to his bed but two days. He was
attended by a local M. D. the first day-Tuesday-and by Dr. MacDonald (an M. D., D.O.)
on Wednesday evening. His spirit passed be.
'yond at 5 o'clock Thursday morning.
The Dundel! Ad'vertiser of February 16 printed this obituary notice:

I,

Death of a Noted Physician.

,

.

Vale! u~Bil1"! J

ship. "Bill" was ever ready to tell' all he knew
or give all he had. "Herm" Goetz and some
of the other rare spirits who knew the midnight "Bill" Smith in the hours of manly confidence, with their interchange of views about
things' terrestrial or eternal as the case might
be, will feel a thrill of gratitude as well as
keen sorrow whenever looking backward to
these times of fellowship with our departed
brother who i's no more.
·One. of the beautiful things in "Bill" Smith's
makeup was his love for his boy. In the dark
days following the death of Cuthbert's mother
when "Bill," the small child and black Jerry,
the little boy's temporary nurse and man-inwaiting, kept bachelor hall at the Smith home,
"Bill" was as near pia mater to the child as a
big rough man could be. When the cyclone
descended upon Kirksville "Bill" was driving
a mile or two out of town. From his position
it looked as if the cyclone were making direct
for his home and motherless boy.
"Drive like 'hell for my boy!" he commanded
hoarsely to his driver, and with features rigid
and whip to horse he strove madly, wildly, to
outrun the cyclone to his own door and share
what he believed to be the impending fate of
his little boy. The path of destruction passed
a mile away-but Dr. Smith, in his own resolution, had rushed for the storm's embrace to
keep company with the child, to do battle
with the Erl King for the boy or yield up his
own life also is the child's were to be required.

There are many in the city and district who will
lea,:n with. genuine regret of the death of Dr. William
SmIth. whIch occurred at his residence in Windsor Ter.
race, Dundee, yesterday, after a very brief illness. Dr.
Smith contracted a chill a few days ago but was able
to attend to hi~ professional duties lip to' Monday evenlng.
PneumonIa supervened, however, and he passed
away yesterday mornIng.
. Dr. Smi~h, who was one of the pioneers of osteopathy
In the Untted States, was born in Jamaica in 1863
and
~as the son of ~ civil engineer, who, amon~ ~any
Impo~tant undt;rtaklnR"s, constructe~ the first railway in
JamaIca. HaVIn~ a bent for medIcal science, he came
to Scotland, and, gradu'atinll' at Edinburgh and Gla.p'ow Universities, became a Licentiate of the Royal Col.
lege of Physicians and of the Royal College of Sur•
p'eons, Edinburgh, and of the Faculty of Phy.
sicians and Surgeons, Glasgow.
Soon afterwards he
proceeded to New York, and there carried on an ex·
tensive and successfu'J practice, so much commending him~
self that he was appointed an honorary member of the New
York Medical Society. In the early nineties he became
interested in osteopathy at Kirksville, Mo.. now the
mecca of osteopathy, where he met Dr. Still, the first
worker in the field. Becoming associated with him i,.
the present college, Dr. Smith conducted the first classes
in anatomy, and, in the early days of the movement,
he taught every subject in the' school with the sin ",Ie
exception of chemistry. In 1896 the school at Kirks·
ville had become famous, and the pioneers began the
wor.k of building up a truly scientific institution. Then
the're were some fifty students, but within a cottple of
years there were over 700 students in attendance, with
a score of Professors, every subject in a medical school,
~ave materia medica, bein~ tau~ht.
The students C'lme
from all parts of the United States and Canada, from
South America, from Continental countries, and from
the United Kingdom, and not a few of them were doctors who had given up practice in order to take the
three or four years' course in osteopathy at the KirkSville college. For a time Dr. Smith left the college, but
he was recalled in 1902, and his return was hailed with
satisfaction by the old I'traduates, many of whom gave
public expression of their pleasure at the return of a
professor by whom they had been greatly helped. In
the works of osteopathy-Dr. Smith is described as a
lectu'rer and demonstrator of anatomy whose skill and
ma«netic eloquence won for him the hill'h admiration of
colleagues and students alike. That he had implicit faith
in osteopathy was proved by the sacrifices he made and
by his devotion to the work.
In response to a requisition from the east of Scotland. Dr. Smith was asked by the Kirksville c'oliege
chiefs to settle in Dundee, and in the two years or so
during which he had been in practice in the city he
made many friends and built up a noteworthy practice,
many natiente; roming to him from distant quarters.
Tn the United Stat~s he took keen interest in Questions
of prison reform. and many of the senators and leading
politicians were in regular communication with him concerning cC\ses and phases on which he was fully informed.
COllrteous and kindly, yet candid, he quickly won th~
confidence of his patients and the esteem of others with
whom he cam"e into cont.act. T-Ie is survived by a widow
.
and two son s.

(Continued on Page 15)
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Both Sides of the Referendum
Vote of the Profession is
Fully Given Here on
this Important Issue
By Henry Stanhope Bunting, A. B., D.O., M. D.
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AM taking the whole profession into my
editorial confidence this month by printing
both sides in full on this important question
of militant osteopathic journalism.

than ever before how loosely the anI'age reader
construes exact language. Thus its benefit is
established, should it go no further.
But as strong as my views are, and as often
As I have been accustomed to do off and on as they have been fired through the crucial test
for ten years when I felt that the gravity of a of experience, in this work for osteopathic propasituation warranted taking counsel of our whole ganda running through fifteen' years of constant
people, I have applied the referendum. For sixty study and application, I hold no views which aredays I have been polling the profession. The d.earer to me than finding out still better view
ballot box is still open and will stay open until if they exist or can be developed by combining
the last D. O. who desires my ear has been heard our united intelligence and experience.
and received due consideration.
I am ready now-as I have always been ready
Primarily this vote was designed to help me -to submerge my individual views beneath the
form just and wise conclusions. There is wisdom . will of the majority-should the majority view
in a multiplicity of counsel. When I want to prove to be against me-and to modify my ediknow how right or wrong my views are I seek torial policy to whatever the profession thinks IS
the counsel of those who disagree with me and in accordance with its best interests.
beg of them to hammer awalY as hard as they
If th.e profession should show me it is willi~g
are able.. If my views get clearer and stronger to fonow my lead in promotion matters, nothing
as the forging of logic goes on to white heat, I
would give me greater pleasure than to formulate
know that my position is sound. If my comthe. poli~y of its educational campaigning. I
batant proves to have better logic, I endeavor would joyously accept full responsibility for that
to get right. I shall convince him or he must
work and would wager my life that I would
convince me. There is always a right and it can make good completely. My conviction of COJ;nbe discovered.
petency in this line is absolute today-just as it
has always been absolutely serene and sure since
Now that this referendum vote has become
I espoused the cause of osteopathy and began
fairly representative of the profession, I recognize that it may have a further usefulness than the formulation of its propaganda.
toning up 'the editorial mind and warming the
And 'Yet if my campaign leadership does riot
cockles of the editorial heart. It belongs to carry the brain evidence, as well showing the obthose who show their great interest in' oste- jective pocketbook evidence, to the practitioner
opathy's welfare by pondering over its problems. that it is right-as is to be indicated by its fruitsrt belongs to the prolession. I give it back to I am willing to appeal to the referendum and let
the profession, duly classified for analysis anJ the average wisdom and wishes of the profession
comparison. And in submitting the opinions of
rule. I can lead or follow equally well. But I
all who have done me the honor to answer in like to know which is expected of me.
specific words on this important issue, I ask of
So far as the poll has proceeded the vote still
you this favor:
stands about three to one in support of my views
Read the whole discussion studiously and READ and policies. That, of course, is assuring, and
BOTH SIDES or DON'T READ either.
Try and use yet there is a chance to be mistaken in one's
this poll-as I am doing-not to strengthen pre- conclusions. It may be that many of the "oppoconceived ideas (which may be based on narrow
sition" or "negatives," for reasons of their own,
views, misapprehensions or prejudice), but to get have refrained from balloting. If so, I want now
a sane and practical view of the whole issue and
to call them out. I make this last appeal to
f arm the veI1Y best conclusions for the advancethem. Please write me.
ment of osteopathy.

I

Then, if you have not already gone on record.
give me the benefit of yotir honest opinion. I
want to know what every person in the profession
thinks about this matter.
At the outset I went on record fully and forcibly .in advocacy of my own views about a more
militant field journalism. Those convictions have
become strengthened in the past sixty days. I
am more convinced that I am right than ever.
Yet I admit fully THE DISCUSSION HAS
1TAD THE EFFECT OF HELPING ME TO
BECOME MORE CAUTIOUS. I realize more

" Reformations are the
results of an educated
laity: therefore talk
to them."

3
This is no frame-up or stuffed ballot. It is
not, I repeat, to obtrude "Bunting's ideas.... It
is to ascertain fairly and as completely as posible just what our representative practitioners
think and want. Bunting is their servant-able
and willing to give them what they want if
they can only agree upon the program.
You will recall two things: I first said what
I believed to be best for the profession
straight from the shoulder. I then asked you
what yOl' believed.
In my dedication of the front page of The
O. P. to this great issue last month, I was care- .
ful not to try to influence your mind to meet
my mind but to draw out of your mind just
what you thought. After a dozen years devoted to this cause 'and feeling new strength
rise within me I wanted, candidly and accurately, to see where I stood, to measure mysupport; to ascertain if I were in harmony with
your views, and, if not, to see how far apart
we are-who is right, and whether we can not
harmonize our views, "get together." If wrong,
I want to be right. I believe you do, too.
I believe the profession has not been so
stirred up on any issue in fen years as by this
question of what constitutes right or wrong
publicity. It is admitted to be of fundamental
importance to the profession. Many think it
the paramount issue, going hand in hand with
the necessity for careful research work.
Surely we must· look after our political fences
just as carefully as our scientific fences, since
even the right to practic is the stake of political alertness and cleverness under many circumstances.
We want to settle this professional policy
as wisely as we may and to that end I want to
hear from you, Doctor. I want your vote.
Send in your views by either formal ba'llot or
letter.
Now for what those who have spoken say
on this subject! It's a rare treat for you-full
of instruction. It has helped me very much.
It will help you. Please read every word of it.
I print these letters and wish to let them
tell their own story. But where I have been
misquoted by friends who criticise my writings, I feel bound in the interests of fairness
and truth to correct wrong premises and prevent
the issue becoming clouded. I do this by footnotes referring to editorials. It is natural in the
r\lsh of practice for a doctor to glance at a thing
hastily, throw it down and afterwards criticize
the distorted idea in his own mind, rather thaft
the thing he thought he was reviewing fairly.
This was done in several instances. It was
sincerely done. I know it. There was not the
least intent to do violence to my article. But it
did, just the same. I, therefore, correct these
friends and know they will do me the justice to
go back and read the "Death Watch" article and
see for themselves where they misquoted it in
.
their own minds.
One thing further. I respect fully every
one's opinion on this subject-and the right
to hold one's own opinion. I respect one's
right to exercise individual preference, taste,
even whim. Believe me, I am taking your
whims into account, as far as I am able. You
have to do it with your patients. So do I with
my patrons. Maybe I ought not to have to do
it; and maybe you ought not to have to do
it-but we both do. So you ought to see I am
not trying to ram my policies down your
throat, but rather I wish to confer with you,
learn your ideas, and see if we cannot harmonize
our views by exchanging confidences and
opinions.
To be sure of being perfectly fair I quote from
all the letters that criticize, but only a part of
those that approve. For the total vote cast the
side of the "negatives," therefore, gets more
space than their proportionate share. So no one
can feel that "pacificos" have not had as fair a
how as the "militants."
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·These Osteopaths Believe the "Death Watch"
Article Was Wise and Beneficial
Who is Right?
Dr. E. C. Pickler, lIrt1nnelLpolill, lIrt1nneeota.
Allow me to offer you congratulations on your article, "Is tbe Physician a Death Watch or a LifeSaver?" In my estimation it is the best contribution
to osteopathic literature in the past ten years. I believe
thoroughly in a "militant" osteopathy. In fact, to my
mind, there is no other kind of osteopathy.
When
we quit fighting we quit hreathing. Every advance we
have made has taken a fight, and any laying down or
compromising with medicine has always been followed
by retrogression. A good fight can never harm osteopathy.
If we cannot uphold, our principles in arguments and meet "all comers" we have not ·a proper
conception of our science.
We do not need spread
eagle oratory or high sounding phrases, hut we certainly need the truth, plainly stated, early and often,
and without regard to consequences.

simply from the number of iavorable comments made
by my patients. "Is the Physician a Death·Watch or a
Life·Saver" brought me more patients than any two
other Issues and has been spoken of with enthusiasm
by more patients than all the others I have sent out
put together.
Mine is only one case, of course, but
the evidence has been suffiCiently conclusive to convince
me. Results have changed my preconceived ideas.
My earlier point of view was not purely an arbitrary
one but I did honestly believe that very much more
good would always come by taking a positive position
as to what our work will do rather than knocking the
other methods of treatment and being very careful never
to exaggerate.
That was about the line of thougbt
carried out last year as editor of the Bulletin of the
Atlas Club. Now 'the position is changed, and I am
very glad to cast a vote in favor of the occasional
appearance of articles of the sort.

Dr. lIIL C,. Ha.r,din, Atlanta, Ga.
I endorse your "Death·Watch" editorial to the last
analysis. It really marks an epoch in osteopathic advancement every time such a fearless, true and just
presentation of osteopathy ,reaches the public. We need
many more such revelations to put the public wise.
Then "medics" would have to abandon their habit of
going into print, going into court and going into legislative halls and "putting it over" us and the people
both by making it appear that osteopathy is a fake
and that its practitioners are charlatans and not really
physicians. How in heaven's name will the people ever
know the difference if we haven't the' brains and force
of character to rise and expound our system and defend it against calumny? And to prove the animus of
these medical misrepresentations we have got to tell
the truth about our system and the plain truth about
theirs, too.
There can be no compromise between truth and error
and in fighting to advance the right. If we are rigltt
it is our dUly to jigltl. If we are wrong, let us give
up the fight and sink into the beckoning arms of
oblivion. I am a "militant osteopath" and will hold up
your hands in this wise publicity effort to my last

moment.

Dr. Bettie Oldll-Ha.lght, Loe Angel.., Cal.
Please write my name, with a heavy emphasis mark
under it, in the column with the "affirmatives." Cut
loose from the old hulk of "conventional apology" and get
out into the deep waters of the Living Truth. Our craft
has been proven sea-worthy.
A certain amount of
ballast is necessary, but the osteopathic profession has
an over-supply. I very much appreciate your thoroughness and ability.

Dr. Aea WUlard, lIrt1e.oula, Mont.
I see no objection not entirely overbalanced by advantage in the publication, of the "Death-Watch" article
in the, February issue of Osteopatltic Health.

Dr. Auetin :Kerr, salt Lue Clt;y, Utah.
Good stuff-old boy. That February article is skillful and effective. Offense better than defense to get
anywhere. Carry the ball hard and hit the line hard.

Dr. Joeeph H. Bu1l1van, Chicago.
You ask my vote on the wisdom of your editorial
articles for the profession.
I guess you know my
attitude toward you and your work fully. I endorse
everything Bunting has ever put out for the profession,
these past twelve years that I have been using your
service without interruption. I can but repeat what I
have often told you before: You have helped my practice in Chicago very much.
You did it in the old
days when we were weak. You are doing it yet. I
am grateful to you and feel that we practitioners should
one and all give might to your pen by using and circulating your writingS as ~enerously as we can.
I
endorse your "Death Watch' article. Regard it as a
masterpiece. Give us more, of them. Several prominent
persons have discussed' it with me in the treatment
room, thought it fine, and asked 'for copies to be sent
to friends whom they thought it would interest. The
one or two criticisms. leveled at it I was easily able
to answer' and reconcIle. All people don't think alike
and we can't ask you' to appeal to radically different
types of minds in the same article. If you stir any
of my patients up by saying anything that does not
appeal to them without a challenge, leave it to me
to set them right. Better ,an argument than no interest
at all.
It's apathy that kills.
We need a militant
journalism now as never before
keep interest wideawake and enthusiasm moving forward. I can't understand how any real osteopath would doubt this or
fail to use your good offices in their professional ad·
vancement.

to

Dr. Ernellt •• Humphries, Hol;yoke, llale.
Your letter commenting on the vote about articles
for Osteopatltic Healtlt after the style of the February
number has just reached me, and 1- hasten to add a
few words more that I had not the time to write when
the vote itself was sent in.
To be perfectly frank, I have been opposed to that
type of article until recently and the change has come

Dr. Charl.e W. BUle, lDover, :New Ha.m.plh1re.
Your article, "The Day Has Come When We Need
a More Militant Osteopathy," is just the kind of a
poking up I need. We are too prone, I believe, to let
the pleasant social relations with the friendly individual M.D. blind us to the fact that the "organized
medical profession" has always fought us, mId always
will, and that that organization gets its power through
the membership of just such individual "friendlies."
The liberal (?) individual M. D. composes the bulk
of the A. M. A. but that same majority allows the
society to be dominated by the few, and, therefore,
each one should expect to be held personally responsi ble
for the altitude of "organized medicine." As a further
evidence of my opinion send me an extra 100 copici
of the February Osteopathic - Health.

Dr. Herbert Bernard, Detroit, lIrt1chlglLn.
Yes, I am a "militant osteopath"-always have been
-always shall be. More power to your pen! We owe
it to the people to tell theplain trutb and make them
understand their peril.
To tell the truth ;s not
"knocking." If the truth hurts the party on the wrong
side, that is not through any fault of the party that
advances the right. The man who defends the right
owes no apology to the man who upholds the wrong.
Let the wrong side get right. In social economy men get
right-after blinding their eyes persistently to the truth
--only by getllng smashed. The point is, have we the
truth on our side? And have we sufficient of brains,
character and able leadership to do whatever "smashing"
is needed to drive tbe tru'th home to the hearts of
mankind? I think so. If it is so, we owe a duty to
truth and posterity to fight it through and winl
I
owe competttors nothing.
lowe humanity everything.
I feel it a duty with you, Bunting, to do whatever I
can to r,escue the I?eople from their plight. They need
hght.. 1 he prospenty: of t~e Hmedlcs" and their peace
of mlnd do not weigh WIth me very much in comparison, so long as they thrive by keeping mankind
in bondage to the drug fetich and seek to keep osteopathy down by cunning, political intrigue, social ostracism,
blandishments, and willful misrepresentation to their
patients. That is "knocking" in the fuU meaning of
that term. And God knows it I.,,,ts osteopathy every
moment of the day.
The osteopath who quotes the slang aphorism about
this sort of "knocking" being a "boost" and a llboon"
to osteopathy ought to sit down and analyze the situation better. About one time in fifty this sort of knocking does drive somebody (who is 'already "sore" at drug
and adjunctive medicine) away from an M. D. and
into feUo,~o;hip with an osteopath. Wh;lt of it? The
other 49 tImes out of fifty it keeps people from investigatll,g osteopathy, makes them fear it and avoid it as
dangerous, keeps people in thraU to dope, sends them
t? the hospitals for 'some (yes, many) needless operahons; and it has the majority of mankind stiU holding
to the Idea (sedulously implanted in the public mind by
the wily M. D.-God bless him!) that osteopaths are
only Hfinished masseurs" and really s01netim.es do some
good by their "rubbings."
And to think that some of our own kind--our brother
and sister osteopaths of first rank and good judgment In all other respects-Hdislike" to unmask this
aggressive hypocricy-fear to state, even a great therapeutic truth mildly and establish a comparison between
osteopathic and medical treatment, and state tersely
what each IS, does and farls to do, because, forsooth
they fear to hurt the feelings of the M. D.! Or b~
caUed a "knocker" by the M. D.! Of course HUMAN
LiFE, THE PAWN, DOES NOT COUNT!
Help the M. D.
perpe~uate his monopoly of healing, get "state medicine"
established and cr~sh out osteopathy! Truckle, keep silent
and let him put It over you and for sure' he will then
love )'0111. He w,ll love you so he'U eat yoU alive.
If you WIU let him strangle your school and consign
the name of A'. T. Still to oblivion he will even recog,
nize you sociaUy, Brother D . . a.-at the club, you
know, and perchance some day wIll call you "Doctor" in
public! Oh, ye gods!
Wake them up, Bunting, to good common sense and
to a realization of their danger! Lead them in the right
way In spite of themselves! Never mind the criticisms
and cancelled orders.. You will win them aU back some
day--and more. I have endorsed your good work un-

qualifiedly on every possible occasion for fifteen yeara
~~~/ hope to be doing it stiU in the Year of Our Lord

Dr. L. A, Bumstead, Delaware, Ohio.
At first sight, I did not like the February issue of
O. H. but after more careful reading I became fiUed
with the same spirit which you possessed when you wrote
that article; and I have sent the magazines out witb
the result that many of my patients to whom the papen
were sent have asked me for additional copies which
they migbt send to their friends. Hence, I would like
another hundred copies if you have them. My patienta
say they are' glad to have some red·hot ammunition
to fire back at those who question or ridicule thelD
for being "rubbed" instead of taking medicine.

Dr. Geo. J. Helm.er, Bew York Cit;y.
It was only today that I found time to read TUK
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICtAN and in doing so remembered
that I had forgotten to order the February number of
Osteopatltic Health.
Have telegraphed for 400 copies
-"one for each of the 400" in New York-Ahem I
We need j u~t such articles. as yours and if I were only
SU're of gettmg Just that kmd of literature each month
I would sign a contract; but I will make it up i~
some way for you before the year is up. You ought to
have the support of every D. O. in the field. You are
domg a good b,g work for the profession and I for
one apprectate it. Yes, I am a "militant" osteopath.
Always have been one.

Dr. A. G. Prenoh, 8yracUBe, Bew York.
The February number of Osteopatltic. Health contains
one of the ~est articles .you have ever published, and
I WIll be mIghty glad If you wiU send me at once
500 copies. I also want to thank you for aU the help
you have given me in my practice.

Dr. P'r&nklln Piue, :New York City.
I have added one valuable new recruit to osteopathy
and my list of patients as a result of your "DeathWatch" article.
He is executive manager of one of
our big and well advertised "trusts."
He had long
resisted the advice of friends to try osteopathy but
never even ~ook the suggestion seriously until after read.
mg thIS arhcle. He had his wife read it aloud to hilD
and they discussed it together.
He formed his own
concluslOns-radlcal, to be sure, and to a considerable
extent, ~ot justifia~le; but, anyho~, they served to
arouse h,m from h,s lethargy and blind trust in old
ways. It sometimes takes dynamite to break the tyranny
of custom and make people sit up and take notice. The
next day he came in. His case is chronic and serious
but he is showing improvement.
,Personally, I would caution you against the temptatlOl1 to speak too strongly, or claim too much.
Yet
"the proof of the pudding is the eating," and in thi~
case, at least, you show your editorial ability to make
pcople thmk and that you win valuable recruits for
osteopathy has been demonstrated. One concrete victory
like thIS IS worth hours of theorizing and baUyrot from
those among us who may be expert physicians, aU
nght, but admIttedly are amateur publicists. The old
saymg IS that he who acts as his own attorney has a
fool for a client. I guess that applies to the practice
of pubhclty also. Be as cautious as you dare in your
utterances) yet. without emasculating the force of your
appeal, and I wdl be proud to continue my reliance upon
your serVIce.
Dr. J. B. BlLughman, BurUngton, Iowa.
I am more than pleased with the February issue of
Osteopatltlc Health. It is something that is timely and
good; just what is needed in the field of education.
Send me 500 copies.

Dr. P. lIIL BlLrker, Wellman, Iow:a.
Yours in regard to balloting on the article, "Is the
Physlc,an a Death-Watch or a Life-Saver" duly receIved. Can say It IS one of the best articles I ever
saw. Yes, sir, I am in favor of. "militant dsteopathy."
We have worked on the neutral or -defensive line too
long already. When we have a system so superior to
the "regulars)" why not Jet the people know of it?

Dr. Geo. E. Perkine, Boll'ton, ......
In response to your inquiry in THE OSTEOPATHIC
PHYSICIAN about the use of the kind, of literature containing articles like those published in the February
Osteopatltic Health, I will say that I can not see bow
there can be any doubt in the mind of an unbiased
osteopath that this is the proper kind of literature to
place in the hands. of ~he laity.. I am distinctly in favor
of the use of th,s kll1d of literature.
It is absolute
truth and being interesting I believe .. that is the proper
way to prevail upon the people to investigate osteopathy.

I
~
I

I

{

Dr. Busan OrphlL HlLm_, San Pranclepo, caL
I find that my patients like the February issue of
Osieopatillc Health very much and I feel that some
of the more radical literature is very valuable when
mixed with the excellent articles which you have been
publishing.

Dr. P. C. Lincoln, Buffalo, :N. Y.
. Your article, Militant Osteopathy, and "Is the Phy'
Slc,an a Death-Watch or a Life·Saver" is the kind of
goods we need for public absorption. Let us have more
of the same kind.

,-
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l)r. Ella. L. Meyers, New York City.
The February number of Osteopathic Health is fine.
"Is the Physician a Death-Watch or a Life-Saver" is
a wonderful article and we should not lose an opportunity to place it hefore the public.

!Dr. Geo. F. Wagoner, Creson, Iowa.

j

The profession voting on the article in the February
number of Osteopathic H eallh is to me in this light.
A salesman for a neck-wear concern had shown his
'amples ,to the senior member of the firm who had
~rdered' what he thought would sell. The junior member (a son) came in, looked at what had been ordered.
IIWell, \ve' don't want this, and this, and this-I don't
like them.'"
The salesman said:
"Young man, what
are you buying them fOf, to lOOR at or to sell!" Now,
Doctor, . while we ourselves haven't used very many
"Heallhs," I think that this February article is just
what's 'needed;' and I think the above illustration will
show why I believe it-because it appeals to the people
and co,winces them-sells them osteopathy whereas they
hitherto have been accustomed to buy medicine as
treatment.
I would welcome s\lch editorials for the
laity oftener.

!Dr. Andrew Mc,Cauley, Fairmont, Minnesota.
The advance copy of Osteopathic Heallh for Febru-

Weare Both Working for the Same End
OU, doctor, by your strict physical examinations must dis_ cover the appalling prevalence of spinal troubles and diseases.
Y
In your practice, adapted to giving efficient aid in all such
cases, doubtless 'you have discovered the need of some practical appliance designed on scientific principles, as a substitute for the old, cumbersome and painful Plaster, Leather
and Starch Jackets, as an adjunct to your treatment
of spinal deformities.
We have such an appliance. We ask you to
carefully consider our claims of excellence and
effectiveness for

·Our No. I.Appliance
Light and comfortable to wear, easy of adjustment, bringing
the desired pressure upon the parts, made only to individual
measurements tQ meet the requirements of each case, from
materials of lasting quality, OUR NO. 1 APPLIANCE is the
adjunct you need.
"The Sheldon Method of Curing Spinal Curvature"
contains a full description, fully illustrated from actual photographs, of Our No.1 Appliance, in use. Let us send you a
copy ofthis book and other literature bearing upon the subject of Diseases and Disorders of the Spine.
We' hope, also to interest you in our plan of co-operation
with you in reducing the enormous total of sufferers from
Spinal troubles ·which are producing a generation of hunchbacks and cripples. Write to us.
PHILO BURT MFG. CO. 141 14th St., Jamestown, N. Y.

ary came this morn~ng and was read with much interest,
also your sermon on "militant osteopathylJ in THE
OSTOPATH!C PHVS!CIAN.
The February number of
Osteopathic H eallh is truly one of the best that has
come from your pen. I am entirely in favor of this
class of educational matter, and believe we should never
neglect an opportunity to tell the public the truth.
Up to the present time I have been somewhat conservative in my views as to condemning tlie old
school methods, but since last October when our most
prominent M. D. got up before our commercial club
and said, that oste;opaths were ignoramuses who never
studied or knew 'anything about physiology', pathology,
or bacteriology, I have changed my mind and have taken
the aggressive side. The meeting referred to was for
the purpose of raising enough funds to buy a piece of
property to be used for a hospital, and the doctor made
the statement in reply tQ a question "Who are regular
physicians?" which was asked by the president of the
commercial club.
The doctor had previously stated
the hospital would be open to all "regular physicians,"
It was a great opportunity for me to get up and
give a history of osteopathy and our recognition and
rights and privileges. As a result the club stood by me
and refused to raise the money unless I was admitted
to the hospital. The M. D. refused to give an option
on the property granting that privilege so we are 'still
without the hospital. Now it's me for telling the dear
people all about the fallacy of drug medication, not by
word of mouth only but by sending out a liberal supply
of Osteopathic Heallh every month.

fered defeat at the hailds of any M.
I fight their
principles and their acts as a body, bu~;,not. the M. D.
individual1y.
Some months ago, you published- in ltD. H,"' Quotations
from some of the medical writers, these'and like quotations should be put out in the hands of the laity more
often. I would say every three of four' months any
way. There is 'nothing in these publications that ,any
honest 'M. D. would take offense at, because he knows
that they are true.
'

Dr. J. W. :RObinson, Erie, Pa.

Dr. G. Landis Triechler, Logan, Ransas.

Please send me an extra 200 copies of the February
issue of Osteopathic Health. I am hearing many comments on this issue, and may order more later if the
demand for them keeps up.
Please ship as soon as
possible.

I say, "Yes, give uS more militant osteopathy: it is
the only kind that wil1 open tne eyes of the laity. It
will, quicker, than anything else, do away with the
old drug superstition.

Dr. F. P. llotUlard, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Your article appearing in the February O. H. is most
timely and accurate, as well as logical. I am possibly
biased in your favor, as I am fully appreciative of the
maj ority of articles you write, but for timeliness I
think the article you have just written on the "Physician
as a Life-Saver" is the best yet.
I believe in ,"militant" tactics, and in dittoing the
ethics lianded to us.
I have always believed in this
and have carried it out to the letter.
We are not
only fighting for liberty of conscience in that, hut we
have a still nobler purpose as fighting for the welfare
of humanity at large. . From clinical experience we
have proven. beyond doubt that we are able to relieve
suffering 'humanity in a scientific manner in many of the
gravest crises of life without serious after·effects, with
no danger of taking life from over-dosage, or untoward
drug reactions; and as we are, at least, as familiar with
the mechanism of the human body as any physicians
existing, we cannot be referred to as "groping in the
dark;" so we are at least working along rational lines,
We should publish these facts boldly, honestly, ceaselessly,
~nd I want again to congrat!-'Iate you on the able article
you wrote in the F:ebruary Issue of OsteopathIc Heallh.

'Dr. A. X. S: Calve'l't, Ponca City, Okla.
I want to go on record by saying, "You did exactly
the right thing when you l'rinted in February Osteopathic
Health entitled, "Is the Physician a Death-Watch or a
Live-Saver?" That is just that kind of an article to
put out every so often. Such articles should be printed
more often' than you seem willing to write them.
It is a strange thing to me why some people persist in heating around the bush. Why not come out
straight from the shoulder? I have the supremest contempt for· a man whose spinal column is made of
tallow, and whenever a man ohjects to the truth being
told-well, ,I ,don't want to be too. hard on him, but
r'lI say_ that he is not much good to society or bi.
profession~
,
Any osteopathic physician can put out an article like
that with perfect safety. No honest M. D. would take
offense at that article. I am on friendly terms with
all the M. D.'s in my town; but they all know wnere
I stand, as I have made that point clear to some of
them in the sick room. I make no personal fight on
any Doctor unless he opens his batteries first, but
when he does, I come at him straight from the shoulder.
I never go around the bush, and ~ never have suf-

D:

Dr. W. H. Bruce, Houston, Texas.
I am heartily in favor of miltant osteopathy.
I
greatly favor your idea in this matter, and like yourself, think the February issue of Osteopathic H eallh
1S
one of the best ever.
It is, in fact, par ex·
cel1ence. I believe you are driving the coach iIi the
right direction.

Dr. Ea.rl S. Willard, Philadelphia, Penns,ylvania.
I am much pleased with the general appearance as
wel1 as the contents of the February number of
Please send me 300 copies. Use
same professional card as before.

Osteopathic Health.

Dr. Paul M. Peck, San Antonio, Texal\,
I endorse the need of "Militant osteopathy" today·
as being greater than ever before.
I endorse die'
inspirations of your pen as fitting that need 'for the
profession better than any other agency I know of.
You know so well, Bun'ting, how to get the ear of the
people and convince them. Your "Death-Watch" effort
was excel1ent.
Dr. Mary and, I enjoyed it· and it
took wel1 with our patients and friends. More of that
sort!

Dr. L. E. WyckoU', Los Angeles, CaUfornia.
In reply' to your request for opinion of the profession on the article, "Is the Physician a Death-Watch
or a Life-Saver?" I am always pleased when my own
thoughts are substantiated later by some one in authority. I remarked to Dr. Grace Wyckoff when I read the
circumstances of the death of Admiral· Evans, "What
a shame he could not have had a good osteopath!"
and when I read of his living for two and three-quarter
hours after the attack began, I said. "I would have
given anything for a half hour of that timet" Your
article is grand. No one could have written a better
one on the subj ect. You were the "Man of the Hour"
who was doubly equipped with the knowledll'e of
(losteopathy" and "jout'nalism" -to write it. I sttll re·
member vividly your 'article on "pneumonia" inspired by
the death of .Theodore Thomas. I use the word inspired advisedly because I believe you are chosen by
God to do a great work for osteopathy and, mankind
by just such, inspired writings. May he spare you to
give the world many more "Militant Osteopathy"
articles.

Dr. Warren B. Mitchell, Newark, 111'. J.
I treated a man last spring, case broken clavicle
patient pleased. In February his wife has sore throat:
family doctor administers anti-toxin; case runs thre~
weeks; constant cough, loss of sleep and progressive
loss of strength; her ladyshiP's friends talk osteopathyhusband opposes.
Februarj1 Osteopathic health comes
and tips the scale to osteopathy as diphtheria or tonsilitis
is spoken of in that number. It got me that patient.
Such literature suits me, and if you give us such articles frequently I shal1 be tempted to double my order.

l)r. Geo. H. Merkley, New York City. .
I have neglected answering your letter on the February issue of "Osteopa,thic Health" as I always take my
patients Into consultatlOl1 on such matters and await
their decision, and that is largely what governs my
views. I have found that the majority of, them think
well of the February issue, while quite a number obj ect to it.
I find that each practitioner's office, like all active of:fou have to study the
,fices, is a law unto itself.
patients and find out their likes and dislikes.
What
will "go" in one office will not "go" in another. Also
what will ·"go" in one city may not go in another city.
I personal1y am in favor of tel1ing the truth and
the whole truth in any subj ect, and believe if done in a
diplomatic manner it is bound to will out eventually.
L always press the efficiency of osteopathy upon al1 my
patients and the deficiency of the drug treatment as
far as I dare do so without incurring disfavor.

Dr. C. L. Sheppard, Owosso, Michigan.
Your articles on "militant .osteopathy" reminds me of
t)1e kind of paper you used to publish- eight or nine
y;ears ago, and .1 think it is working along the right
hnes. The medIcal men are much inclined to instruct
the laity that ~ste.opathy is good i~ some· things, but
the truth that It IS good for al1 kmds of things has
to be driven home forcibly and often by our own efforts.

Dr. H. C. Hawes, Gouverneur, 111'. Y.
" In 'regard ~~ the article in ~he February ab. H."
Is the PhYSICIan a Death-Watch or a Life-Saver" I
think it is a fine art~c1e, and none too strong, and just
what we need occaslOnally. The only thing I would
say, is that with a copy like that, we should use a
little more discretion perhaps as to whom we mail
them to.
That is what I did.
'
But with the attitude that most of the M. D.'s assume toward us today-and from my own experience
it does not get any better with time-I think we ar~
justified' in doing al1 we honestly and truthful1y can
to let the people know what we can do.
f

Dr. Hora Hav11a.nd Moore, Grand Junction, Colo.
I ~m enclosing my, v.ote on the "·militant osteopathic"
idea.
We are a radical school and why should we
not announce ourselves as such? Osteopathy pure and
undefiled, as given us by the founder, can be heralded
fro!" the house tops a'1d will .make good every time. I
beheve osteopaths make good every ~ime.
I believe
osteopaths are too. much inclined to let the mealcal
profession take. the lead" take .the cases, and then just
quie.tly ~lip around behind and that what's left. Our professlOn IS founded as strongly as the Rock of Gibraltar.
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We know what we can do. Let us tell the people about
it-tell them the whole plain truth, as you say, and if it
precivitates a row with the "Medics" all well and good.
Ther. re making their last stand, anyhow, and the sooner
that s understood the better.

Dr. Zent L. Seaman,

~ort

Wa7Jle, XncUa.na.

I certainly do believe it to be best for the profession
to print the sort of articles which appeared in the
February Osteopatilic Health. My measure of appreciation is this: Send me 500 copies.

\ Dr..... O. aob1JUloll, aoohMter,
To my notion, the February
H ealtl. is the best number ever
this, I believe, is what we want,
it well."

.ew York.
issue of Osteopathic
published.
More of
and you surely udid

Dr. O. W. Bell., "dcUnlr, OaL
I hasten to' send you my endorsement of militant
osteopathy. I fear that any D. O. who doesn't endorse
the February number of Osteopathic Health must be a
"dead one" or else a " mixer.'· It is possible that some
of our good people disapprove of it.
I cannot see
their viewpoint.
Send me at once 100 copies of
the issue, and if the March issue is as good, double my
usual order and keep it up until further notice.

Dr. D. B. OatUn, Kanltato, KiJul.
Your February number is a decidedly straight from
the shoulder, non-compromising, out·and-out osteopathic
piece of literature. Too many osteopaths have whitewashed the M. D.'s faUlts, to the detriment of osteop·
athy. As I have discovered, the M. D.'s ..ke it" and,
being professional "salve" artists, have in every instance
"smeared" the D. O. out of his just rights. The only
instances I can recall when the M. D.'s "turned" any
patients to a D. O. were "dead beats" or what they
sUp'posed were "incurables."
This is mighty poor
brtbery to the D. O. for covering up medical failures
and is sure of little assistance to stave off the grocer
when his bill comes due. It does not make friends
fast for osteopathy either.
In reference to O. H. as a "practice and live-saver":
I had a few old O. H.'s on my book shelf that I had
been hoarding-since, I believe, the late war. A thought
came to me to put them out and get rid of them. A.
a direct result, I received three new patients. One of
them has been the best "booster" for me that I ever had.
Every man needs once in a while a little jolt to get
him out of the rut. 10U give it to us.

Dr. Jame. O. Sn;,der, PhUadelphla, ~a.
Please send 200 additional copies of Osteopathic Health
for February. as soon as possible.

That's my answer.

Dr. O. W. Sherfe;" Watertown, S. D.
You win. When you persist in putting out osteopathic
literature of the kind of January, February and March
"0. H." (and the kind that April promises to be)
why, you win-that's all! And I also think that when
I send this kind of literature out to the people that
I win, too. Anyway, I am giving them the chance to
know the truth. Then it is up to them.

Dr. Oharl.. Bus&rd, .ew York Ott,..
I believe in aggressive editorial campaigning and think
we ought not to leave it to the M. D.'s to mould the
public mind for their own aggrandizement. We need
militant osteopathic education and lots of it.
Your
writings are timely and helpful.

Dr. Gllman A. Wheeler, Bo.ton, Ka_chusette.
The February Osteopathic Health is certainly a fine
number, and it will no doubt start people to thinking, and that is just what we want them to do. Yours
for more numbers like it.

Dr. J. A. Berron, IlinneapoUII, KiJul.
I consider it my duty to tell my patients the truth.
I want you to continue doing it for me in O. H.

Dr. J. Karlthall Ph11l1p., Batt1. .b1U'Ir, m..i.appL
I do, most assuredly, think Osteopathic Health should
publish such subject matter as appears in the February
number. It contain. the most interesting article I have
ever read, published for the laity.
It is osteopathy
coupled with current news, and will appeal to people
more than just dry scientific facts. The "Death-Watch"
is a terrible indictment.
The laity need just such articles to shock its gray
matter. It is astonishing how much faith the people
still put in drug treatment. It is heart-rendin~ to know
of the indiscriminate use here of calomel and quinine.
Your article on the HDeath-Watch" is not too early.
Pneumonia and typhoid have caused many "deathWatchers" here in this community,
uLife-Savers" from the osteopathic point of view are
practically unknown in this part of the south.
The
people have not enough confidence in osteopathy to try
it as a "Life-Saver." Osteopathy, in Mississippi, as in
all other places on its first arrival, is misunderstood,
misconstrued, and misrepresented.
To people in such
places osteopathy is rubbing, massage, and-to manymere fakery.
The life of the pioneer osteopath is rough. He has
many hills to climb. He has to accept the bitter with
the sweet.
The old school physicians are given the
preference.
Numerically they are stupendously more
numerous; their methods have been practiced for hundreds of years; they do not have to "disgrace"
themselves by going to any physical exertion to cure
their .patients; they have more influence in councils and
legislatures; they are, therefore, universally accepted as

the type of the true physician and they play this for
all it is worth.
Against their wholesale array. the
pioneer osteopath has Hto labor and to wait."
Your article "Is the Physician a Death-Watch or a
Life-Saver?" in the February Osteopathic Health, I repeat, is a very timely and excellent article and has my
fullest endorsement.

Dr. W. W. Stewart, !Detroit, Xlch1lran.
I have just read your splendid article in the February number of Osteopatlnc Health, and wish to say
that it is the best osteopathic literature ever printed. We
need just this kind of common sense material to put
into the hands of our patients, and I know it will get
results. You are doing good service for the profession,
and should receive more co-operation from the individual practitioner in the field.
You deserve great
credit for the splendid educational work you are doing
for osteopathy. You have persistently kept at it until
our people begin to realize that you are right, even
though you do sometimes seem to make strong statements regarding osteopathy.

not read it until I received THE OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
so iooked it up and read it through· and, commenting o~
same, must admit it is the most reasonable and moat
pointed in showing the M. D.'s errors that has been my
privilege to read for many a day. Give it to the M. D.'..
if they don't tell the truth and act honorably. Let our
light shine.

Dr. . . . . Moe!, Koulrhton, JI1cll.
I have read your article and heartily agree with
you as to its wisdom. Send 500 copies of the February
Osteopathic Health to my. maili~g list_ B~. all mean..
point out the truth.
ThIS ethIcal adverbsmg IS all
right, I am sure, and the ones who cry. Uun~thi~l"
are the M. D.'s whose system cannot stand mvesbgatlOn.
So come out of your own shell of conservatism and go
after them. What can we lose? Comma"d attention
for osteopathy. The closer and harder they investigate
the better for u._ Why hide our light under a bushel
at the expense of cou~tless lives we might.sa.ve? Co~e
out with the truth plamly and bluntly agam and agam
and I am with you at all times.

Dr. Al11ce •• WUlard, .orfo1Jl:, Vlrlrill1a.
In reply to your "Do you approve or disapprove," I
will say that as the years go by each issue of "0. H."
seems better than the last. I like you to wake us up
this way. These surprises you "spring" are just what is
needed to "correct lesions"-the lesions of apathy and
ignorance. Had I not unbounded faith in your ability
10 give us just what is needed in osteopathic literature
for our patients, I would not keep my standing order
with you.
Yes-most emphatically, I believe in whatever you give us.

Dr. W. O. Dawe., Bo.eman, .ont.
Didn't get to read all of the "Death-Watch" article
as a patient asked for a copy of O. H. before I finished
reading it, and that was the last copy I had left, but if it
continued as it started, it was O. K. I think we need
strong articles. One man who has never taken treatments commented to me favorably on that particular
article.

Dr. S. W. W1llcoJ<, Oakland, Oallforll1a.
Since January 1st O. H. has contained the character of articles which convince skeptics of the merits
of osteopathy. It suits yours truly.

Dr.

~ankUn

Bud.on, BcUnb1U'gh, 8c.otland.

I want 250 copies of the February Osteopatltic H e4lth.
I like militant numbers.
I am in hearty accord with
you in this move to educate the laity as to the inefficacy and danger in the use of drugs. It is as much
our mission to educate the people how to keep well
by living in harmony with the laws of nature and avoiding the bad effect of drugs-which we must combat every
day in our treatment-as it is to point out to them
the way to get back health after they take sick.

Dr. E. J. Breitzman,

~ond

du Lac, Will.

You are doing a good work well. You deserve all
kinds of praise and the fact that you do not get mor"
of it is simply because a whole lot of us are too busy
to tell you about our appreciation of your splendid
efforts in the field of osteopathic publicity. From the
small number of ukicks," however, you should be able
to make this deduction.
I like militant educational
literature.

Dr. I"ranJI: A. ][e;,e., Outeua, CalUornla.
Please send me 100 extra copies of the February
number of Osteopathic Healtlt.
I have read that
article. "Is the Physician a Death-Watch or a LifeSaver?" and I want these extra copies.

D?

L. O. Bow.., JII1JlneapoU., Zan....

The February number of usleopatltic Health is O. K.,
and I believe that your suggestions are just right. I
have been thinking of that for a long time, and the
journals are getting more to my idea as the months
go by. I do not see why we, as D. O.'s, should not
proclaim our merit and come squarely out with it. The
M. D.'s do it and they are not afraid to hit us every
time they get a chance in public; so we should not
be afraid to present our side. If so, pray tell me, what
are we afraid of?

Dr. Arlowyne Orr, St. Loui., ]11[0.
I most certainly do approve of the article published in
the February Osteopathic Health and helieve that it is
good for the cause of osteopathy to circulate such liter·
atu're.
We need some means of educating the public to a fair
knowledge of osteopathy, and the distribution of articles
on the subject seems to be the best way. In my own
practice this has been a success, for patients who read the
Osteopafllic Health are constantly giving me the names of
friends. saying: "Send them some of your magazines.
for they do not seem to understand what osteopathy is."
In this manner I reach people that I could not come in
tOl 1 Ch with in any other way.
The average individual of today needs something unusual and startling to wake him up or even to interest
him. The conservative form of article is passed by with
a glance, but an article such as "Is the Physician a Death
Watch or a Life-Saver?" assu(es his interest and holds
it because it is the truth plainly and forcefully told.
I am strongly in favor of a more militant osteopathy.

Dr.

]II[.

O. Burru., New

~rank11Ji,

Ko.

About the time the February issue of Osteopat"ic
Health arrived I was preparing to move to town and did

Dr. B. D.

~emberton,

Your article in the
Health is the style I
the correct idea: "we
must deliver the idea
flow on.

BrooJ!:l7n, .ew York.

February number of Osteopal"k
delight in reading.
You have
have the goods," therefore we
to the pU'blic."
Let your pen'

Dr. L. B. Bell, Btor;, Ott;" Xowa.
I must say you are getting more to the front. .each
year. We surely have got to assume a m~re mlhtant
position than we have the past few years If we ever
expect to show the other fellow uP. and put our. therapy
where it really belongs.
He WIll not put It there
for us.
Your February Osteopat"ic Health is the best ever
put before the professi,?n. Every osteopath .that h!'ppens to be in a commulllty where people read IS makmg
a mistake if he does not double his monthly order. We
. have surely got to do the educating ourselves and bol~ly.
too, as the laity has got to a stage where they thmk
all people know about osteopathy and, as a result, when
we do some exceptionally good work, they do not
herald it as they were wont to do ten years ago. Surely
more articles like this are wanted.

Dr. G. A. Gamble, Salt Lake Oit;y, VtalL.
I want to assure you that I endorse every word of
your "militant osteopathy" number and you have never
put out a copy of "0. H." in which I have taken
greater interest and pride in handing out to my pahen.ts.
It is the knocks we get that prevent people from 111vestigating osteopathy. Only a small per cent of the
cases that need us come to our notice.
The hundreds who are carted off to the hospitals have been
scared within an inch of their lives and we never know
what a strong influence has been brought to bear to
prevent them from trying osteopathy. Such articles tend
to wake the people up to their peril and that means
investigation. Then osteopathy, as well as themselves.
get benefit.

Dr. JII1JlDie O. Beath, 8l0Wt ~all., 'B. D.

I heartily co·operate in and approve of aggressive. e4 i torial work for the laity so long as we keep WlthlO
the bounds of truth and reason, and that should be
offensive to no one. Give us that which will convert
but not make enemies.

Dr. Leo B. Ohannell, LeaTenworth, Zan....
This militant number is, in my estimation, the best
booklet on osteopathy for the public that has been
published.

Dr. J. G. ]ll[orri.on, 'rerre Baute, :IJlcUaD.a.
Just imagine I am handing you my hand, for that
is what I would do if I were close enough to you
to do so. January. February and March Hea.lt"s are
all so very fine. If it hurts the M. D.'s to speak the
truth about osteopat~y, its princip.les, and. what. it can
do in disease-especlally those diseases m whoch t~e
M. D.'s can do so little-we must hurt them a b.~.
It is due the good people. The exigency of the people.
case require it. You can't make a Christian out of a
sinner by compromising with the devil.
So tel.l the
plain and full truth. We want to convert unbelievers
to believe in osteopathy.
Now we must tell what
osteopathy is, is not and can do.

Dr. D. O.

'rhomp~n,

S;ycamore,

I
f

xu.

Your present campaign is too good to miss.
p~o·
pie will not read dry stuff, and even an osteopath hImself wearies of it in time. Give us some more of that
real live osteopathic talk s~,ch as February's article.

Dr. W. Orrin

~lor;"

IlinneapoUII·, lI1JlJle.ota.

I am thoroughly In accord with the article in the
February number of Osteopathic H ealt", and I believe
the time has arri ved for tiS to come forward and let
the laity know the truth about relying upon drugs and
old-time methods of combatting, even the most common
diseases, and telling them of, and showing them, the
more reliable system. It is a coincident that I have
had two families come back to osteopathy within the
last week. after having wandered away trom it (one
of them for two years and the other about one year)
and they have both announced that they are done for
all times with old style methods, and feel perfectlY

"
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satisfied now to rely upon osteopatby. It makes one's
heart glad to bave instances like tbis occur, but the people
. must be sbown, and educated to it. I wIsh you all success with Osteopathic Health.

pr. A. W. ahOact8, Providenoe, . . L
That February number of Osteopathic Heal/I. is a
"hummer"-just the sort of stuff I have advocated
the publication of these many years, and I heartily advocate frequent articles along the same line, from your
facile and trencbant pen.
If a physician does not cure in a reasonable sbare
of his cases his system is inadequate or be is incompetent. Let the people decide which. To give emphasis to my opinion of the February numoer, you can
double my order.

pr. Cor. G. Bematreet, h l..1mrI', Dl1JlOt8.
I have been a user of Osteopathic Health for years
but this last year had not used it because there seemed
. to be too much rehash of old ideas that had been
advanced from the old angles over and over and I
feared tliey would prove tiresome to myoId patients.
But when I saw the February number I sent in my
order; and when I read THE O. P. and understand
you were ready to take a bolder stand for our profession I sent in a contract for the rest of the year.
This will show you very plainly what I think of the
difference; and I am right with you in all that you
do along this line, I hope the spirit will guide you
to make it forceful and clear and give us plenty of it.

pr. John A. CohaJa.Jl, Pbtla4elphJ&, PenJl871"'.Jl1a.
With six year's experience in the practice of osteopathy, sans adjuncts, I heartily endorse your article in
the February Osteopathic Health entitled, "Is the Physician a Death-Watch or a Life-Saver?" I have treated
many cases of acute indigestion and without a single
exception got quick and lasting results and the gratituue
of the patient. The ages of the patients ranged from
a few days to four score years.

Pr. nella B. Caldwell, De. lIotne8l, Xow•.
You are doing a grand work for the profession, and
should receive the encouragement of every practitioner
as well as their support.
My influence will be given
to get others to see the good to themselves and to the
profession in having such a representative paper.

Dr. Jo••ph P8l:gu80n, II1ddl.tOWll, .ew York.
February Osteopathic Health certainly hits the nail
on the head.

Dr. Geo. A. StUl, ][Irk.ville, 110.
Your "Militant Osteopathy" article in your last issue
of O. H. appealed to me as quite good, and I want to
congratulate you on it.

Dr. :E. C. Byeretord, WUll:e. Barn, .a.
"Slogan," keep it up. Just such talks boost osteopathy to its true place and worth. Dr. A. T. Still's and
your own judgments should be paramount as to what
successful field literature is. I'll follow your light.

Dr. Albert 'l'l1urlow BWl.t, Om&h., .ebraek••
To ine the February issue of Osteopathic Heal/h i.
by far the most inspiring number of this delightful little
magazine that you have ever issued. The two numbers, referred to in THE O. P. on pneumonia have given
me more satisfaction in their disposal than any others
that I call to mind. T"gether' with an explanation of
various diseased conditions as handled by osteopathy,
as you have been doing, and carryon a vigorous campaign into the enemy's stronghold-as the February issue
does--it would be impossible, it seems to me, to improve
upon it for propaganda.
The ringing, defiant, clarion call "to arms!" That's
the stuff! Get their blood circulating-they are too busy
making money.
Let them imitate Artemus Ward'.
hero, and "get their blow in first."
You see many
patients think the local uDoc" writes all this stuffkeeps me half the time proving an alibi-so it will
make us all get our fightmg duds on to make good.
Please double my order for February, and I hope its
"militant spirit" reappears very often.

Dr. T. B. lIorn.on, Port Jeffenon, Lolli' .uIl.nd,
I thoroughly endorse your position in regard to
"militant osteopathy."
You can send me' 400 copies
of the February issue of Osteopathic Health and enter
my order for 100 copies a month thereafter for one
year. 'Vishing you increasing success.

Dr. Coyt lIoore, Baton :Rouge, L&.
I think as you do-that we should not shrink from
!elling people the faults of medicine. This is a subJect that I have always tried to "preach" to everyone
that asked me questions in regard to osteopathy, tbe
difference between "our" and ~L D.'s treatment, etc. 1
do not believe that we should say that we can do better
In certain particular cases than an M. D. did, for tbe
SImple reason that there are lots of factors that have
to be taken into account which we may not know of.
I do believe we should take the cases of prominent
people who have died, and discuss, in a gef1eral way,
our method of treating such a case. and pointing out
the difference between it and the M. D.'s way. We
might say that "generally," or "usually," osteopathy
saves those cases, etc.
I think we need to have more "up-to-the-minute,"
progressive and vigorous (as you put it) article. for
distribution to our patients and prospective patient•.

If we wait for the M. D.'s to inform tbemselve. rellard109 osteo~athy or inform their patients, we'll always be
"waiting.'

Dr. J . . . Diehl, :Illmtra, •• Y.
I have just read the February number of Osteopathic
Health, and I think you have "hit the nail on the
head."
It is time that the truth be told. I have been
talking to my patients along these lines for six years,
and I don't think we should hide the light of truth
just because some M. D. might be offended. It is time
for D. O.'s everywhere to wake up and proclaim the
truth vigorously.

Dr. W. J. se.man, Bunttnl'ton, We.t 9'trtrfnia.
I believe in "militant osteopathy." Please send me
400 extra copies of the February number of Osteopathic
Health. Enough said.

Dr. S. O. llattheWll, .ew York Cit;r.

7
Dl'. J. B.

W~t,

Butchtn.on, E&J1JIU.

The February O. H. lies before me, read.
It's a
dandy, too. Your article, "Is the Physician a lJeathWatch or a Life-Saved" is able, timely, conclusive;
1t oU'ght to stnke the thoughtful reader and stick in his
brain as long as he lives.
I had treated a banker here the day before these
magazines came, for acute indigestion.
He had been
suffering the entire afternoon and went home thinking
he could "doctor" himself up and wear it out. Jjy
seven o'clock it was about to wear him out. He sent
for me. I found him in all sorts of distress
Complained o.f his feet and hands being cold, too.
In
twenty mmutes I had him easy. It was gratifying to
hear him tell how. quickly relief followed the deep
steady manipulation of the spine. At the end of the
treatment he said he felt good and was ready to go
to sleep. So ~nded this case of acute indigestio·n. Next
day I gave hIm your article to read. He did so with
appreciation; then he said: "Well, wben I have these
attacks, believe me, doctor, I'll send for you.

Osteopathic Health for February is fine. It is exactly
what is needed. By selecting and writing and "airing
up" cases with names, circumstances, etc., as you have
done in the cases of the late Mr Dickens and Admiral
Evans it really puts the breath of iife into' the
magazine.
.

You ask if we are militant osteopaths. Yes, in all
that that ,mphes.
I believe in giving to the people
as much enlightenment as they will take.

Dr. A. G. WUlih, IItnn.&poU., IItnne.ota.

Dr. Bomer :E. Sowere, Sharon, Pa.

In placing my order for the February number of
Osteopathic Health, I feel that I am not only doinO'
myself and my patients a good turn, but also that I
should encourage in a substantial way, the man who
has the faculty and "guts" to say something worth
while and to the point. In short, I want to compliment you for having side-stepped the Hhifallutin" scientific idea of trying to interest and educate the masses
witl, stuff tbat would not interest the average osteopath,
let alone would-be-patients and seekers after information. You certainly have usaid something" in the February number of Osteopatltic H colt It, and I hope you will
continue to indite fearless truths in the future and keel>
closer to the "fix it" idea.

I believe in "militant osteopathy."
Keep up the
fight all along the line, for. w~ are .gaining ground
every day we do it. My pract.ce IS growmg steadily.

!Dr. U'. II. Bibbih\ Grtnnen, low&.
I give it to you as my personal opinion that such
articles shall not be issued too frequently, but should
occasionally be sandwiched in when demanded, as this
"Death-Watch" article seems to have been.

Dr. A. B. Churoh, S.n Antonio, TeKa•.
I believe in "militant osteopathy."
vote of thanks (a check on account.)

Enclosed find my

Dr. J. C. lIoG1Jl.zlt8, Aurora, nunot••

Dr. . . . . Somere, Cott.... Grov., 0"1'011.
Please send me fifty copies extra of tbe Februar'
Osteopa/I"c Health.
It is great.
You can put m~
on recor~ as on.e who thoroughly believes in the militant
osteopath.c articles you are printing in Osteop /1 .
Health of late: We can so positively and forcibl ~a:~:
tam our posItion 10 the therapeutic field that I ~an see
absolutely no reason why we sh0uld not boldly assert
,t to the world.
If we. do not proclaim the worth
?f our. own system It WIll never be proclaimed-that
IS certaIn.

Dr. A. W. Berrow, Bot .prtnl'_, Ark.n....
.. I . want

to let you know that I am in favor of
,!,~'tant osteop.athy." I believe the majority will agree
Wit !!le, but If we do not put ourselves on record
y~u WIll not know !he general opinion. As State Com:
".llttee ~an. on LegIslature, I am up against a ro osit",n of md.fference myself. I write to tne DO' P b t
get no response to my letters.
Wishing );ou' ~u~h
success.

Dr. ·B. B. Sprague, Bemet, Californi•.
Two or three issues of this kind during the year
will do a world of good in advancing our plea for
sane and scientific methods of combatting disease.
Kindly send me 100 extra February copies.

Dr. WiWam L. Grubb, Pitt.burl', P •.
I consider the subject matter of the February number
of Osteopathic Health as being along right lines.
I
have wondered why you have not given us something
of this character of matter long ago.
The February
number ought to make the most skcptical Hsit up and
take notice."
I hope you will give us this kind of
material often and strong. If you do, I shall be compelled to increase my annual order.

Dr. :Earl A. .eleon, PhoentKvWe, Pa.
The February number of Osteopathic Health is Ilnejust what we need. I have long thought that we should
go out and tell the people how we are being maltreated by the M. D.'s and show, by comparison,. how
superior osteopathy is as a system of healing. I think
every number of Os/eopothic Health should ue just
as aggressive as this one.

Dr. Burton J. Jone.', lIonroe, lI1ehil'.n.
Have just read the February issue of Osteopathic
Health.
It certainly will hold the attention of the
lay reader, and witl surely cause some thinking. Kindly
send me 200 copies.

Dr. Prank Hunter Smith, Kokomo, Xndt.na.
It's me for some "militant osteopathy"-not too offensive in tone, but live enough to make the reader
sit I\JP and take notice. You serve it up in the right
proportions.

Dr. C. B. Atzen, Om&ha, Jl'ebra.ka.

Just a word in qualifying· my opinion with respect
to the February O. H. article "Is the Physician a
Death-Watch or a Life-Saver?" I am not in favor of
attempting to win advantages at the expense of some
other practitioner's failures, for I believe that every
physician worthy of the name is doing the best he knows
how in each particular case. But in the sense that the
system of medicine stuobornly refuses to give recognition
to our efforts-even in cases where the truth of our
theories have been repeatedly proven-it becomes our
duty as· honest practitioners to speak out fearlessly
about proven facts, let it strike where It may, for the
world is entitled to know the truth.

Dr.... P. :Evan., Btlll'ham.pton, .ew York..
I am very much pleased with your article, "Is the
Physician a Death·Watch or a Lite·Saver?" so much
so indeed that I would like to have it reproduced in
our local daily, which has a circulation of about 25,000.
I consider the article a gem, and with your permission
will be glad to put it before the 100,000 people who read
the Bi"ghamp/o1l Press.

Dr. Fraull: A. COllyer, Low.ville, Ky.
I have carefully re?d your article, "Is the Physician a
Death Watch or a LIfe-Saver?" and while the article 's
rather strOll~ re}ative to the two deaths, yet I cannot tinld
any fau~t WIth It as a whole, and can only say that 't 's
\v,ell wntten and forci~le-salls any attempt at orato;ic~I
flIghts-but one that 1S bound to give the reader the
Impress of truth.
I be!ieve the time has come for us to be more on the
defe,~slve, or :at~ler place our system of therapeutics
befo •.e the pubhc 111 a way that will stand the most rigid
sC.l"utlny, and kept free of any personal reflections that
wIll low~r our dignIty or lessen the respect -of not only
.tl:e public but our opponents as well, for by pursuing a
dlgnIfled course we are bound to command respect.
Let the other. fello,,: howl. That is what gave oste?pathy the prominence It has today and did more to place
It before the public than anything else.
".Set"a stan.1ard"and live up to it. Let the little barker
.',ark and yap at your heels. They will attract atten~101l to you .and you can simply stand and smile at them'
111 fact. be II1clulgent.
'
When I hear som~ of the assertions made by the M. D.
I try to show I:ow T!d!culous his argument is, and nothing
hurts a ma,n like ndlcule. Just saying it is so and no
argument, If you make 311 assertion and someone asks
\~hy! and your reply, "Because it is"-that does not
Slglllfy a truth.
T • feel that we o~ve the medical fraternity a debt of
gratltude, [or had .t not been for the fight they waged
a~al1:st us we \vOL! lel not be as well known as we are.
Ment and truth wliI always win.
If you w~!l obs.erve whe.never you talk against "the
'other feltow he IS the gainer; when the medical man
fights us he, as a rule, advertises us. Now, understand
me, I do not mean to lay down and let them walk over
us. By no means! ':Vhen it comes to fighting them in
the legislature and standing for our rights at any "stage"
of the game. I say fight-and fight hard.
\Vhen anyone tells me what Dr. So-and· So said against
osteopathy I smile and say, "I don't blame him. We are
tramping on his toes pretty hard." And when I have
occasion to say anything against medicine I try to state
plain facts in a rational way so as to impress my hearer,
and back some of the facts, as Marcus Aurelius says
"Never condemn anything without first having thoroughly
investigated it."
I have always stood for my rights, but in a straightforward way-never made any war on the medical fraternity; never took a case that an M. D. had without a
consultation, nor would I keep a case that one was called
in and refused to consult with me.
I never was ashamed of my profession and am proud I
am an osteopath. Because the M:. D. acts the Head" is no
reason that I should. In the start I gave them to understand they had to recognize my professional, social, financial and physical standing.
By pursuing an independent, dignified course in time
you will command not only the respect of the enemy, but
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what is of far more importance-that of the patient and
the general public.
Not a leading M. D. or surgeon has ever refused to
-come to our treating rooms for consultation when we
asked him. We have been in cases with u~1edics" and had
the same courtesies extended us that they showed their
own p r o f e s s i o n . ·
.
If you are a physician-and I mean by that not a title
-you 'will be recognized not alone by your own brother
but by your opponent, and I want to say right here t~at
physicians are born, not made. Each one's personalIty
has 'its bearing.
.
We had in our city a herb doctor that was domg a small
business and the M. D. undertook to run hIm out
-had him arrested, etc.) and failed to make a case
against him, but did not fai~ to g!ve him the advertisement
of his life, and now he 15 COl111ng money.. Had they
ignored him and left him alone he would, ltke a great
many others in his business, gradually ~ave udi 7 d Qut. ':
I quote anotf,er case that happened III Bowltng Green,
1(y., several years ago. A man was Se!1t ther~ .from tbe
country to have his leg amputated. HIS physIcIan could
110t accompany him, but gave him a letter to a surgeon,

etc., with strict injunction not to have anything to do
with the osteopaths.
ow, he had never hear0.- of
"such people" and had no id~a of hunting one up, but
chanced to meet an old friend on the train and told him
why he was going to Bowling Green, and, more from
curiosity than anything else, told him what the M. D. had
said about osteopathy. As it happened, this friend' was a
believer in our work and promptly guided him to one,
and today the man has his leg. So you see the fight the
M. D. made against osteopathy .helped us; had he kept
quiet the chances are the man would have known nothing
of osteopathy.
Now, . I am in favor of militant osteopathy, but of the
rjght. k.ind, <lnd not by calling the other fellow names.
Understand, this has no reference' to your article, which
is clean and to the point, but to prove our system correct
w'hen the other is wrong.
I have little use for the M. D. or D. O. that refuses to
call in someone else when he is convinced that his system
or therapeutics cannot save the patient's life for fear
someone will think he is not competent, or that the other
physician knows more th-an he does, and one that pursues
that course should be classed as a criminal.

These Osteopaths Believe, the "Death Watch"
Article Was Unwise and Harmful
Who is Right?
.

Dr. Arthur' Taylor, stillwater, 1lIlinn.
You wish an expression, from as many of th.e practitioners as will respond to your query, regardIng the
character of field literature to be sent out among people.
I have kept still for some time, but here are my views:
"A knock is a boost for the other fe"ow."
Then
let the M. D.'s do the "knocking." Dr. Bunting, ho",: do
you feel whenever you hear anyone say bitter thtngs
about osteopathy?* Then you !<now how the M.. D.'s
and an their special friends feel toward uS and ~ny
literature which runs the M. D. down. Can you ImagIne
how many' friends and relatives of the M: D.'s would
be made enemies of ours, Instead of frIends, under
the use of the wrong kind of educational literature?
Who can hope to build up, by tearing down some other
method?
There are so many beautiful truths to be told about
osteopathy, that we have not time. to. waste in telling
about the fallacies of the drug medicatIon; we have not
time nor money to waste in telling about the oth~r fellow's mistakes. These truths about osteopathy Will not
"throw stones" at anyone and will have the essentia.l
educational features, which the lay people need today.
If drugs and their use are such a curse t~ the human
beings, then it will be found out tn. due tIme.
Is it not' disgusting to go to a church and hear the
Rev. pick out the faults of the o.ther churches an~ pose
as betng in the only nght pulpit there IS? I~ It not
equally disgusting to the lay-peopl~ to hear hke ta~k
from us through hterature?
It IS and I know .t.
How do I' know it? Because I have heard the ex·
pressions from 'many 'people who read this kind of
literature. It has made enemies for osteopathy and for
me, consequently I' steer clear of any field literature
which attempts ·to belittle the other fellow. Just so long
as there are articles which run down drugs and drug
medication I will not send it out. I cannot because
I know ,;hat it will do.
It is mighty poor policy to
say ill things about your opponent in any line. It drives
people a way from you, while it may suit some. Yet
the good things about osteopathy, minus the "knocks"
does not drive anyone away, but drives the truth home
without a wound.·
.
Why do patients come to us for treatments? Because
they have heard of the tn,ngs we can do. Then let
us tell them what we can do and keep on telling them,
but by all means let us use proper methods in so doing.
The UP-TO-DATE OSTEOPATH is going to handle
emergency. cases; he is going to attend obstetrical cases;
set fractures; dress wounds; do siIrgical work and he
is certainly going to use antiseptics, antiseptic douches;
in minor surgery he is going to use cocaine hypos, etc.
He is going to ·use some drugs, he is going to use them
externally.
Barber's itch and a number of the skin
diseases call for lotions and ointments. There are vadous occasions where you are going to use drugs in
your treatment, even though they be used externally.
\-Vould you want anyone to brand the osteopath a.s
being incompetent to treat any of the above condItions, as· well ·as a case of poisoning-say carbolic acid?
If we continue to curse drugs and anyone having anything to do with the same, just so long are we going to
make the lay people think that we are mere bonesetters and nothing more.
It gives the lay people
reason to think that we are not physicians capable to
cope with all cases that might come to us.
Now, this picture is not over-drawn, it is taken from
actual expe!."ience, with m"y patients after sending out
some .literature that attempted to run down drugs and
d rul'( medication. We <lre wielding the ax that is going
to fall on our own necks if we continue to send out
more of this "knocking" literature. If we never care
tp do more than .the. Chiro, who needs only to ,administer h\s vertebral thrust. and needs no more than
that-well and I'(ood, but we aim to be physicians, in
tlie f.ull sense of the. word; consequently, we cannot be'
satisfied with merely a bunch of old chronics, who need
no ,more than simplv spinal adj ustment.
I am as mtich of a believer in all .tissue lesions a.s
anyone and know they must be corrected, but for

, ,

tleaven'g.. sake let the dear people know that we do
something more besides this. If we are goinl!' to use
drugs in any' way, let us not ,be so anxious to run
them down; they have their place, even though it often
be the slop-bucket; the people will. find this out soon
enough and they will find it out far sooner if we do
not kick up so big a Hstink" trying to stir things up.
We can win their good will and confidence far quicker
in other ways. than by "knocking."
You will find
many, many o,ther D. O.'s who are of the same mind
as I am, if they will speak up. They have told me so
and should not be afraid to tell it to anyone else, especially to the Editor of O. H.
P. S.: Dr. Bunting, I hope that you will give the
above letter a good' prominent place in the next issue
of The O. P. You' have published like articles on the
other side of the fence, now give the other side ..
chance to speak to the profession. It is due us.
[*Please read editorial note N<l, I.]

Dr. W. A. Settle, Berlin, Will.
Speaking of this February number, I hate to set my
ideas against such emig.c;nt authorities as Dr. Bunting,
who has certainly given us some of the most clever
promotion literature ever~ gotten out, nor any of the
other prominent D. -O.'s who sanction this number,
but I do think it is a decid'ed -tactical error.
It may be Qarely. possible to put a thing like that
across once or twice and' get away .with it, but I fear
very much our public would not stand for a regular
diet of such.
, ',.
I find that they hav.e .. very 'definite idea of just
what the M. D. can or cannot do, and what they especially wish to know is, what "we'· can do. .
Wherever and whel\ever the M. D. has attacked Ui
in this way, it has proven .such a boomerang that they
have abandoned that mode of attack, as a general rule.
Now why should \ve have to tak.e up their. cast-off
weapons?*
'.
_
I certainly shall await the returns from this February edition of the O. H. with somethil\g more than ..
passing interest. I shall most assuredly be highly pleased
to see just how Hyellow" a piec.e of advertising we can
put across and duck away unscratched.
I say these things in all courtesy to D.r. Bunting, for
I have a most exalted opinion of his ability as a writer,
and a deal of confidence in his judgment as to what
really constituted good "copy." This February number
of the O. H. simply shows- in my belief that even he is
fallible:
.
Let us simply stick to our own little text: OSTEOPATHY-IT CURES; just keep on telling them and
showing them what osteopathy will do. They will make
all our comparisons for us; and they will be a deal
less invidious.
The medical profession as a whole, have abandoned
the open places and taken to the bushes; they. are now
carrying on an essentially "bushwhacking" campaign;
and there is only one way to fight a "\lUshwhacker"
and that is to become one; remain in the clear and
annihilation awaits you. Throwaway your shilalah and
slip a stiletto up your sleeve; ij: is quite, if not more,
effective and does not make near the muss.
[*Please read editorial ;note No. I.]
,-'-.~

D~. G. P. Burllngham,'Bochelllter, N. Y.
Apropos to the Feb'ruary number, I think it too
drastic.
No doubt it is the very essence that lurks
in the spleen of mast D; (});~s," but 'it is my opinion that
such literature js harmful. 19 tpe .profession. The text,
I believe; in many respects', creates in tl\e minds of
tpinking people ·a repu.gnan;c~, ·for' our school.
Cer-.
tamly after the manner III whlc/1 ..we a·re wont t.o batter
away at old school dogma, it is: l\ot becolning in us to
dogmatise in SPecific cases, as. frienl! Bunting has done
in reference to Dickens and Evans) Let us stick to our
own woodpile.
In that way and in that way only,

can we hope' to ultimately establish the truth of our
philosophy. *
[*Please read editorial' No: II.]
'I'

Dr. 'J. B.. Bullard, KarshaJltown, Iowa.
.
lam positiv.ely, first, l~st, and all the tiJit~' opposed

to sUch articles as "Is the Physician a Death-Watch or
a Life·Saver?" I have not and will not distrihute. that
article. I am a firm· believer in educational literature
for distribution and have used O. H. for a' number
of years, believing' that magazine 1"0 be the best published for that purpose. As near as I can remember
I have failed to distribute in the 'past ten years only
one issue previous to the one appearing last month.

Dr. Ernst C. Bond, 1lIlilwaukee, Wi•.
. Neither Dr. Davis nor myself feel that we care to cir.
culate the February number of O. H. Your article
"Is the Physician a Life-Saver or 'a Death-Watch?" i~
decidedly too strong. You virtually make the statement
that had an osteopath been called in the two cases cited
that they would be alive now.*
Our enthusiasm for
osteopathy should not cause us to· lose' sight Of the
fact that man's. years are three score and ten and that
he is alloted a time to die. I have heard that Senator
Dolliver died while an osteopath was working over him.
Very likely a careful examination in the case of Evans
an~ Dickens would have revealed an organic heart
leSIOn (ot at least an advanced arteriosclerosis) and as
you are no doubt aware, when a heart 'ceases compensa.
tion and· r.eall.y begins to fail one of tQ.e· first things
to take place lS a stoppage of digestion and elimination
due to lowered blood pressure. I venture the assertion
that in practically all cases of acute gastritis that result fatally, the heart has been in a serious condition
for some time. t
.
Now Dr. Bunting, if you will look up your files you
will discover that we have complimented you on O. H.
more times than we have found fault with' it, but you
':"ill find we voted against circulating just this sort of
articles and you know us well enough to know"that we
are not "lu¥e warm" oste0R'aths either. Just an honest
difference of opinion, that s all. If you 'can use the
shipment of O. H. sent us, we should be glad to have vou
take them off our hands.
[*tPlease read editorial notes No§._ II and,Iy.]

Dr.

llI[.

As

E. Caypless, New Brunswick, N. J.

you

asked for an opinion. upon the Februar.y
Osteopathic Health, I feel at liberty to say I am greatly
opposed to it.
In fact, out of the 300 that I have
I have ,?nly. sent fifty, the r~st I w.iIl destroy. Among
other objectIOns that I have IS that It reads exactly like
a patent medicine advertisement; and I would rather
not antagonize' the M. D.'s any more than possible. My
policy is to let the M. D.'s do the knocking. and I will
deliver the goods.

Later Letter from Dr. Caypless.
I gives me great pleasure to write you that I have
completely changed my opinion of the Fe\;truary issue of
Osteoffathic' Healt/(: . When I wrote Ybu before' saying I
was not in favor of it, I did' so without trying them.
Since then I have given them a try-out, which is bringing
better results by far than expected. I am now' in position
to say that you have given us what we have long been
in need of, and "every' osteopath should use "militant
osteopathy," both· for his persoool benefit and for that of
the profession in general.

Dr. Wm. W. Hutchin.on, Detroit, llI1ch.
You have asked for an expression of views on the
of "militant osteopathy" and, while I seem to
be' one of the minority, I will take the. liberty of giving my humble o]linion.
.
.
I do not believe that the best interests of osteopathy
are to be gained by this kind of field literature. There
are several reasons.
First: Without knowing all particulars 'lnd complications of a case. which we do not
get in newspaper reports. ne man has a right to say
about a person who died under some one's else care,
"With my treatment that man would be alive today."
Patients die t1nder,~ 'osteopathic . care and we have no
right to pick· individual cases that die and say positively that.. those people would have recovered with our
treatment. * That seems to me one of the things we
obj ect to. with the so·called regulars.
They say that
patients that we lost would have recovered under their
care. Do we like that? Why should we turn around
and do the same thing?
Second: "By their' works (not words) ye shall know
t)lem."
Let us do our work so that it will be hound to
attract attention, and in that way favorable comment.
That, to my mind, is the best kind of advertising and
publicity..
.
Third: Every knock is a boost-to the one who is
beinll' knocked-and the more we use these ·tactics towards the regular school the more people are going to
think we fear it-and we have nothing to fear by comparison-so why d~cry the use of' drugs ?t· 'Every system
has .its good points. Of course, as osteopaths, we feel
that we have a .few more than the' drug· system, but
that does not mean that the drug. system is .all bad. ,I
feel that one of the I'(reatest helps and stimulants to osteopathy was the early opposition of the drug systems.
Let them do the opposing and we will reap the benefits.
J. do not mean by this to stop fighting. not 1)y any means,
but just stop "knocking." and let the other fellow do
that. N either do I think that we should make extravagant statements ahout what might have been, with peo~ubject

(
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pIe who are dead, where we have absolutely no way of
proving our claims in the individual case. .'
Let us 'proclaim loudly what we can do, not what
some other system cannot do; that will take care of itself. To make it shbrt-"Iive ,and let live," .and remem·
ber the Golden Rule.
"
,
I am an, osteopath first,' last, and all the time, but I
do not like this class of articles. J should like to hear
what some of the minority have to say. Thanking you
for the oppo.rtumty to express mypress myself and hop·
ing for contInued prospenty for all.

.~- ~;

,

EQUAL TO TWO HUMAN ASSISTANTS!
WORKING WITHOUT WAGES!
ALBRIGHT

We are
Manufactur.ers,
Importers and
Jobbers of

liSfand'ard"

(I agree with you, Do~tor Hutchinson.
You' must
read that article through agam, however, and see that I
positively said no such positive thing. I said the li"eli·
',ood was-the probability' was-that we osteopaths believed it, I am strong enough, but don't make me
stronger than I· really am !-Editor.)
[*tPlease read editoria.J notes II and 1.]
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Dr. W. O. Me1"kley, Brooklyn, N. Y.
I cannot understand why a man of ,your' acumen. should
spoil a first class article like the .February issue of
Osteopathic Ii ealth by' such an expression 'a's' "death
watch." I do ,.not see' how you' expect to t"olerate such'
an expression even though it be true,
You simply
antagonize sincere people who wish to recognize good
wherever found.
Another criticism I would offer is
that it is sufficiently 'osteopathically' egoHortical to put
the osteopath in the class of the Pharisee who thanked
God that he was not as Hather men are." While you
have spoken truthfully you must be reminded that work,
not words, count. I cannot use this "issue and will esteem
it a favor if you ,,,ill not send me any more booklets
with expres ions of .the above type,
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Write for Illustrated
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with prices,

High Grade Black Leather over Curled Horsehair and Burlap, u.ed on all Tables.
Dr. J. T. Young, rreemont, Nebraska.
N a doubt t1)!" ost~opathic profession needs advertising,
but I fear the progress of osteopathy suffers much at
the hands of its friends. No doubt exaggerated claims
and unwarranted statements bring patients for a time;
but the reaction comes and that hllrts.
I have spent almost one hundred dollars during 1911,
advertising osteopathy in my comparatively new field. I
should like to have used your literature because of its
low cost and because it is gotten out in attractive form;
but I do not want my probable patron to get the exaggerated idea of the almost if not Quite miraculous ability
and skill of the osteopath that they would get from
"0. Ii.'" There is altogether too much of the flam·
buoyant style and not enough careful statement of prin·
ciples. You assume things that you have no logical right
to assume. For instance, you recently said in one of your
articles that you know "an osteopath could have saved
the life of Robley D. Evans."* Now, Doctor, I believe
you call ridicule down on our profession by making a
diagnosis prescribing treatment and making a prognosis
merely from newspaper reports. I grant it is very probable that an osteopath could have saved Admiral Evans,
but no' man who reasons carefully should pretend to
know.
.
Would it n9t be wise for, you to be m9re careful in
your claims and more careful in your statements of
fact? I think we shall make a more substantial growth
when your, methods, which I admit are very common,
are chang'ed to more conservative ones. I am not a
conservative by nature. I am a staunch osteopath, a
medical heretic, a religious nonconformist, a political
progressive even to the recall of judges.
Whether these suggestions are worth anything to you.
they are written in a spirit of kindness. I should much
prefer to help you in your business than to injure it,
Later: You will remember that about a month ago
I sent you a letter objecting to some of your publicity
methods.
Since that time I spent an evening where
there were three intelligent osteopaths and myself. Your
literature was discussed. Two' of those present were
very positive in their commendation of your methods
and work. I and one other, \vhile not denying the use·
fulness of your literature, think you are too often tempted
to exaggerate the claims of osteopathy. Perhaps my comments are worth nothing' to you, but I am writing this
simply hoping to be fair,
[*Please read editorial note No. II.]

Dr. A. C. Paul, Butralo, N. Y.
I take exception to your letter. I believe there is
enough good in osteopathy without exaggeration.
I
wonder sometimes if you always' see or endorse the
things you print. If you know that osteopathy will cure
acute indigestion" without knowing the cause. I must say
I do not. I will become a regular subscriber to your
literature if you' say it contains that information.

Dr. E. B. Waters, Wichita, Kansas.
Article in Question too personal. Show up drug therapy
all the time. Quote authorities on toxicology.

Dr. L. L. Phelps" Santa Paula, C,al.
I am not wholly in favor of your articles similar to
"Is the Physician a Death·Watch or a Life-Saver?" etc,
I do not think we are yet in position to give osteopathy
to the public in just such form.

Dr.

L.

Curtis

Turner,

Boston, Mas.achullett•.

Referrinl!' 'to the Februarv number of Osteopathic
H ealt" and its attitude toward the old school, also your
article on "Militant Osteopathy," I wish to say. most
emphaticallv that I am not in favor of this sort of ad·
vertising. 'I' do not believe that you or I or anybodv
else can say that Admiral Evans or Mr. Dickens could
have been saved if they had been in the l,ands of an
osteopath, and I do not believe that this kind of adver·
tising appeals to the thinking publico

SOLD WITH OUR POSITIVE GUARANTEE

I am not sending out the February Health, and if this
is to be the style of the articles in the future, I would
be glad to know it, as I shall feel obliged to cancel my
order.
[*Please read editorJai note No. II,]

Dr. H. E. Leonard, Philadelphia, Pa,
Personally, I like this article in Question in the Feb·
ruary Osteopathic Ii ealth, but I am wholly opposed to
an article having any semblance of "knocking the other
fellow." * It is bad, bad policy, and I believe 'is the
cause in Pennsylvania especially of the feeling existing
between the osteopaths and the M. D.'st I do' think
the laity should know more about osteopathy as applied
to acute diseases, but give it to them in a dignified,
unbiased, unprejudiced, clean style without involving,
criticising, assuming, or reflecting upon the other fellow in any way. "By their words ye shall know them."
[*Please read editorial note I.]
[tYour memory is short, Brother Leonard. T,he bad
Hfeeling" of the M. D. 's towards osteopathy in your
state (and every other state) antedates our field litera·
ture some years. It is a fundamental feeling-the dislike'
of extinction.-Ed;t01·,]
.
~J,'.

H. E. Beed, Porterville, California.

You ask for a candid opinion about February, Osteop·
athic ·Health. "Do we want a more militant osteopathy?"
It seems strange in these days when so much is said
about universal peace for the osteopaths to be preparing
to carry the fight into the enemy's camp. I believe in
being prepared for war, but not the aggressor.
I am as enthusiastic as anyone could be, and believe
that osteopathy, is the very best thing in the line of
treatment today, and I believe in shouting its virtues
from the housetops, and so long as you do that I am
with you, but let the other fellow alone. If there is
such a thing as "the meanest man in the world" it is
the fellow that tries to gain his advantage at the ex·
pense of the other fellow. In other words, the "knocker."
Let the other fellow alone; he is not all bad. In fact
I notice that you like to write "M. D." after your ow~
name.*
I believe an osteopath could have handled both cases
that you mention in February Osteopathic Health-prob·
ably better than anyone else-but it is presuming' too
much to say that they would have recovered under such
treatment.t We have no way of knowing, so let us at
least be charitable, and instead of "knocking" the other
fellow· tell people about the good things we have for
them, That keeps me busy.
[* and tPlease read editorial notes I. and II,]

Dr. Sarah C. Wardell, A.bury Park, New Jer.ey.
I cannot circulate a'mong my patients such views as
you set forth. I do not believe in such a method.

Dr. B. V. Kennedy, Charleston, S. C.
The "militant" number has arrived-it almost took
my breath away. Say, how about the mote in our own
eye-are we perfect? I<n't it a safe bet that if we
deliver the "goods" we will get the business. My home is
Rochester, Minn" the home of the world·famed Mayo
Brothers-they bave hung in their office this Quotation
from Emerson: "If a man can write a better book,

preach a better sermon or make a better mouse·trap than
his neighbor, the world will make a beaten path to his
door." Do you catch the idea?*
Again I call to mind a saymg of my friendJ R. L.
Stephenson: "There is an idea abroad among moral
people that they should make their neighbors good-one
person I have to make good: myself. But my duty to
my neighbor is much more nearly expressed by saying
that I have to make him happy-if I may."
I shall promise to burn my hundred copies of the Feb·
ruary number as S0011 as they arrive, and ask you to
please cancel my contract forthwith. •
[*Please read "Mousetrap Philosophy" in this issue.}

Dr. O. P. Streig-ht, Wapakonetta, Ohio,
I do not approve of the article in the February Osteo·
pathic Ii ealt" and am sure, that a large distribution of this
booklet in this territory would absolutely kill osteopathic
business. I think it poor business.*
Any time that you
have an issue that talks osteopatjly from cover to cover,
as some of them do, I will want some of them. But
when you take a case, as you have in this issue, after
a man is dead, and try to tell the people that if we
had been able to treat the case he would not have
died, this sounds too much like Quackery; it is merely
an assertion without any possibility of proo£;t the men
are dead, we only know by the newspaper clipping what
was the matter with them, and in the case of at least one
of the men mentioned, he was an old. crippled, diseased
and worn·out man, all ready for the first malady that hit
him, and everyone knows that a death certificate very
seldom tells the cause of death, Besides this is just like
the surgeons; if the child that the osteopath has been
treating for appendicitis had been operated on he would
not have died, just as though none of them died after
an operation. Many a time you hear the remark tbat
every knock is a boost; the reason the osteopaths have
grown so fast as they have is because of the open
knockinl!' of the M. D., and now they are hurting us
worse than they ever did because they are not saying a
word; just smile when asked about osteopathy. Now 1.
for one, do not want to build up the M. D.'s by knocking,:!:,
as he built up in the past. If we could make people
believe what you say, it would be all right, but I have
been dealing with them just long enough to know that
they do not believe anything you say if said in this'
way. And they simply think you are tryinl!' to tear down
their old family doctor; this does no l!'ood, My idea is
to talk osteopathy first, last, and all the time. It is all'
01<. saying that you find the most clubs under the best
apple tree, I do not want to' help the people think that
is the medical tree.
[*ttPlease read editorial notes III, II and r.]
Dr. Geo. H. Tuttle, Portland, Maine.
I believe it is' the truth you write in the February
. Osteopathic Health, but I do not believe we should name
individuals who have died and, say they would have reo
covered by our treatment. * A short time ago I was witlT
a trained nurse three hours with acute indigestion. I
told her she could have a regular, but she said osteopathy
was good enough for her. In the morning she told me
she was never so sick in her life and she never saw a
case handled better, and she did not dare to have a
regular, for if she was Roing to ate, she wanted toknow it. Our patients talk, but if we blow our ow11l
horn. these conservative people holler fake.
[*Please read editorial note No. II,]
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Hod&'1lon, Spokane, W . .Ja1n!rtOn.

Did you ever know anyone in previous good health
to die of acute indigestion? I mean not only those fortunate enough to have osteopathic treatment but under
any other school or method of treatment, I have never
known such a case and at least a dozen osteopatbic
and meaical friends say they have not. I'm sure we
ha ve all heard of many cases so reported in the press
and I doubt not many reputable pbysicians have so
reported cases just as they have reported cases of "heart
failure" either to cover the real cause or because the
diagnosis was obscure or difficult. Now I don't know
why Admiral Evans died so suddenly but I don't want
my friends to think I am making the claim that bad I
been called in to take the "welts" out of his spinal
muscles, he would now be enjoying good health. I am
persuaded that he had some chronic ailment which
needed only such an attack to bring a fatal termination.
I can easily conceive of a ru'ptured gall bladder, setting
up acute infection which might simulate acute indigestion and be so reported. Here's my point-let's not claim
too much.
It makes our case weak, where we might
be strong, and the exact facts are all osteopathy needs
to maintain its established reputation.
[Your counsel is good, doctor, and your views moderate. Of course, you will agree with me that if Admiral
Evans had some chronic ailment smoldering beneath a
calm exterior, there was all the more necessity for controlling a sudden and severe acute indigestion and preventing that aged and infirm patient fighting a vital
deadlock three hours long with an opium handicap.
My article emphasized that the more infirm a sufferer
the more he needs prompt and sufficient treatment. I
<Iidn't say these men died of "bellyache" alone but that
uncontrolled "bellyache" caused death must be true
whether it worked to stop a leaky heart, or in any other
way.-Editor.]

'Dr. J . . . llI1ller, Boome, Jrew York.
I am not in harmony with the character of the "militant
osteopathy" you set forth in some recent numbers, and
especially the February number.
I consider myself a
militant osteopath; although for ammunition, I want
good sound osteopathic principles, not the other fellow's
·shortcomings. It is time enough to use the latter when
I run short on the rormer.
Teach osteopathy, not
drugs. I have found by experience that I would not
gain a favorable audience by a skeptic in attacking drugs
and especially in the manner of the February Health
does it. On the other hand, I would command his in·
terest and finally support by carefulIy telling him about
Dr. Still's discovery.

Dr. Leon B. Hawe., Adrl&1l, II1ch.
You asked for a vote on the February nnmber of
Osteopatilic Health and while I did not sign your vote
blank, yet I will give' you my opinion of the subject
-as best I may. First I want to say the number was a
good one in many ways, and generalIy speaking I am
not sorry it was sent out. However, here is where I
feel like criticising.
Part of it reads too much like
an attack on the old schools for losing cases, and J
<lon't believe we can possibly afford to do that-no
matter how true the charge might possibly be; and there
again is where you are weak. It is not at all certain
you were right, especially about the case of the admiral,
for I am free to say that while osteopathy in my opinion
leads the world in handling acute indigestion, yet in
that particular case, personally I would not have cared
for it and here are some of the reasons: First, I am
satisfied it is a fact that army life. and especialIy the
officers, are what we would call high livers and very
lligh at that; and while I know nothing of that particnlar case, yet that would be my jndgment with a man of
his age if he had lived as the majority do live. I doubt
very much if any physician could have saved him. and
if an osteopath had been in charge, we would never
l,ave heard the last of it. And that was the criticism
of one of my patients on that article. that while it
might be true, yet there was no provision made about
the manner of life of this man, and that while the number
as a whole was !,ood, yet she said she thought that part
of it had much hetter be left out. For the same thing
is true of the whole as is true of a part. We can help
onrselves along much faster by telling and showing what
we can do and the reasons for it so much faster than
by telling where the other fellow fails, and so while
I believe in tellino; out of their own mouths of the
failure of drug giving, yet I can not approve of saying
-anything about soecial failures which possibly we might
have made ourselves.

Dr. Warren B. llaek, LYI1l1, Ka.lI&Chuatt•.
You' asked for an opinion on the February number
of Osteopathic Health. I am somewhat undecided, but
<lon't like it quite so strong. It seems to me that these
-prominent people m.i.aht have died, even under osteopathic care. Probably the acute indigestion was heart
trouble.' I shall use the February number. but I do
not like it quite so well as some others you have issued.
r'Please read editorial note 11.]

Dr. Helen Gldding., Oleveland, Ohio.
We cannot refrain from expressing to you our unwillingness to send to patients or have g'O out of our
office some of the material contained in the Osteopathic
Health for February, 1912. The .subjects of our disapproval are "Is the Physician a Death-Watch or a
Life-Saver?" The first open page holds the bold assertion that with scarcely a doubt both men would have
recovered with osteopathic phvsicians. Speaking of Ad·
miral Evans and Mr. A. T. Dickens. we believe this i>
too ~trong an assertion to admit of publication.
Our
practice is s..tfficiently large and successful to show uS

most conclusively that people die under osteopathic
treatment, as they do under both medical and surgical.
We cannot seem to endorse what is "unethica1."
.

Dr. P. :1:. JorrS., II1nneapoU., II1I1Jl.
In reply to your reques.t for an honest op.mon in
regard to militant osteopathy, will say that I believe rn
standing up for osteopathy, for we know the philosophy
of osteopathy is all right, and I helieve every inlelligent
person believes in it when he understands it. But in
defending osteopathy and in educating the public to
the osteopathic idea, I do ~t think it is either neces-.
sary or wise to assail others who are trying to heal
the sick. The personal reference as made in the Feb·
ruary Osteopatilic Health seems offensive to me and I
believe such references are offensive to the average
mind.
And if they are 'so, they will do more harm
than good. Talmage said: "The man who never makes
mistakes has not yet been born" and as that is no doubt
true, it seems to me, ill advised to throw stones. However, let us continue to educate.
Those who know
osteopathy, take osteopathy. Everybody believes in osteopathy only they don't all know it, because they do not
know w·hat osteopathy is.
Your March nU'mber j~ an
excellent educator. I have a bunch of them.

Dr. Aubury W. Hart, Bo.ton, lIIla••.
Enclosed please find slio. which it had been my intention to mail you before.
I believe in an active, dignified campai~t1 in the interest
of osteopathy, for the more I practice it the more I am
convinced that we "have the goods," as they say in business parlance.
There is, however, this that does not appeal to me as
best, and that is too hasty or unwarranted criticism of
the medical profession. To be frank, it does not seem
dignified or fair to accept a newspaper report alone as the
basis of attack upon another school of practice. Newspaper articles are too seldom reliable.
How do we know Admiral "Bob" Evans did not have
all organic heart trouble with failing compensation and a
chronic kidney trouble back of that, etc., etc., etc.?
You may have all the particulars of his attack of "acute
indigestion" and his physical condition in detail, but, jf
not, is it entirely fair to go after the other fellow too
strong? Perhaps our best osteopath could have done no
better.
This is not my own opinion alone, but several have
criticized the article on that hasis-not unkindly, but
with the thought that it was hardly fair.
I admire your earnest spirit and the articles in Osteopathic Health are usually timely and wetl written; in
fact, the magazines, like good wine, seem to improve with
age.
.
,,,rishing you every R"ood thin'! vou could wish for
yourself.

Dr. Erne.t Si•• on, OaltIand, Oal.
You ask me what I think of militant osteopathy. If
your February number of Osteopathic H eallh is a sample,
I will say that after reading the articles concerning Admiral Evans the supply I had of Osteopathic Health
went into the waste basket.
We are buying Osteopathic Health in order that our
patients may be told in a careful and well stated manner
what osteopathy is. and what and how it expects its beneficial results, and I do not wish to circulate any literature
to my patients that has for its onlv recommendation abuse
of the other" fellow and that abuse based on distorted
facts.
I will refer to the point I have in mind. The cases
stated concerning the death of Admiral Evans, etc. Most
intelligent people who read know that Admiral Evans has
been an invalid for years, and that for more years he has
been a generous indulger of champagne; also that when
he brou!,ht the fleet around the Horn it was doubtful if
he would live untit he reached San Francisco, and that
after he did reach San Francisco he was in a precarious
condition with uBright's." for he has not at any time
since been in f'(ood health. And then to state that oste·
opathy could have cured him of anv attack that was
~evere enough to cause death in a few hours!
Now,
'Bunting, does that sound good to you? Would you stand
for it?
There is 110 argument in abuse, and if the other fellow
is wrong he will hang himself. How do you feel when
some M. D. calls you a fakir and a charlatan? Well, I
feel sorry for him, and I also feel sorry for myself when
I find I have passed out such stuff.
We cannot use the militant osteooathic numbers, a!£
they are not suited for the user. for which we are purchasing Osteopothic l-fea/t.h, so please cut out those of our
orders, especially those numbers where statements are
made that are not and cannot be fullv sl1br.tantiated. The
question is, What is Os/.eopathic Health for? The line of
argument for a journal where it is a publication such as
THE OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN may be all right and 1n
proper place, but it does not appeal to me and in time
wilt react on us.
""T e have too many shortcomings to be telling of the
other fellow's faults. Goodness, what would happen if
the mistakes of Roome of us were embellished and painterl
up, say hy a "Hunting" for the other side! None for
mine.
Dr. Albert J. Kol;yneux, Jeney Oity Height.,

r.. J.

The last two editions of O. H. do not appeal to us as
the best thing for our locality; in fact. we feel that they
injure the profession. judging from the impression they
make on us and from the expres$ion of our patients
and prospective patients.

We feel that talks on osteopathy's application to th~
va.rious diseases such as have been received previous to
these two last editions are what we need, believing that
by such articles and results obtained more substantial and
rapid progress can be made. Please do not send' us any
similar numbers, but rather an assortment of your old
editions, the month of issue making no material difference
as long as osteopathy's application to the various diseases
is well covered.

What is "Knocking"?
[EDITORIAL NOTE

1.]

NL Y criticisms that are unjust and untrue are "knocking." It is not "knocking" to speak the truth about anything.
It is our duty as scientists to speak the
truth always, and an honest opinion, advanced
with moderation, making ari appeal to facts and
using logic and reason to prove that that opinion
is right, is never "knocking." To be a "knock"
a thing must be slanderous. A "knock" is a
willful perversion of truth, having its origin in
envy and malice.
This definition of what a "knock" is and is
not answers fairly and fully-it seems to meeach of the allusions to the subject in the several
letters which appear in this "negative column."
I believe our brethren err in attributing the word
"knock" as a criticism of our position "hen we
ve~ture to tell a small part of the livmg (and
dymg !) truth. We should not misuse plain
terms.
Should we criticize the wrong and crusade
against it? Should we advance the right by
explaining the wrong? That's the question. It is
a broad question of morals and expediency both.
Let us decide these Questions on their merits.
I vote "y~s" on both grounds. I may be wrong,
but that IS my view. But let us cease this talk
about "knocking" when we discuss these broad
principles of right and expediency, for it has
nothing to do with the case. When an osteopath
"knocks" he is as contemptible as every other
"knocker." But when an osteopath is a reformer
and a teacher of new truth he is not a "knocker."
The Man of Galilee railed bitterly at the Scribes
and Pharisees. He not only showed where they
were wrong, but He denounced them blisteringly
as rotten to the core. Would you calI that
"knocking"? Answer the question: Was Jesus of
Nazareth a "knocker"? There's a world of difference between battling for the right, or what
one believes to be the right and slandering what
is true and right, whether one understands and
believes it to be true and right or not. A slander
is a knock and, whether uttered maliciously or
through ignorance, does not matter. A knock
hurts the knocker. It reacts. It often boosts
the person who is maligned and misrepresented
-bttl not always. A truth told hurts whatever
and whoever stands for error; and it helps the
victory of right and whatever and whoever stand
for right.
Now, then, to say that it hurts osteopathy and
osteopaths to tell the truth about drugging is
wrong. It is not so. And to say that it boosts
the M. D.'s to show wherein they are in error
is equally untrue. The reverse is true in both
instances. It is demanded, however, that osteopathic crusading be wisely, moderately, opportunely done or it may defeat its own ends, although it represent truth. In other words, we
must use expediency, as well as being on the right
side, to advance the cause we represent.
I wish you would read carefully the comment
of Dr. Herbert Bernard on this subject in the
"Aye Vote Column" this issue.

O

The

Difference Between Stating
Facts and Opinions
[EDITORIAL NOTE II.]

T is due me to add that I said only that
if competent osteopathic physicians had
been cafled in on these cases the LIKELIHOOD is the patients would
have recovered-recovered, of course, not from "old age"

I
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or "valvular heart trouble," but the paroxysms of
"acute indigestion." I still think so.
As several of my friends have quoted me erroneously and criticized me for things I reallv did
not say, while others have drawn very broad and
loose inferences from my words, I shall ask to be
allowed here to analyze my own statements. My
words were: "THERE IS SCARCELY A DOUBT that
both men would have recovered if they had been
attended by osteopathic physicians. It may seem
unkind to STATE THIS OPINION," etc. You see, I
did not pretend to know or say this was a FACT;
nor did I say (as some of .the boys wrote me I
had said): "There is absolutely no doubt that
these men would have been alive today if they
had been treated by an osteopath." There is a
very wide difference between asserting a "fact"
and offering "opinions" about "likelihoods."
A later paragraph in the Dickens discussion
said: "Do you realize that an osteopathic doctor
IN ALL LIKELIHOOD would have corrected that
early acute condition inMr. Dickens' anatomy
while he was resting up in Boston," etc. Again,
it said, "IT IS ALTOGETHER PROBABLE * * *
there would have been very little expectation of
again being stricken with acute indigestion; but,
if he had been, the osteopathic management of
his case WOULD HAVE BEEN EXPECTED to correct
the condition again," etc.
As a summary these words were used: "Both
deaths APPEAR to have been unnecessary and
MJGHT have been prevented." You see, that is
still stating an "opinion" and stating it as an
"in ference," and is not asserting it as a broad,
unqualified claim.
I make this explanation because I do not wish
anyone to conclude from these criticisms applied
by friends and patrons to this Dickens-Evans
article that I state things to be "facts" when I
offer them as "opinions," or that I put them forth
un.qualifiedly when I am careful to speak
qualifiedly.
However, I am free to say if I were putting
that article out today-after this excellent and
helpful discus ion-I would modify some of those
phrases considerably. I would say on the first
page, for instance, "There is fair likelihood,"
instead of "There is scarcely a doubt."
This discussion among ourselves and the tendency of some of my own friends to read
stronger claims into my lines than I actually
'wrote emphasizes the responsibility resting upon
me to speak clearly and moderately, and say
things so absolutely plainly and fairly that he
who runs and reads may not be able to get any
wrong inference from them whatsoever.

The Difference Between Theory
and Practice
[EDITORIAL NOTE III.]
NE conspicuous fact stands out in these
good letters: Among those who say that
the "Death Watch" article "injures osteopathy" and "drives away patients" are those
who did not use that number. Some would
not order it. Others say they burned their copies!
These are thet>' who, as a class, say that it was a
mistake. Of course, they were honest about their
opinions, but in the main they were the01·izing.
Those who did use it say it was a surprisingly
good number for winning new patients. Among
them are half a dozen who admit they were
convinced of this fact considerably against their
Own wills. They confess to having been afraid
of it and opposed to it at the start, but agreed,
after correspondence with us, to make the test.
The test changed their views and they admit it
candidly.
Such a situation is significant. It shows two
things: (1) That a good deal of the objection
is purely subjective and arises out of preconceived opinions; (2) that even though an individual osteopath~or many of them-might have
a strong. even violent, antipathy to a certain
article. it might yet be the means of doing a
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vast amount of good for the science and profession.
I have a lot more faith in demonstration than
mere speculation. I put more reliance in the
advice of a man who says, "I tried it out fully
and therefore I know" than the one who says
"I wouldn't t!1Y it 'because I'm perfectly sure I
know in advance." It's the difference between
theory and practice.
I recommend that you re-read the letters of
Dr. Ernest R. Humphri'es, Dr. L. A. Bumstead,
Dr. Franklin Fiske, Dr. Joseph H. Sullivan and
Dr. Geo. F. \Vagoner on this phase of the subject.

puzzled and didn't really know themselves, but
suspected this and that thing was the matter,
etc. From osteopathic inference we may be fairly
sure we know important factors in both cases
which the attendant physician wholly disregarded.
After Mr: Dickens was dead his doctor said his
trouble was probably angina pectoris. Read his
words and analyze for yourself how much he
probably knew about his case before death eventuated. Can you fancy a doctor letting an angina
case of that gravity get out of bed and travel if
he even suspected it was angina before death?
And do you believe morphia and atropia and a
hot bath met the demands for sane relief? Are
you familiar with angina pectoris pains in the
hypogastrium? You see the man's at sea yet-did
not diagnose his case, and did nothing but stupefy
the pain sense and at the same time still further
d'eadlock the vital machinery of his patient.
I submit for your judgment the signed statement of Dr. Stephen Smith Burt, who treated
Mr. Dickens. He wrote this out over his own
signature for the New York Sun:

.Complications Make Opium Giving
Even More Dangerous
[EDITORIAL NOTE IV.]
EASONING from cause to effect, and effect
back to cause I cannot see where giving
opium-the confessed treatment in these
cases-and withholding attention from the congested spinal c;:enters is anything but manslaughter
and I would to God I could stand before the
American Medical Association and hurl this
indictment into the teeth of the 100,000 M. D.'s
who trust life to such treatment!
Manifestly, the weaker and more diseased the
old Admiral's heart and kidneys were, the more
imperative the necessity to relieve his spinal dead
lock so that the invalid organs would not be put
out of commission l:Iy the unchecked acute indigestion. This was not done. The doctor let the
heart battle nearly three hours against its burden,
plus opium, before the 'heart gave way. I surely
made it plain in that article that the more danger
from a diseased heart,' the more the necessity of
correcting the indigestion.

R

The Physician Who Treated Mr.
Dickens is Quoted
OME of my friends have criticized my "Death
\Vatch" article on the assumption that I had
only assumption for premises as regard~ the
real conditions and treatments of these· two
famous personages. "Did I know what was actually wrong with these patients?" and "Did I know
what kind of treatment they got?"
The physicians in both cases spoke for themselves. They told their own stories. The Associated Press reporters did not diagnose these
cases for the physicians, nor fake the treatments
given. The physicians were immediately interviewed and, as usual at the hour of the serious
illnesses or deaths of prominent men, gav\! out
their own statements, which were duly published.
Later-after death-were changes of diagno'sis to
cover the inadequate treatment as given.
As they diagnosed their patients by symptoms,
rather than by tissue conditions and treated them
by drugs and "expectantly" rather than .by affording anatomical relief, you and I probably
know about as much as they knew of real conditions, after we find that they confess· they were

S

When Dicken. Died

m.

Doctor Grieved·

(Letter to The New York Sun.)
To the Editor of the Sun: Inasmuch as I was one
of the last persons to convene with the late Alfred
Tennyson Dickens, a short account of that interview and
of his death may be of interest to you and the readers
of your journal. Summoned to his room at the Hotel
Asto1' on' 'Monday evening, without kno-wing the occupant,
I found a man in gre'at pain. He told me that he had
gone to a theater, but owing to a sudden attack of what
he thought indigestion he was obliged to return. I told
him that nothing short of a hypodermic injection of
tnorphia would relieve such acute suffering and· hastened.
to get the' necessary implement.
After a moderate dose of morphia and atropia I gave
him a hot bath and the pain soon disappeared. As he
lay there in the bath tub he said to me:
HI have been on a lecturing tour and I pre'sume I am
a little worn out; but I must pull myself together, as
I have an engagement to lecture tomorrow ~vening at
Kingston, and I should be sorry to disappoint my
audience."
Thereupon I asked him what he was lecturing about,
and he said the writings of his father. ··What is your
name?" I then asked, and he replied, "Dickens." Then
for the first time it dawned upon me that he was the
son of Charles Dickens.
Hyou know, it did not affe'ct me," he said, meaning
pecuniarily, "but I was astonished at the size of the
audience at my last lecture, which was in Indianapolis.
IV'[y manaver told me there were quite 5,000 people
present." I said it must have been very Rratifying, and
he replied, IIYes, I was simply delighted."
liThe English people'" Dickens continued. "do not
really know and fully appreciate the Americans. I have
found them charmin/l: and de']ightfuL"
"Yes," I replied, f you would be apt to 111eet more of
this kind on such an errand as yours than the casual
tourist. There are groups in this country almost everywhere of as refined and cultivated people as are in
existence. "
Then I told him of having heard his father read in
Albany on his last visit to this country and of the
delight, to a boy. of seeing and hearing the au\hor ,?f
the books that had bee'n so much to us all In thIS
country. I told- him that I was in part an Englishman,
ei~ht generations t:emoved, ~nd somethin~ of my a.ncestry
which seemed to lllterest him, and as I was takIng -my
departure he said, "I am very glad to know you." I
answer,e'd HAnd I am very glad to know the son of your
father."
The folIowinR" morning I found that th~u'!h free from
pain lVfr." Dickens had passed a restless mght. ~e complained that he was not even able to read. WhIle con·
senting to remain in be'd until noon he felt that he must
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DR. HENRY STANHOPE BUNTING,
Editor "Oateopathlc Health"
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endeavor to go to Kingston, much against my better
judgment. He dreaded to disappoint his expetcant audience and his manager.
About noon he came downstairs, having given up his
room, intending to take fhe train to Kingston. -In the
lobby of th<> hotel he was taken suddenly with pain and
faintness and breathlessness. I was immediately called.
We got him to bed at once, and the pain, which was
most severe', was again very soon alleviated.
Several
times that afternoon I saw him and, he remained comfortable. I told him that I had an engagement for the
evening, but that I should not be at all out of his
reach.
With a consideration that bespoke the kind of man he
was, he said: "I certainly shall not disturb you unless
things are .imperative." Later in the afternoon, shortly
after conversing with one of his managers, he suddenly
raised up on his elbows, placed his hand over his heart
and fell back dead. And I felt that I had just gained
and then lost a friend.
It was not so much acute indigestion, which is so
often given as the cause of death of those past m'iddle
life, as the sudden giving out of the heart muscles that
had gradually become degenerated. In the case of Mr.
Dickens:, in my opinion, the pain, though not directly
in the region of the heart, was, nev,e"rtheless, referable
to that organ rather than to the gastro-intestinal tract,
and was what is known as angina pectoris.
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new food medicine handed to them,. etcetera.
"Mousetrap Philosophy"
Gee! They certainly know all about osteopathy
[From Printer's In/~ of March 21St.]
then, and they can explain it to their friends
in such a way that it helps the rest of us!
ERHAPS the most inaptly used quotaIt isn't my kind of technique-this conglomertion for a<;lvertising purposes is the one
ate mass of medical ideas and non drug methods.
about the man who, if he builds a better
mousetrap, makes a better this or better that,
My kind of technique is mechanical, purely methe world will make a beaten track to his door
chanica I. , My kind of osteopahty is the' study
though he lives 'in the woods, or words to that
of the mechanIsm of anatomy; developing the
effect.
touch so that one may. be able to recognize an
Then after this quotation is always the name
abnormal anatomical condition; and the under"Emerson."
standing of anatomical mechanism so that one
N ow, I haven't done much reading in my time,
may be able to correct such anatomical disbut when it comes to Emerson I am somewhat order. That is my idea of Andrew-pure osteoat home. I have read and re-read everything' pathy and its technique.
Emerson ever wrote (that is in print), but I've
It is, to be sure, rather hard to study an!i
never run across this piece of. "mousetrap phil- know the human machine. Takes a lot of hard
osophy" because Emerson never wrote it.*
work to know and remember the intricate maThe peculiar, distinctive and l!nusual trait chinery of the human body so well that one may
about Emerson is that whatever he wrote was as
instantly recall the musculature, blood and nerve
truth, and this "mousetrap absurdity" is not.
STEPHEN SMITH BURT,
A man who lives in the woods, though he supplies of an anatomical area upon which he
New York.
wishes to work. It may be that this is the
makes a better article than anyone else is makreal reason for so many osteopaths advising
You will see, just as I stated, that Dr. Burt ing, will have a romantic; slow and sure death
other methods. n is much easier to undergave his patient opium for a "cure". and.ca hot by starvation unless he lets the world know in
stand how to hold a light over the sciatic nerve
bath for good measure, and let it go at that.
just what part of the woods his shop is located
in the gluteal region than to study this nerve's
Instead, then, of taking off his coat and ascerand what is the quickest and easiest way Of
taining "what in the Dickens" was wrong anaorigin and distribution. Laziness? Maybe that's
getting there.
tomically and physiologically, he was conte.nt to
it. Who knows?
There's but two ways of making that "beaten
mask it behind opium and then engage in a
Now for osteopathic technique as I undertrack," and that's by advertising and by continu-I
beautiful sentimental conversation with the dying
stand it: The first and greatest rule is always
ing to make better mousetraps.
man about his lamented father! As this helpless
"The hearing ear is always found close to the
to get as much relaxation of .tissue as pOSStand careless physician confesses, he found a
speaking tongue," says Emerson in his "English . ble. This can be done by so placing the patient
new friend and lost him the same day!
Traits."
upon the operating table in a 'position that will
Would to God that a competent osteopath had
Advertising is the "speaking tongue" that artend toward relaxing the area upon which oni
had his opportunity to endeavor to save that
rests the attention of the "hearing ear" of the wishes to work. Relaxation is necessary for both
valuable life!
.1
world.
examination and treatment. Although I will
Now, in view of these admitted facts, please
If there is no advertising, if the tongue of
consider examination first.
go back and read my article again and tell me
information is silent, the world does l;lOt receive
The second rule is to locate and determine
if Dr. Burt, in his social visit and gossip with
the message, and your mousetrap friend, be he
the kind of a lesion which' may be bony or
a dying man, acted as a "life-saver" or 'a "death
ever so skillful, will perish.
tissue contractions, or tissue relaxation. The
watch"? What do you think?
The time-worn fallacy that a good article needs
history of the case will usually determine as
Of course, it is all very well to .spare the good
no advertising should be taken out in the air,
to whether the lesion was caused by trauma,
doctor's feelings now, for I am sure he is a
laid over a line and beaten.
abuse of function, wrong mental attitudes, ingentleman and a man of soul, but Mr. Dickens
To ttse the words of my advertising-philosofection or exposure to cold.
had his life at stake-and lost! Are one man's
pher friend, A. S. Bryan, "The man who does
. The third rule is where there is more than
"feelings" of greater concern than another's exnot advertise pays the bills of the man who
one
lesion discovered-which is usually the case
istence?
does."
Do you believe with me that you and I are
Waiting is a poor game-and a long one. Ad- -to determine, if possible, which is the primary
lesion. It is hardly possible, however, to desomewhat responsible for the-lives of those who
vertising will carry the goods from where they
cide which is the primary lesion at the first
are still to come into' similar jeopardy? And are sold to where they are wanted.
examination. My experience has been that it
that by speaking out now our abhorrence of
"Mousetraps"-oh, perish the thought! Do you
takes several treatments to determine this very
giving a man at the brink of death opium .to save hear, Clarence? Desist!
important fact. And it is important, as it is,
him that we may, perchance, save someone else
very necessary to give more attention to a
, ['Elbert Hubbard has confessed to the authorship of
from dying? Is' this stake worth while? Or is
this phrase, which he attrib\.~ted to Emerson. as a Joke.
primary lesion than to a secondary one. A
the M. D:s pride of opinion and peace of mind
He has been laughing up Ius sleeve eyer. sll1ce a~ the
secondary lesion can never be corrected. and'
search of Emersonians to locate the quotatlO n .-Edttor.]
paramount?
stay so unless the primary lesion is corrected
first.
N ow for treatment:
Remember relaxation
first. As I said before, put the patient in a
position that obtains relaxation.
In other
words, overcome the natural tonicity of muscles
as far as possible and it will be much easier
to locate and treat contracted or mal-adjusted
By Herbert E. Bernard, D.O., Detroit, Mich.*
tissues. All osteopathic lesions are tissue pressure
in effect. Even in a bony lesion, the bone is
I
am
going
to
call
it
"specific,"-anyway,-this
STEOPATHIC technique: The "Old Docdisplaced, it is true, but it is displaced only in
technique that we are all so fond of talking
tor" called it "fixing disordered anatomy";
its own articulation. It is the deranged and
about, as freeing circulation, removing pressure,
we call it technique. He cailed it "setting
congested soft tissue that cause the pressure,
lesion osteopathy, adjunct lesion osteopathy, back
bones"; we call it anything and everything but
never the bone. . If a bone should press a nerve
to nature osteopathy, suggestive therapeutic ostethat. He, through years of stUQy, so developed
against ano~her bone, it would destroy the inopathy, vibrator osteopathy, light-ray osteopathy,
his fingers that he knew instantly how to use this
tegrity of the nerve.
and the water route. Gracious! What an enormWe, by the study of de"fixing" ability.
In reducing an osteopathic lesion all tenous
amount
of
adjunct
knowledge,
with
its
scriptive and surface anatomy, develop our mm.y
sion of tissue must be worked on until it is
to
allow
some
phraseology,
it
does
seem
to
take
forms of manipulative technique.
normal, or nearly normal. This is hardly pososteopaths to understand how they obtained a
I believe we all have an abiding faith in our
sible at one treatment, as great care should
particular form of technique, with a hope that
result by removing a lesion! For mind you, dear
be taken not to overtreat. The tissues involved
it is specific. Although I often wonder now
in an osteopathic lesion are so easily stimulated
people, no matter how many adjuncts they use,
much of it is really specific and how much is a
through mechanical irritation in some cases that
they always give the osteopathic treatment, or
general loosening of tissue, with the hope glued their particular conception of osteopathic treatit demands the very lightest treatment to obfast to the manipulation, that one will hit the
tain the result necessary. In other cases a much
ment, by which mechanical adjustment the case
right spot and fix it! Unintelligent, to be sure,
harder treatment can be given.
is cured, or not cured or sometimes not even
but the results seem to prove, nevertheless, that .benefited.
When the tension has been taken out of the
it is a good method. :Not so good as the Old
or ex,ha usted tissues haVle been'
tissues,
Also, how delightfully intelligent it must be
Doctor's, because he knows what he has done
strengthened, all the movements possible to that
to a prospective patient to have our own beautiwhen he cures a case.
area should be made to the limit. The moveful theory of osteopathy explained to them. Then
ment that is limited is the one that should
to get a forty minutes rubbing to the tune of a
be forced a little beyond the limit, if possible,
vibratnr, be blinked at by the violet ray, have a
'Read before the Chicago Osteopathic Association.
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at each treatment. In this way nature may line
up the articulation without any further work.
If it becomes necessary to overcome a pull
exerted by some deep tissue which you have
been unable to reach, always "break the articulation worse," so to speak, which means work
hard against the greatest resistance, then,' with
a movement that will stretch or extend the vertebrae, rotate the spinal column toward the same
side (if a lateral displacemerit) to which the
vertebrae has been drawn or crowded when the
lesion was formed. During the same time that
this movement is being made, a sufficient pressure upon the spinous process of the vertebrae
will push it back into place.
If the displacement i, anterior or posterior
the movement must be modified to suit, always
remembering that there must be extension and
rotation at the very same instant the vertebra
is moved.
In this way the ligaments surrounding the articulation help' in replacing the
bone.
.
If vou have to deal with, a soft tissue lesion
only, .slow' deep pressure is all that is required.
I always avoid quick, sharp pressure, as it has
it tendency to make the muscles resist, thereby

defeating the very purpose for which the treator microscopic findings in the tissltes passing
ment was given.
through the .spinal foramen warrant the .assnmpIn acute diseases, and in cases where relief
tion that the osteopathic lesion is the result of
is wanted before the tissues are in such condimechanical pressure per $oe in this region.""
tion that a lesion can be fixed, it is a good
These words of Dr. McConnell (the italics
and safe procedure to treat the nerves by are mine) need no comment as they are themhmanipulative irritation." In treating nerves in selves sufficient indorsement of the position I
this way, however, it really takes a very intimate have all along held regarding the clinical physiknowledge of anatomy and a very intelligent ology of spinal lesion. To illustrate that those
handling of the blood stream. There is only high in authority in our profession appreciate
so much reserve blood in the body and it should
the revolutionary nature of these views, I
not be drawn all over the' spinal area. when it quote from an editorial that appeared in the
is only wanted in one place.
same magazine with the foregoing conclusions:
Let us say that you have a case of typhoid
"Dr. McConnell has come and gone and his.
fever and want to stimulate the blood supply visit has left an imprint on the public mind
of the intestinal wall. The small intestine is like no other event in our history. He gave
supplied by the mesentive arteries which get their
in outline his six years work. " * * As a
vaso-motor nerves from the splanchnics. Thereresult of Dr. McConnell's work our ideas must
fore by "irritating" the posterior spinal nerves
undergo a change.. £,or' our old explanations.
in the splanchnic region more blood is broughl . will not stand."
to the spinal nerves which transmit their stimuTo summarize: Thus far I have pointed out
lant through the rami-communicans to the vasothat there are to be found vulnerable points in
motors of the mesenteric arteries.
our .arguments generally advanced in support of
. We must develop this form of osteopathi"c osteopathic practice. I have quoted from an edit chnique more carefully than we have done in
torial that appeared in the A. O. A. Journal nearly
the past.
two years ago, to show that the official organ of
our profession has long recognized that revision of our principles generally is neces·
sary. And yet, nowhere can ·we find evidence
of revision taking place. Thus, we are forced
to conclude that our profes.sion at large not
only needs a firmer, clearer, and more comprehensive grasp of. fundamentals, but fails
utterly to rise to a sense of the duties and reviews and findings regarding the, diagnostic sponsibilities that devolve upon it in placing
before the' public mind explanations or exposisignificance and importance of spinal joint motions of fundamental osteopathic matters.;
bili.ty as well as immobility: "Lectures on the
Thus we are brought face· to face with a
Practice of Osteopathy," copyrighted 1909;
and "vVhat Osteopathy Prop'oses For the Pro- question of great practical importance, to' wit:
longation of Life," a paper read before the "What is to be done to arouse the profession
Maryland Osteopathic Association, October 10, as a whole to a· broader acceptance and interpretation of the principles of osteopathy,' or, in
1908.)
other words, to rehabilitate the vital issue in
These theories, which I have taught in the
class room for the past six years, were elabor- osteopathy, namely, ground principles."
In the December, 1911, issue of the A. O. A ..
ated in a series of four articles which appeared
in the Journal of the ,American Osteop.athic Journal there is an editorial appeal for the'
Association; the first of the series beginning publication of more books treating of oste~
opathic principles and practice, although in
in the December, 1909, issue. For a succinct
the same breath the editor confesses that, with
statement of these views I refer you to this
the exception of Dr. Still's books, "few of
series, March, 1910, beginning on page 286, col.
them have gone over one or two editions of
2, 10th line from the top.
I have cite·d here certain passages in former 500 or 1,000 copies, and many of them are now.
writings of mine because the conclusions ex- out of print." In other' words, the great ma-,
pressed in them have been .established as basi<;: jority of osteopathic books are failures; and
principles by findings made in the laboratory this despite. the fact that osteopathic books
are everywhere needed; as the editor admits,
of the A: T. Still Research Institute, so. that I
the cause of this failure does not lie with the
can conscientiously regret that they are not
set forth today in accredited or authentic ex- osteopaths themselves; they are, he says, "libpositions of osteopathy. Nor am I alone in eral buyers of medical books." On the other
hand the fault does not rest entirely with the
this; they have been endorsed by the highest
scientific body in our profession. And let me publications, in question, for as we all know,
many of our osteopathic books are works of.
emphasize still further, that two ,years' have
lapsed since the announcement was first made considerable merit. Nevertheless, the fact reby the Research Institute of these findings that mains that the profession at large, including
should have revolutionized didactic handling as our colleges and our practitioners everywhere,
refuses to look upon the matter contained in
well as popular explanations of osteopathic
these books as practical and helpful. In other
principles.
words, the pr-ofession as a whole lacks conAs we all remember, Dr..Carl P. McConnell,
at an impressive and representative gathering fidence today in the books, meritorious though
they may be, w.ritten by individual practitionof osteopaths in New York, March 26th, 1910,
announced the result of six years research con- ers; and I fail to see how the situation can be
ducted by him and Dr. Frank C. Farmer, under materially changed by bringing forward other
writers to possibly share the fate of their prethe auspices of The Research Institute. His
decessors. The remedy, I believe, lies in anconclusions, given at that time, appear as follows on page 3Z'l in the April, 1910, issue of other direction.
In the last few years I have questioned hunthe A. O. A. Journal. "In conclusion the foldreds of osteopaths concerning out text-books,
lowing points are submitted bearing upon the
and I find existing a strong and growing sentitheoretical and practical interpretations of the
osteopathic lesion. Is seems that the explana- ment favoring the production of an osteopathic
book on ground principles, not by some one
tion of the lesion rests upon something more
than mere pressure of mal-adjusted tissue upon busy practitioner, but by a number of men,
nerve fibre or vascular channel; this at best eminently qualified, collaborating in the work.
can' be only part of the physiological dis- Thus, as the prevailing sentiment had it, there
turbance of the muscular, facial, ligamentou , is more likely to be presented views that are
and osseous tissue which causes, interference broader in their appli,cation than: woula be t\1e
with the normal afferent influence to the spinal case if one man alone ha.,ndled the publeq from
.
cord centers, and this is more or less perman- on individual point of view.
N ow I believe that this is a matter that t)le
ently maintained by the lack of freedom of the
joil~t movements.
. Neither macl'oscopic A. O. A. should give serious thought ,to, with

Dr. Earle S. Willard Urges Academic Revision
, of the Principles of Osteopathy
academic revision of t\le princip.Jes of osteB y opathy,
I mean not only restatement of the
anatomical facts and physiological principles
fundamentally and directly related to osteopathic
practice, but also elimination from accredited
expositions of osteopathy of all abstract, irrele\'ant, foreign and non-essential matters-that is
to say, all matters that serve to mislead, mystify
and confuse the reader rather than to convince
him of the rationality and soundness of the
osteopathic therapeutic' position .. Let rne state at
the outset that the views herein set forth 'were
not arrived at only recently. On th'e contrary,
they are firm beliefs that·I have held and acted
in accordance with for many years. To show
that they are older than this occasion, I ask you
to read the editorial on Principles of Osteopathy,
which appeared in the Philadelphia Journal of
Osteopathy, August, 1909.
As previously stated, I have acted in accordance with these beliefs concerning osteopathic
fundamentals for many years. As my students
in osteopathic practice will attest, I have for over
six years taught, in direct opposition to generally
accepted or established teachings, that pressure
upon a spinal nerve-a condition that obviously
will be followed by serious consequences-is seldom found in practice. In other words, that the
pernicious effect of spinal perversions or "lesions"
-conditions that every osteopath finds many times
each day in practice-is not. brought about and
maintained in the vast maj ority of clinical cases,
as taught "from the beginning in our ?rofession,
by "pressure on nerves"; that is to say, pressure
resulting from vertebral displacement. Likewise
I hav~ taught in elaborating this contention, that
the baneful circulatory disturbances associated
with pathological conditions of the spine is not,
as ,generally believed, due to direct arterial or
venous obstructions, i. e., obstructions occasioned
by a displaced vertebra; but that the articula~ perversion, when it exists, involves the microscopic
tissues of the muscles and ligaments ad] acent to
the immobilized vertebral join, and, thereby,
retards or impedes the circulation or flow of
lymph in all nearby structures, including the
sympathetic ganglia and the nerves emanating
therefrom. In the practical application of this
theory, I have laid great s.tress upon articular
immobility as the most constant and conspicuous physical sign of spinal lesion. (In the following articles I have 'specially stated my
Address of D,·. Willard before the Osteopathic Society
of the City of New York.
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the end in view, if deemed practical, of selecting a number of capable men to collaborate in
writing such a book. I think that a book written by a number of our ablest practitioners,
and published by the A. O. A., would carry
tremendous weight not only among our own
brethren but throughout the therapeutic world
as well. For it would be a boot\: that would
not need the endorsement of use in any particular college to insure its sale; it would be
the one book to contain the auth~ntic and accredited principles of osteopathy treated in a
manner acceptable to the leaders of thought
everywhere in our profession.
For five years I have been collecting and arranl!ing material for a text-book on "The Osteopathic Rationale:" I have had much to en~C'urage me in the preparation of' this work
and have received several flattering offers from
well known publishers to bring out the book.
But now that I have the manuscript nearly
completed, this question constantly confronts
me: "Is it fair to osteopathy 101' me or any
other man' to label personal thoughts and opinions, 'Principles of Osteopathy,' when the most
that could reasonably be expected of me or
anyone man working alone, would be an elaboration of merely one aspect of the question?"
I believe anyone taking a broad view of the
situation will answer in the negative. And
I state my belief in this to you, the members
of the metropolitan osteopathic assocition,
feeling that through your influence and position, I can get the ear of the whole profession.
To repeat: I urge that those high in authority in the American Osteopathic Association consider seriously the matter of academic
revision of the principles of osteopathy; and
that as a practical means of bringing about
~uch revision, The American Osteopathic Associ:·.don invite all experienced writers in our
proh:ssion to assist in this work. In other
wards, I urge that we at once take steps toward establishing in the A. O. A. a permanent
body of qualified men, whose duty it shall be
to put befort the world the principles of osteopathy on a broader and more comprehensive
plan than obtains in the profession today. 'I
urge that we make this a united effort, regulated and controlled by our official organization because, as every true philosopher of the
common life will understand, the most that
(:ne man can accomplish in any reform is at
best only a small part of the work needed to
insure the permanency of the movement.
To still further emphasize, and to better illustrate my positioin, I cite the following resume of natural phenomena discussed in my
"L~ctures on the Principles of Osteopathy."
Now, all will agree that these captions state
vitally important truths that are essentially osteopathic in nature. And yet-as I have elsewhere elaborated them-they treat of matters
not prominently and clearly set forth in osteopathic text books. Nine of the eleven chaptel'S mentioned below tl'eat of Inattel's not
touched upon in exposition of osteopathy lMI'etofol'e made. Why, then, is it not reaso'nable
to suppose that there are many other men
throughout our profession who have done work
of an original nature, which, if understood and
accepted by the profession at large, will
strengthen our therapeutic position; but which,
if not officially incorporated into the osteopathic rationale will be made practical use of
by other s·chools of curative practice.
As a matter of fact, we all know that' the
medical profession today is everywhere makiug practical use. of our distinctively osteopathic methods, without giving to osteopathy
any credit whatsoever for their discovery. And
~o I urge, not only for the welfare and repute
of osteopathy, but also for our own . selfpreservation as individuals in a new field of
practice. that an academic body be empo}Ve.red
to act in recording as well as in dis semina ting all accredited matters pertaining to osteopathic principles and practice.
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CHAPTER I.
The Innate Weakness and The Developed Deformity of Every Man's Spine.
CHAPTER II.
The Rational Criteria of Normality of the
Spine; and the Relation of Curves and Contour to Health.
CHAPTER III.
The Connection or Relation Between the Defensive Mechanism, the Nervous System and
the Spine.
CHAPTER IV.
Pathological Findings that Demonstrate the
Existence and the Nature of Spinal Involvement in Disease.
CHAPTER V.
A Working Definition of Osteopathy.
CHAPTER VI.
Spinal Immobility as a Cause of Active Organic Congestion.
CHAPTER VII.
The Clinical Physiology of Certain Pernicious
Reflex that Have Their Origin in Perversions oJ Spinal Tissues, e. g.:
Spinal Joint Displacement as a Cause of
Reflex_ Disorder.
Spinal Joint Sprain or Strain as a Cause
of Reflex Disorder.
Spinal Joint Immobility as a Cause of Reflex Disorder.
Foreign Deposit Around Spinal Joints of
Reflex Disorder.
Spinal Muscular Perversions as a Cause of
Reflex Disorder.
CHAPTER VIII.
The Clinical Physiology of the Spine ll1 the
Acute Infectio:Js.
CHAPTER IX.
The Clinical Physiology of Pain and its Etiolog·ical Relation to Congestion of Spinal
Tissues.
CHAPTER X.

claims have been sent broadcast without occasioning so much as a word of protest; on
the other hand, findings of a practical and
helpful nature likewise have been ignored;
and, worst of all, there is no provision in
osteopathy today whereby we can hope for
any departure from this prevailing, loose, incomplete system that permits of practice that
withdraw so much from the dignity and success of our profession. Our colleges, local organizations, state societies, National Association, Research Institute, and professional and
scientific magazines and journals have their
own individual functions to perform; but none
of them have been organized and maintained
for the specific purpose of putting prominently
before the world the discoveries we ourselves
have made. And in consequence of our not
having this stated task assigned to some official body, many of our original conclusions
and findings have passed unnoticed, while the
credit and honor for priority in these matters
have not been placed where they rightfully belonged. Indeed, many of the discoveries made
within our ranks have served chiefly to enrich
medical literature, and thereby our own literalure has suffered inestimable and irreparable
ioss.
In conclusion, I propose that we tonight inaugurate a movement for the establishment
of an academic body whose duty it shall be,
first, to investigate and to pass upon the claims
'of all research workers, and, second, to act in
recording as well as in disseminating all accredited matters pertaining to osteopathic
principles and practice. Thereby will our practitioners at large be ·dealt with fairly so that
the profession as a whole may broaden and
develop its theoretic conception and strengthen
its position in practice.
.

Local :tvlanipulations to Promote Lymphatic
Drainage, Increase Metabolism and Regulate
Blood Flow Generally; and the Reflex Effect
of Such Procedure upon Spinal Ferversjons.
CHAPTER XI.
A Discussion of Therapeutic Stimulation and
Inhibition of Spinal Nerve Centers.
Apropos of the matter of authenticating original discoveries, and of acquainting the practitioner as well as the public with accredited
osteopathic findings, is the fact that those high
in authority in our profession are entrusted
with the vigilance of all matters pertaining to
research and investigation. In a general way
there is reposed in these men the duty of
stimulating and encouraging original thought
and observation among practitioners everywhere. And we are all so familiar with their
untiring efforts in behalf of osteopathy, that
I need not dwell upon that aspect of the subject. But notwithstanding their zealous, vigiiant, skillful and unselfish handl~ng of the situation, our profession as a whole has made a
deplorable display of indifference to scientific
advances made in our own ranks. This has
been true, please remember, despite the fact
that the conclusions and findings in <J,uestion,
taany of them revolutionary and fundamental
in character, have been set forth clearly and
prominently in our leading periodicals. In
other words, the fault has not been failure on
the pp.rt of our journals to publish all such
writings; it has. been want of concerted, condnued, and specially directed effort in impressing upon individual practitioners the importance and practical value of the advanced
interpretations of ground principles.
As a result we find that, on the one hand.
unwarranted, extravagant, and often ridiculous

By Charles Hazzard, D.O., New York City.
QUITE agree with the gist of what Dr.
Willard has said to us. We must not, of
course, forget to adhere closely and unfailingly to the fundamental principles of our
science as laid down by Dr. Still, but it is l1evertheless quite true that we should keep stimulated
the interest of all the members of our profession
in the advances and improvements that are continually being made in our knowledge, and our
technique by various individuals here and there
throughout the profession.
We can hardly prevent the publication of, or
the exploitation of certain freak ideas and theories
by various individuals within our ranks. I am
inclined to' think it would not be well to make
an attempt so to do. Let everyone who thinks
he has evolved a good idea, or who has made
what he thinks is a discovery, have free access to
oul' prints at all times. We need not fear but
that the wheat will be separated from the chaff
'IS this matter is winnowed by ll1c discriminating
intelligencer of our profession. Then, let us, as
Dr. Willard suggests, make a special effort for
the preservation and use of all the new knowledge thus elaborated as it is found to be useful
and valuable.
The Research Institute is most anxious to assist, in all possible ways, the stimulation of interest in the development of new ideas. Possibly
some would prefer that a special body, representative of the profession, should be charged with
the duty of collecting and preserving, fof. the
profession, such new ideas and discoveries as
may seem to possess sufficient merit, and of bringing the same prominently to the attention of the
profession, urging their use and further development. The more there is done along this line
the better.
No doubt the statement of the principles of our

Proper Revision Desirable -A Free
Press. and Free Speech Best for
the Profession - The Good
Only Will Endure
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science, as embodied in present text-books, very
much needs academic revision. This should be
done, and I am glad that Dr. Willard is making a
mOve in this direction. We should cordially
second and assist in this purpose.

Dr. Wm. Smith Died of Pneumonia
in Scotland, February, 16th

Revision Needed, But Care Required
Not to Confuse the Original
Conception

The announcement of the death of Dr. William Smith,
of Windsor Terrace, Dundee, came' as a startling and
sad surprise to his many friends, who regarded him as
one of the stalwarts secure in robust health and un·
failing' vital energy. A remarkable man with a bril·
liant record as student, doctor, and pioneer in osteopathy, Dr. Smith won the admiration of men of affairs
in many communities in this country and in the United
States. He was a Licentiate of the Royal College of
Surgeons, Edinburgh, and the Faculty of Phvsicians and
Surgeons, Glasgow, and his early record gave promise
of a noteworthy career as a conventional physician. But
Dr. Smith possessed initiative and daring, and after
making careful investigation of the the then little·known
science of osteopathy he threw in his lot with the pioneers, and became an important factor in a movement
which has achieved 'overwhelming influence in America,
and is making good progress in this country. Dr. Smith
found that the course he mapped oUt for himself was
beset with myriad difficulties but he was a man o'f
indomitable spirit, and the students who came under
his care at the College of Osteopathy at Kirksvillemany of them medical men of wide experience from all
countries-gave eloquent expression to their high ap·
preciation of the helpful service of Dr. Smitli as a
lecturer and demonstrator of anato.my. I had opport"nities of examining the letters of whilom students of Kirksville sent from all parts of the world bearing testimony
to the great abilihes and skill of Dr. Smith. Dundonians and others who heard Dr. Smith lecture in the
Queen's hotel on osteopathy must have been impressed
by his magnetic eloquence. Dr. Smith made bold claims
on behalf of osteopathy and there are many in Dundee
who gladly testify that he made good. His pioneering
service in this qU'arter of Scotland was not wasted
effort, for the work will be carried on, as in Edinburgh
and in Glasgow, and will win public support.

By J. A. De Tienne, D.O., Brooklyn, N. Y.
AM somewhat surprised to hear from Dr.
Willard that the philosophy of the osteopathic lesion is so little understood as to require specific attention being called to it.
That he is right in contending that the greatest
effect of the lesion is to decrease mobility of the
articulation and adjacent structures involved we
believe. From a fledgling' struggling in college
with the propositions of our science, I have always been taught that the irregularity of the
lesion was not of so much importance as the
immobility of the area involved. I had thought
that proposition generally understood. If it is
not, then I am for a revision which will include
such a conception.
I am not in favor, however, of a revision that
will exclude the conceptions that "Pressure on
the nerve endangers functional activities" and
"obstruction to a blood vessel impedes the circulation in the obstructed vessel." l'or those, also,
are truths. The effect of what we call the
osteopathic lesion in the great majority of cases
probably is not to directly cause impingement of
nerves and blood vessels, but that it is possible is
capable of proof.
"Abnormal structure produces abnormal functioning" i a truth fundamental in osteopathic reasoning. It is a stock phrase, I grant, but a reyision of our principles must include it, amplified,
of course, or we will wander away from the conception of our illustrious founder.
The fact that there has been added to the philosophy of the lesion the question of mobility
or immobility of the joint or organs is another
evidence of our progress. It is another step in
our evolution and bodes well for our future.
Dr. Willard has pleaded for the revision necessary for establishing our system before a scientific
world. Might I not plead, also, for a revision
.that will secure a more uniform method of diagnosis and treatment, which is essential to estab1isb our science before a suffering world? Might
we 110t, also, in this revision. discuss frankly our
limitations? I am with Dr. Willard heartily in
the suggestions for an academic board of revisers. It will do us good more rapidly than if we
should not, but I do not entertain his fears that
if it is not done our theories and methods will be
absorbed by practitioners of other methods. The
scenes, methods, and results of our encounters
with stricken humanity will be emblazoned upon
human hearts to generations yet unborn. The
keynote to the propagation of our species of
healer is how we relieved the sick and not what
we said to scientific bodies.

I

I Comention Date! lW
Spokane, Waahlngton, A.pril 5th, annual meeting of the Washington State Oo;'teopathic Association and annual meeting of the Eastern Washington Osteopathic Association.
Topeka, Xanaaa, April 5th and &th, eleventh
annual meeting of Kansas Osteopathic Association, Headquarters, National Hotel.
Saet'amento, 1lIlay 16, 17, 18, regular meeting
'Of the Osteopathic Association of the State or
Ca Ii fornl a,
Kirkaville, Mi.aouri, lIlay 24th and 25th, annual
meeting of the Missouri Valley Osteopathic Ao;'sociation.
Boaton, llIla. .a.chuaetta, llIlay 24th and 25th,
eig-hth annual convention of the New England
O"teopathlc Association,
Headquarters, Hotel
Yendome.
Peoria, IlUnoia, June 15th, thirteenth annual'
'on ven tion of the Illinois Osteopathic Association.

(Continued from

page 2.)

An Edinburg newspaper printed this tribute:
A Pioneer in Osteopathy

I am indebted to Dr. William H. Jones of
Adrian, Mich., for one of _these clippings.
Likewise for a letter from Mrs. Smith in answer to one from the doctor which reached
Dundee only a day too late to find Dr. Smith
alive. With apologies for printing this correspondence I shall do so for the inte,rest
these details will hold for the profession.
Dr. Jones shows how the many friends of
good old "Bill" grieve at the news of, his
going. It is viz,:
Adrian, Mich., Feb. 12, 1912.
Dr. H. S. Bunting,
Chicago, Ill.
Dear Doctor:Herewith find a full account of Dear Old Bill Smith
and his passing to The Great Beyond. Rest to his ashes
and peace to his soul! You will see that my intention was all right in the letter I sent to him, and I
regret that my letter did not reach him in time to be
read by him before he passed out. The sentiment expressed to him may seem just a little gushy to ,youbut after all, Harry, is it not a fact that we ,generally underdo before death and overdo after death when
it comes to the saying of kind words? I think so; and,
knowing Bill's disposition-a radically noble and generous one, but clouded and overshadowed by sU'p'crficial
foibles-caused me to write as I did for his peace of
mind and it was not all lost, even if too late for him.
for Mrs. Smith, as you will see by her letter,- derived
some little comfort from it.
In writing his obituary none can do him justice bet·
ter than yourself. You knew him so well; and I will
look forward to the next issue of T.he Osteopathic Physician with especial interest, because of your eulogy of this
man, who was a peer among his equals, and the first
graduate osteopath.
I know you will well recollect his favorite motto,
which for years was: "The faults of oU'r brothers we
write upon the sands; their virtues upon tablets of love
and memory."
You win mention his motto in your
writings.
Fraternally,
WM.. H. JONES.

Dr. Jones' belated letter to his old professor
was in part as follows:
Adrian, Mich., Feb. 5, 1912.
William Smith, M. D.
4 Windsor Terrace,
Dundee, Scotland.
Dear Old Friend:Several times lately we have wondered about you, and
wished we knew just how things were with you in the
Old Home Land, and whether you were prospering as
you deserve to do, or not.
It has' been quite a while since we saw each other, yet
the friendship I have always held for you has not
dimmed in the least. I am the president of the MichiRan State Osteopathic Association this year, our meeting will occU'r at the time of the next National Association meeting at Detroit, and, should you find it convenient
to be in the vicinity of Detroit at the time of the next
convention, you will be called upon to give us an address.
May I have your acceptance now, if you expect to be
in this country then, and an attendant at the National
meeting?
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Many things amusing, and many things not so amusing,
have occurred in osteopathic circles since you 1eft the
country. • . : You have lost your old friend Warren,
as you no doubt know, his death having occU'rred recently.
Say, Bill, why do you not spend your spare time in
writing a bo.iled-down history of osteopathy? You could
give the sunshine and shadows of the progress of the
science with a ring that would arrest the attention of
both friends and enemies of the practice and prove to
be attractive enough to be a money·maker for you.
Do you think you will ever return to the school, or
at least, feel you would like to? Will you open up
you'r mind to me, and tell me just how it is with you,
and what you would like some of your old friends to
do for you, if anything? Let me hear from you, at your
convenience. With l1est wishes and with the ,hope that
you are comfortably situated and not desirous of any
change, I am.
Most truly yours,
WM. H. JONES.

To this Mrs. Smith replied in a courageous
letter giving some of the facts which will interest the whole profession, viz..
Windsor Terrace, Feb. 22, 1912.
Dear Dr. Jones:It is with a sad heart that I have to write tonight.
Oh! if your letter had come twenty·four hours earlier
how happy 'twould have made poor Dr. Bill, and I want
to thank 'you from the bottom of my heart of hearts for
writing it. The enclosed clipping speaks for itself. We
were very happy here, but of cou'rse not long enough
for Bill to accumulate any fortune, and you know his
business side of life: Make ten do));u&-spend fifte~n.
So Cuthbert and I have been left nothing at all but
his love.
I'm staying on here and getting an Edinburgh D. O. to take over the practice. I, too, have
worked hard for osteopathy and am still going to work
for it, not only for its own sake but for poor dear old
Dr. Bill's sake. I've all the pictures (early ones) and
the first diploma ever issued.
Hold on awhile and
maybe I can celebrate with our great Kelman Macdonald
and write you something really scientific and interesting.
With my kindest regards, I am,
Sincerely,
LENORE B. SMITH.

"Good-by, old fril:nd," will rise up with
choking emotion from thousands of osteopathic throats as the profession reads the news
of Dr. Smith's demise. And adding the words
of Dr. Jones, "Peace to his spirit ,"
The first graduate osteopath has passed into
memory and the profession has lost a stalwart
expounder and defender.
We shall not see his like again.
Resolution by Osteopathic Society of the City
of New York.
. A cablegram was received at Kirksville on Monday
last, announcing the untimely death of Dr. William Smith,
at Dundee, Scotland.
Perhaps there are those here
who in recent days had intimate knowledge of hi. ~on
dition and knew that the end was imminent. But to
the thousands of his friends on this continent the sad
message came as a painful shock. Your committee is
not in possession of data for a proper obituary, but
desire to bear testimony to the esteem and affection in
which a great teacher, physician and friend is held in
loving memory.
Dr. Smith was truly a pioneer in the growth of Osteopathy, having been the first demonstrator and lecturer
on anatomy in the beginnin/( of the American School of
Osteopathy and having the distinction of having received
the first diploma conferred upon anyone by the ,first
osteopathic school ever established.
In the early days, when the work was necessarily
chaotic, Dr. Smith, with rare versatility and ability as
an organizer, with his brilliant intellect, radiant enthusiasm and tireless energy, proved to be the man for the
hour. With those rare gifts in such abundance he was
an ideal teacher and fortunate indeed was the student
privile!(ed to attend his lectures. He unselfishly and unstintedly gave himself to the work of the school with
untiring devotion, even jeopardizing his personal liberty
in his efforts to make possible at that early date the
work of dissection in the college. Every osteopath, of
every age, OweS him a lasting debt of gratitude.
Therefore, be it resolved, that in the early death of
Dr. William Smith, the world has lost a man of. rare
intellect and princely attributes; the cause of osteopathy
a most 'ardent defender, and every practitioner of osteopathy privileged to know him, a deep personal loss.
Resolved, That a, copy of these resolutions be spread
upon the minutes of this society. and copies be sent to
the different osteopathic publications and to' the members of his bereaved family,
CHLOE C. RILEY,
ERNEST W. ROBSON.
CECIL RUFUS ROGERS,
Committee.

A Health Hint
Tattered Tim-I've been trampin' four years, ma'am.
an' it's all 'cause I heard the doctors recommended
walkin' as the best exercise.
Mrs. Prim-Well, the doctors are right. Walk along.
-Presbyteria" of the Soltth.
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Regarding ITwo Life Insurance Bids
for Osteopathic Support' :
Dr. Bunting wishes to state that an" article
in this paper in the February issue
re?,ardIng t~e efforts to put the Chicago and
~Id-West ~Ife Insurance Company into the runnIng, . and Its praIse, for recognizing osteopathic
exan,lln ers, was not In an'y' way a, reflection of his
OOInlOn and did not have his 'personal endorsement-which is ultra-conservative in insurance
matters. •
..
This article came to. us through one of our
practitioners and' got into the paper in a week
when Dr. Bunting was away from the office.
He did 'not, therefore, get a chance to read it
until he read it in the paper"
.
The article was carefully worded, stated merely
the situation as reported to us and definitely
stated, .that we were not endorsing its claims,
but prInted them for what they were worth,
Yet some of our' readers have assumed, from
~he appearance of this ,n'otice in our paper, that
It was endorsed by the head editor,
Without now making any reflection on the
company, which he kqows almost nothing aboutexcept that it is still· in the incubation period
and may '''hatch'' or may not-Dr. Bunting wishes
to be on record that he has' not endorsed this
company and knot boosting it,'or any other. We
will print the news about insurance matters as
we get it, al1d let the profession form its own
opinion.
.
Personally, Dr. Bunting carries ·insurance only
in the oldest, strongest, and best administered
comp,mies, like the Mutual Benefit Life of Newark, New Jersey; the Provident Life and Trust
Company, of Philadelphia; and the
ew York
Life, aild the Mutual Life of New York, which
two latter giants since the insurance' "housecleaning" are able to claim conservative management . He never h~d insurance in companies
of lesser rank and never will.
Yet we all believe the time is ripe for some
company-new or old-to recognize the osteopathic profession as examiners and to realize
a wonderful support as the result of it. 'THE
O. P. wishes to give due regard to the claims
of all aspirants to this honor as news, but does
printe~

, not feel qualified to "pick the winner" and does
not 'wish ,to carry any such responsibility 'as
giving an ,~J)qorsem,e11.t involves. _ Th.ilt is PJ'operly
a business matter for every man to consider for'
himself, just like irivesting in' bonds or real
estate. '
We are glad to print a communication from
Dr. Charles E .• Still on this subject this issue in
;tdvocacy'of another new 'cqmpany, the -American
Natio,nal Assurance Company, which we understand has already won generous support from
osteopaths both' as subscribers to its stock and
as applicants for policies.,
"
As in, the former c,ase, Dr. Bunting has not nad
time or· inclination to investigate this company;,
and, therefore, does not personally endorse it;'
but is glaq to print the news and the claims its
promoters make for. it, as far as we think these
things will be of interest 9r help to the profession.

How the Homoeopaths ,Feel' About
C01;nposite Boards

.E

VER since .the osteopathic' profession of
this State .ga:ve the A. M. A. and the Colorado State Board of Medical Examiners
that pa.inful s<;nsation felt so ,keenly by both just
\>rior to adj ournment of the Legislature, last
year ther,e has been a marked tendency' on the.
part of the latter and others to form more
friendly relatiorts with the aforesaid osteopathic
profes~ion., Unde~ o.rdin.ar):' circumstances, sal
\vhen ther~ was, '.'nothlllg III It," any move of thIS
sort would be considered very' much beneath the
dignity of 'the so-called ethical ones.
-'
Now, however, that indications point' to renewal and increased effort on" part of th,e osteo:
paths,to secure that which was denied them by
the last Legislature, the' State BOard of :Medical
Examiners, ,and those more or less interested in
monopolizing medical matters of the State, have
begun a campaign of concession, the activity
of which, compared with osteopathic ertergy,
places the latter in- the light of nervous prostration.
.
We Tearn tliat o'steopaths have ,been approached with the proposition to' give them
'representation on the present "mixed" board,
The homceopaths have that and-what does it
amount to?
''
".
. Osteopatbs have. been assured, if they will take
the State Board' examinations (paying the fee
therefor, of course), that the said examinations
will be satisfactory, etc., etc. Several homceopaths,. graduates ·from accredited homceopathic
institutions, have been' denied license. Yes, but
that is different; .the homceopaths have a representation on the board. Marvelous!
So far very few osteopaths have taken the
bait thrown out by the State Board, the obj~ct
of which is to head off further efforts towards
securing a separate board of examiners, The
homceopaths, at one time, had a separate board
in Colorado, but it was submission to just such
solicitude on the part of the old school, now
being worked overtime on the osteopaths, that
brought about the downfall of homceopathy in
this state. There is no further need for placating the homceopaths; they have swallowed bait,
rod, reel, line and all and have been "landed."
Just whether the State Board of Medical
Examiners has authorized Mr. Geo, W. Sibbald,
1414 Tremont. street, Denver, to act as its agent
or not we are unable to say, but we have heard
that this gentleman has solicited members of
the osteopathic profession in Denver to' take a
course under his direction, the object of which
was to familiarize those participating in this
program and paying the stipulated fee of 'fifty
dollars, with State Board requirements. and assuring all such that none of his students were
ever tunud down by the said State Board.
Osteopaths tlo not pretend to use or understand the action of drugs; this they will admit,
and why anyone should desire a license to practice medicine under' these conditions is almost
as much of a mystery as why any State Board

should prostitute its high POSItion by issuing a
license to those whom they know utterly unprepared for snch public service, There is s9me'
little excuse for the latter, however;' examination of' applicants on subjects pertaining to
medicine does not enter into the game, as this'
feature has been entirely eliminated from the
inquisition. This i~' another brilliant example
of what "mixed" boards have accomplished; the
only fault. in the mixing being that ,the 'principle most prominent in homceopathic practice
has been dispensed with entirely to suit-the
other fellow.' But, you say, "wha'cher kickin'
about; haven't the homceopaths a l'epresentatiOl1
on all mixed boards?"
.
. The' Critique is glad to know that the more,
conservative element' of the 'osteopathic profession 'look upon the lovin'g-cup ,exhibitions of the
State Board with more or less suspiCion, having
observed' with no small degree of penetration
that what has been the undoing of the homceopaths "in' this State,' if accepted' by th'emselves,'
is quite' likely to prove equally disastrous to
them'in the long run, We do not look for them
to "bite."-The C,-itiql£e, Denver, Colo" for
March: ' ....

Meeting of State Secretaries at
, Detroit
URING' 'the Chicago convention an announcement was made from the platform
. requesting all state secretaries in attend-,
ance to get together and discuss subjects which, '
be of interest to one holding the office of secre-,
tary.
. '
The thought prompting this call for a meeting
was primarily t.o promote a more uniform basis
upon which each association is, or could become"
organized or re-organized, to the best interests
of all concerned,
Three state secretaries responded to the callDr. F. E, J orris, Minnesota; Dr. Rebecca Mayers,
Michigan; Dr. E., J. Elton, Wisconsin. There
being such a small response for this meeting at
the time-occasioned perhaps because there was
so much to see and do at the convention-these
three decided that it would oe best to wait
another year before attempting tp form a permanent organization among the secretaries.
Others have become interested in the' definite
formation of such an organization and we have
therefore ,issued this call for a conference of
state secretaries at Detroit. The board of trustees of the A. O. A. have heartily approved of
the plan and have requested the undersigned to
act as a committee on organization.
The state associations whose meetings will taKe
place between now and the date of the Detroit
meeting will please arrange to have their secretary in attendance. Those states which have
already held their annual meeting will please
arrange for the sending of their secretary
through such means as their by-laws may direct,
We urge and recommend that where practicable
the state association plan to send to Detroit its
secretary as a delegate. The delegate association having practically been abondoned so far as
its original purpose is concerned, the most benefit any state association can receive this year
from an investment of the usual expense incident
to the sending of a delegate will come from the
secretaries' conference. Some arrangement is
therefore urged upon the state associations to
pay at least a part, if not all, the expenses incident to the attendance upon this meeting of
secretaries.
"A Word to Members" is tlle subject of a
pamphlet issued some time ago by Dr, Chiles, and
among other things he said: "A few years back
, our dangers were more easily recognized, more
immediate and tangible. Then, the problem confronting us was a field of practice; to see that
legislative action or court decision did not shut
us out of a state. We had not then been taken
notice of by the outside world. We were not
counted as a competitor by the other schools of
medicine, and we were not called upon to meet

D
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their standards' of preparation, Today all these
I am sending YQti;~ tinder'" separate cover,;' a,'
prospectus of an insurance company that is being
'conditidns' aila the supreme' effort of the Ameriorganized in St. Louis. There is enough capital
can Me'dical' Association to establish state medibehind this company to make it a success. It
cine stare 'us in the face. Absolutely the' only
is the desire of the ones that are trying to
hope for the' profession is through its national
, or<Yanization, and the place the practice occupies
organize the company to interest the osteopathic
profession as individuals. They do not ask
when it comes out of these mists and conflicts
any school, nor· the profession as· a prqfession,
will depend on the strength and vigor and good
to endorse them, but .'they would. like to have
sense of this organization."
vVe quote the above, as illustrative of one of
individuals subscribe for stock.. They are going
to offer" to the osteopaths positions as their
the strongest arguments in favor of the permaexamining surgeons. They will also have an
nent organization of state secretaries. We know
"
with ,what positive and definite effort the Ameri-' osteopath as' their medical director.
Dr. Harry, Dr. George Laughlin, . and the
can Medical Association and all of its allied
associations (state, county, district and local or~riter are going to be. associated with this new
ganizatlo'ns) work in harmony. '
company in such a way that' I do not believe
This is not to say that the state associations, the osteopaths can feel that the.re is 'any posdo not now work in harmony wim the A. O. A.,
sible chance of the name of osteopathy b,ecom,,
but it does mean that the state associations 'can ing tarnished.
and should be 'more closely allied with the A.
We sent out five thousand circular letters, 'and
O. A. in every department of its work.
so far have received' about three hundred an\Ve understand that a time will be arraIi.gea
swers, and of the answers that we have received
upon the regular program of the convention, sl),
only three have been opposed to the proposition,
as not to interfere in any way with the scientific
and these three' are all our good friends, but they
part of the general program, for a thorough
are wise and are only opposed to it for' one 'readiscussion on the propriety of this permanent orson and have come out flat-footed and have exganization' of state secretaries. The committee
pressed that reason. They dia not want the
thus far suggests that we have discussions on
osteopaths as a profession to get behind and
secretary's duties, membership, publicity, etc., with
boom some insurance company that would after'
the main Objects of the conference as follows:
awhile bring osteopathy into disrepute. We feel
(1) The secretaryship being recognized as the very kindly toward these men for expressing
most important office of any organization, to
themselves as they have, as that, of course, will
suggest to the associations that they endeavor
help us safeguard the future of osteopathy and
to secure the best available person for this posiosteopaths as connected with this Americ<!n Nation and retain that person in office as long as
tional Life Assurance Company.
practicable.
If this company is never organized, it has' ac(2) To devise ways and means. to solicit complished enough up to the present time to, pay
membership in the associations and retain taem.
us for any active part that we have taken in
(3) To find means of discovering the best
organizing it. So far, 'four insurance companies
persons to appear on our programs for meethave made direct overt,ures to us, stating that
ings, and! organize itinerancies of the best mathey would appoint the 9st.eopaths as examiners.
terial.
Now, Dr. Bunting, the statistics show that only
(4) To get the best ideas as to how to conthirteen per cent of the insurable 'people of the'
duct an' association, and teach uniform offic~ United States are carrying policies.. There' is a
methods for secretaries and delineate their prepl;lce for just such a company as, the American
cise duties, etc.
National Life Assurance Company, which., will
The committee request that any interested,
write three policies-life insurance, accident inespecially the secretaries communicate, after readsurance and liability., There is also a place for,
ing this call, with Dr. E. J. Elton, 306 Matthews
the Chicago and Mid 7 vVest Life Insurance Combuilding, Milwaukee, and make further suggespany, providing there is no promoting scheme, extions regarding the meeting, and state if it is' p,ense attached, to the organization.
probable that they will' be at Detroit and offer
Now, we feel that the insuran~e companies takany topic which may be of value for consideraing up the fight for, osteopathy will do as. J;Iluch
tion.
for the cause as anything possibly can. Father
DR, F. E. JORRIS, Minnesota.
is extremely interested in the company and asks
DR, EDGAR D. I-lEIST, Ontario.
every, day or two ho,\~ \ve, are getting ,along..
Dr. REBECCA MAYER, Michigan.
, Now, I ,feel that we can not as individuals turn
DR. E. J. ELTON, Wisconsin.
down the proposition.' As several of our good
friends have said, as a profession, we do not' feel
like it should be endorsed, but as individuals
American National Assurance Co.- "'Yes."

Now Being Promoted-Will Give
Preference to Osteopaths
Examining. Physicians
~y c. E;. 81:111, D .. 0., '~irksvi1le, M<;>.

HAVE received THE OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
for this February and note that you have
quite a good deal to say· about insurance companies and osteopaths being selected as medical"
directors. I suppose you are familar with the
insurance business' and the active part that the
writer has been trying to take for the last three
'Or four years., You know that our boys and
girls, have been turned down by the old line
companies for a long time.
I am a stockholder in, an old line company
in St. Louis and also am well acquainted with
some of the· directors and stockholders of one
or ,two. other companies, and have tried hard
to glft our people recognized as' ,regular examiners,. and in a small way, they have been
recognized. Dr. Laughlin was appointed here
by the Missou,ri. State Life and also the International Life, of St. Louis. 'But we also
notice that· there were' other examiners appointed
by these same companies, ,and most of the ~-'
plicants for insurance were examined by our'
medical brothers.

I

A Full Opportunity fQr Investigation
Offered
N soliciting osteopathic physicians to buy
stock of The Chicago and Mid-West Life
Insurance Company, Mr. Theodore F. Ruhland, the president, wishes it distinctly understood that subscriptions for stock can be
signed with the provision that no payment will
be required until May 1st, when the company
expects to secure its license, and that not more
tqan 10 per cent of the amount of each subscription will be used for promotion purposes,
and that before making any payment wh~t 0ever, the books of the company will be, open
to the inSPection of any person who has subscribed for stock, who desires to make a per., sonal ipvestigation.

I

New York State Meeting Eminently
Successful
HE New York Osteopathic Society held its
semi-annual meeting at the 'Hotel Ten
Eyck, Albany, N. Y., March 9th.
Dr. Carl P. McConnell of Chicago gave a
report of the results of his later experiments,
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proving the correctness oJ t~t:; osteop.atl~ic principles.
.
h ,.( ",I
Dr. S. A. Ellis, of BostP,n, presented,:aladiographic slides of definite ~'ny lesions G0vering
his more recent experiments.{
.
''v"
The morning session was devoted to a' consideration of the 'Heart and Circulation. Dr. ,C:harles
Hazzard, of New York City, discussed at leJ,1gth
organic and valvular defects of the heart, ,spowin'g clearly the effect of osseous lesions ,upon
valvular conditions. Dr. E. C. Link gaye at') address on Arterio-Sclerosis. The value of osteopathic treatment in the much-discussed axiom, "A
man is as old as his arteries," was handled in an
able manner. Dr. Claude Bancroft, of Penn Yan,
presented a paper on Blood Pressure. Dr. J. A.
De Tienne, of Brooklyn, N. Y., {~l1scussed Physical
Care of Cardiac Diseases. Dr. L. J, Bingham,
of Ithaca, followed with Osteopathic Treatment
of C:ardiac Diseases. The addresses were enthusiastically discussed from the floor of the
convention. .At the business sess'sion, reports
were presented of the prosecution .of unlicen,sed
practitioners. Several convictions pseudo-osteopaths were reported and resolutions 'were
passed unanimously to vigorously prosecute all
people who were undertaking to practice osteopathy without having complied' with the educational standards established by the Board of Regents
of the State of New York. This is the first time
that prosecutions under the laws of 1907 have
been undertaken. The meeting was'largely attended from all eastern states, and resolutions
were passed commending the excellent work of
the A. T. Still Research Institute and 'endorsing
the scientific facts so established.

A Thought, fot Every Day
By Frederick M. Steele.
If you, lilY friend. just you and I.

Should smile inste'ad of 'worryIf as the. days and moments fly

Amid Life's stress and hurry,
We aim to make our thoughts more kind,
Our hearts and words more tender,
To be to other's 'faults more blind,
For evil, good to render:
Then what a· change would come about
II'> all this dark world's story
If thus the Christ in us shone out.
Revealing there His glory!
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of the patient influenced indirectly by his conscious mind. which has faith in persons, systenis.
places, etc., or by direct influence of his conBy R. F. Weeks, D.O., Owatonna, Minn.
scious mind. (4) By the unconscious mind acted
on by the conscious of another person.
Proper conditions for recording an impres(Continued from page 10 of December issue.)
sion on the subconscious: (1) Deep feeling (not
·E have not time to discuss developHypnotists deserve the credit for first demon- emotional. (2) Strong desire. (3) Conscious
Inent of character in this article, but strating the power of the unconscious when interest. (4) Faith.
But every impression which is deeply felt 'enters
wimt to emphasize briefly the impor- under the influence of the strong suggestions of
tance of the subconscious in this rela- another mind, and by some today hypnotism is the subconscious whether we desire it or not.
tion.
A person either has character or lacks
used as a therapeutic agent. But certain facts This explains the importance of the conscious
it, according as his subconscious is being con- in connection with hypnotism, such as its use mind controlling its feeling. It is necessary in
tinually impressed with good ideas or bad ones.
for the purpose of amusement, the unnatural con- treating disease successfully. In case wrong imNothing can tempt a man to go wrong but the dition of the hypnotised patient, and suspicions pressions have entered the mind opposite imperverse tendencies which are expressed by his of injurious after effects has brought the use pressions must be made to take their places.
subconscious.
of suggestion into discredit with some people They cannot be removed by mental force, or deinstead of reflecting discredit on the practice of nial. The right impression must be substituted.
Unity Bet\;yeen Conscious and Subconscious.
hypnotism itself.
Defective methods of thinking in a patient can
•
be cured by the intelligent direction of the subVarieties of Healers Using Suggestive
The mind is a unit and the conscious and subconscious.
Treatment.
conscious are fractional parts whose sum makes
A sick person is made sicker by thinking
the unit. The interdependability of the two is
Hypnotism was merely the first step in the de- thoughts ot' sickness.
apparent in any discussion of mind.
velopment of suggestive methods, and now greatLikewise such a one should avoid conversaThe role of the subconscious in the control er permanent results are accomplished through
.
of physical and mental acts is as applicable to the the direction of the subconscious without hypno- tion about sickness.
It is very important to eliminate all undesirable
treatment of disease as to the development of tism than are accomplished with hypnosis.
thoughts and feelings before going to sleep,
personal power and efficiency.
'
Mental treatment is now practiced most openly
Our discussion thus far has been explanatory by a class known as doctors of suggestive thera- as the conscious acts on the unconscious during
of the nature of the subconscious rather than peutics, but is also practiced by Christian Scient- sleep, and all thoughts and ideas not discarded
the conscious, as necessary knowledge before in- ists, mental science practitioners, magnetic heal- are impressed on the subcomcious self.
The continuance of subconscious processes
telligent treatment can be given the subconscious ers, herb doctors, and various others, as well as
for the cure of pathological conditions over by the allopathic, homeopathic, eclectic and oste- during s1eep makes it important that we give
t.he subconscious full directions what we wish
which it has control.
opath'ic professions.
it to accomplish before we go to sleep.
Though the use of suggestion may seem obIt is a fallacy to resist a weakness or bad habPathological Conditions of the Mind.
scure in the medical and osteopathic professions, it. Those who do so do not succeed well, for
You may more easily grasp my meaning if yet it cannot be obscured. Watch closely the both negative and positive thoughts of weakness
I speak of the pathological conditions of the methods of the medical man, and you will be and bad habits make about the same impression
mind as lesions in the thought process. I have surprised to see to how large an extent he de- on the subconscious, and the result of continued
classified these lesions under four heads: (1)
pends for permanent success on his power to im- weakness and bad habits will be produced.
Thoughts tending to weakness, as fear, anxiety,
press the subconscious of the public with confiOur slang phrase, "Forget it," is epigramatic
worry, grief, anger, envy and hate; also thoughts
dence in his knowledge and his methods, and for, when properly applied to the thought process. To
of inability and personal imperfections.
(2)
success with his sick patient, likewise on confi- do so substitution of ideas is again necessary.
Fixed attention on some diseased portion of the dence in his ability and faith that the medicine
Substitute thoughts of (1) Love and kindness
body. (3) Over susceptibility to adverse suggeswill cure (no matter whether it be a placebo or Jor anger. (2) Confiden'ce in success for fear
tions (due to ignorance of the nature of the sub- not). And if an observing eye is turned on a and worry. (3) Gratitude for living for
conscious and one's ability to prevent the detypical representative of our own profession, thoughts of one's own imperfections. Impress
velopment of the advt'rse suggestions.) (4) Lack about the' same condition will be found to exist. the subconscious with mental sunshine. In my
of self control (which should be more subcon- But many who practice suggestion to this extent office I have the following helpful motto neatly
scious than conscious).
are unaware that suggestion plays a part in their designed:
The presence of one or more of these lesions achievements and are among those who ridicule
Smile awhile;
in illness is so common as to make its absence its value. However, such use of suggestion as
While you smile
the exception, and this fact gives occasion for
above referred to is a very ~mall part of an inAnother smiles,
the frequent use of intelligent suggestive treat- telligent system ot' mental treatment, and I sinAnd soon there's miles
ment.
cerely believe is used 'less by the osteopathic
And miles
than the medical profession, for in the case of
Of smiles;
Suggestion as a Treatment for Disease.
the sick patient we administer a treatment which
And Life's worth while
will be effective, all faith cures being disregarded.
If you but smile.
Specialists in mental treatment adopt our docWe admit the value oftimes of suggestions igtrine of "Nature's power to heal," and, like us,
Substitution can correct mental lesions, and
teach their patients that cures are within their norantly given, though they are quite as apt to
have a harmful effect, but what the professions combined with our mechanical corrections means
own bodies.
need is a ,system of mental treatment which will a cure of mind and body.
Mental healers adopt, as a fundamental prinFaith in the law that the subconscious properly
ciple, the theory (1) that every subconscious re- stand inspectipn and be adequ?te to the need
for such treatment.
impressed will invariably do what it is impressed
action is th~ result of a 'Corresponding conscious
to do will eliminate anxiety and is extremely
action. (2) That everything that is expressed
Principles to Be Observed in the Use of
important for this reason. However, tllis faith
through the personality was first impressed on
Suggestion.
need only be" subjective faith and is attainable
the subconscious, and since the conscious mind
may impress anything upon the subconscious, any
No rules can be laid down for use in the in- upon the cessation of active opposition on the
desired expression may be secured, because the dividual case. For some the subtle suggestion part of the objective mind.
A friend from Montana recently told me. of a
subconscious will invariably do what it is diwill be most helpful. For others a direct, force-.
rected and impres~ed to do. (3) That to conful suggestion and often repeated will bring the lady osteopath who was nearly a failure in the
stantly and persistently impress thoug'hts of desired results. Very crude suggestions may be town he was from because she tried to make every
necessarv ·for the uncultured. We recommend one who came to her think he or she was seriously
health means health.
This funclamental principle is used by all va- the fran-k, open method of mental treatment in ill. One must also use great care if he undertakes
rieties of mental healers in treating disease.
most cases. Our system, osteopathy, has alreaJy to contradict a patient's convictions. It is usThey further maintain that the subjective is rolled away many clouds ot' mystery, has ex- ually best to maintain harmony and work in the
always amenable to treatment, Sufficient proof plained many things and we say, let the patient line of least resistance. Appeal to his beliefs,
prejudices and habits of thought.
for this being that cures are constantly being understand our' treatment of the mind as well
made by those who instruct their patients that as of the bodv. While it is true to a certain
Three important ideas a physician should ima denial of matter and of the reality of disease extent that methods must be devised by him press (1) That the case has his whole and 1111is necessary to recovery. These ideas obviously who wishes to apply them, the general principles divided attention. (2) That he thoroughly unmeet with unbelief from the reasoning mind, but are alike helpful to all.
derstands it. (3) That be believes he can cure
once accepted by the subjective mind aid in a
Four ways mental therapeutics may be appplied it.
cure. Treatment by suggestion awakens the to dise'lse: . (1) By direct active power of the
Power and Value of Suggestion in Treatment.
Great \iVithin and makes the patient feel his unconscious mind inherent in the patient. (2) By
The power and value of suggestion is being
strength and unlimited possibilities. The patient the unconscious mind influenced by surrounding
must be in a condition of perfect passivity and re- personalities Or other unconscious agencies acting demonstrated daily in thousands of ways by
as suggestions. (3) By the unconscious mind those who practice it, and still it seems certain
ceptivity in the mental system.

The Mental Side 0'£ -Treatment.
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that the power of suggestion is as yet not fully
understood. This seems true. that every thought
is suggestive of another, and each in turn is a
constructive or destructive contribution to our
well being. A knowledge of the power of sugges[1on is always a protection against these destructive contributions. Unwise suggestions have
kept patients in bed for months who, if made to
feel their own strength, would have been living
active lives during most of that time. Patients
have been saved from being chronic invalids by
keeping them optimistic.
We wish to give a few simple illustrations
of the power of suggestion by showing how accurately the subconscious directly impressed reacts to the impression: A man in our county,
84 years old, told the day and hour of his death,
correctly, three weeks before the time. I once
knew of a woman who had had the time of labor
set correctly by her obstetrician some days in
advance twice previously who refused another
doctor her third labor case because he would not
set a day. I have a patient who regulates the
bowels when irregular by suggestion.' A time
for a movement of the bowels is set one hour
beforehand, and at the set time the anticipated
result is realized. Another patient whom I occasionally treat for constipation, even though
she may have missed several days, always has a
movement of the bowels within an hour after
an osteopathic treatment. I. attribute the quick
results in the last mentioned case at least in
part to the workings of th(' subconscious.
A system which works with such machine-like
accuracy and power, limited only by our power to
use it, is of inestimable value to mankind and it
is all due to the power of the subjective mind
over the physical organism.
The use of suggestion is of value as an aid
to cure by mechanical adjustment. Aid of this
kind is procured by the physician who impresses
the patient with an optimistic view regarding his
recovery, and is given by ,the former patient who
uses every opportunity to' tel! that the treatment
was of great benefit to him. Moreover, under
these conditions the cure is bound to be more
rapid. The patient at once acquires a mental
attitude of non-resistance, and S0011 his mental
force is wor-king with your physical force to effect a cure.
A knowledge of the subconscious mind and
the suggestive treatment is of value to anyone
who posseses it, for it can be used without the
assistance of another as a protection against
further illness and breakdowns. Favorable suggestions breed contentment and health.
Disturbing Influences,
Conditions are not always found to be favorable at the start, and every effort should be made
to remove barriers in the way of the use of
suggestion when that treatment is indicated. The
patient who comes with the firm belief that nothing can be done for him by our treatment, unl('ss his mental attitude can be changed within a
few treatments, will likely prove to be an incurable and our time will be wasted on him if
we continue treating him. Such a patient is his
"WI1 worst enemy.
He IS constantly furnishing
his subconscious with adverse auto-suggestions,
inimical to his health. The home surroundings
are sometimes depressing to the mind to an extent which makes isolation and removal to a
health sanatorium the best course to pursue.
\\Then this is not possible the whole family may
need some mental treatment to change their point
of view.
Indifference is not an infrequent mental condition to be met by the conquering mind of 'the
physician. The degree of susceptibility in a
patient is a factor in treatment, to be considered,
ami those with slight susceptibility will at times
present puzzling cases. There is a condition of
over-susceptibility which is more dangerous until
the patient acquires better self-control. Also, all
lesions in the thought process referred to under
pathological conditions of the mind, although they
make necessary an intelligent mental treatment,

SUGGESTION:
ITS LAWS AND ITS APPLICATION; OR
THE PRINCIPLE AND PRACTICE
OF PSYCHO-THERAPEUTICS
BY

CHARLES F. WINBIGLER, Ph. M., D. O.
A very iJnportant and practical book for
,students and the general reader, covering the whole field of discussion in a
=thorough and definite manner

The Evening Star, Washington, D. C.: "A
splendid and helpful work."
New Thought and Psychic Review, London, Eng., Dr. Stocker, editor, says: "New
light is thrown upon the study and every
phase of the subject is discussed in a lucid
manner."
Mr. E. E. Purington, editor of the "Center,"
says: "Your book on Suggestion is the briefest, sanest and most comprehensive work of
the kind that I have seen. It is the best
work of the kind in print."
~ HeaitlilRecord, London, Eng.: "The:author
deals with this large and important study in
a manner both fascinating and praotical, and
in a style marked by originality and careful
lI1vestigation. The author has embodied in
this book the knowledge gained by long and
earnest study."

Price $2.00 (Delivered)
Send Orders to

The Osteopathic Publishing Co.
215 ,South Market Street
CHICAGO

Your Patients Will Enjoy
The Pleasant Taste
The nauseating sweet flavor and "tang"
generally. found in malted milk form the one
objectionable feature to its use as a steady diet
in convalescent feeding. The patient's st6~
ach revolts' againstl this) peculiar sweetness.

lB'OR·DEN' S
Malted' Milk
(IN mE SQUARE PACKAGE)
consisting of pure, rich, creamy milk with extracts of
wheat and barley malt, is decidedly different. By our
process the sweet taste and tang are entirely removed.
This makes it a satisfying, as wen as a
non-irritating, easily digested food.

Send for PIJyshian's samples Q1Ut
copy of a" .. Ullusual RuiPe Booft.'·
M.lted Milk Dept.

Borden's Condensed Milk Co.
JIoEW YORK

may be regarded as disturbing influences in giving
mental treatment.
Diseases Treated by Suggestion.

.~

Lesions in the thought process are found so
often associated with physical disease that we
may safely say that impressions made on the
mind of the patient have some effect in curing
(or possibly making incurable) nearly all diseases. The efficiency of suggestive treatment is
usually considered greatest in treating the socalled functional diseases-the neuroses-trophic,
infectious, motor, fatigue, traumatic and psychoneuroses (from classification by Church and Peterson). Cases of granular kidney, diabetes, cancer, jaundice, anasarca, epilepsy, urticaria, angina pectoris, apoplexy, anemia and others have
been said by prominent M. Ds. to be caused by
such mental conditions as shock, anxiety, fear,
mental strain, emotional excitement, etc., and to
be cured by mental treatment. A remarkable success for mental treatment is recorded in a London hospital. A case of pernicious vomiting in
the hospital had been operated on several times
for the purpose of examining the abdominal viscera, which were found in a healthy condition.
All surgical attempts to !'elieve the vomiting had
failed, and the patient was given suggestive treatment, which resulted in recovery.
The gross pathological condition of the mind,
insanity, is not generally considered as amenable
to suggestive treatment, the explanation being
that when the mind is re~lly unsound the psychic
element on which the suggestions should act is
itself disorganized.
Extent to Which Suggestion Has Been
Generally Used by Osteopaths.
To me, it is almost axiomatic that our profession has not given suggestion its proper place
of tisefulness in general practice. The popular
mind seems more ready to receive mind treatment
than ever before, and it is not too late for us to
recognize its importance and use it accordingly.
We can now use suggestion without fear anCl
still be sufficiently conservative in our methods
to increase our efficiency in using mental therapy
without ponderous blunders. Lack of confidence
in the system will be overcome as we come to
understand it better.
Since we all use suggestion to ome extent
either consciously or unconsciously. a proper un~
derstanding of our power ir; that line can be a
great help to many of our patients whom we
might make worse through ignorantly using suggestion and impressing the subconscious or subjective mind with an idea which would develop
there until, e. g., the patient would feel that he
had an incurable disease. in this way counteracting all good effects of mechanical adjustment.
Extent to Which We May Use Suggestion with
Benefit Both to Our Patients and Ourselves.
I have tried to make clear that the mind may
have mental lesions as well as the body may
have tissue lesions; that the osteopathic principle
of adjustment applies equally to both; that we
should use mechanical or mental means according as we have a tissue !C'sion or a mental lesion
to correct; that lesions of the mind (defects in
the thought process) are often responsible for
disease of the body as well as tissue lesions are
often responsibile for an unhealthy mind; and
that becau e of this close inter-relationship more
attention should be given to the mental side in
osteopathic treatment, for the sake of our patients as well as our own sake, that we may be
physicians in the highest sense. Some of our
profession will interpose the idea that we should
be specialists, in gynecology or obstetrics or children's disease or chronic or acute or what not,
or possibly call osteopathy mechanical adjustment ani that alone, and still call himself or herself a specialist, which may be right and proper
for that member of the profession, but for the
profession generally those who would be complete physician
hould be specialist only in the
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sense that they be specially prepared to treat
every disease, mental or physical, in the best way.
This wc have a right to do, for mind treatment,
being e'ssentially a process of adj ustment, most
fittingly has a place in our great system of adjustment.
. .
.
Let us perfect the mental side of' our practice
for a better and more complete osteopathy.

The Wisconsin News Coluinn
Address all communications to this column to Dr.
E. J. Elton, Secretary, 306 Matthews Bldg., Mil.~aukee.)

Osteopathic
Treatment of

TYPHOID

A p'opular explaiii;ltion for the laity_ Proves.
osteopathy the safe and effective method for
all acute diseases. Corrects a widespread
and 'deep roo red . miwnderstanding. Will
win many new patients. Should be on hand
in every osteopathic office_ Sample copy
·freeupon request.

THE OSTEOPATHIC PUBLISHING CO.
215 Market Street, Chicago

The attention of all practitioners is called to
the following letters:
Dear Doctor.-Now is certainly the time to make application for membership in the A. O. A. The fee of
. $5.00 paid now with the application will cover member·
ship from April 1st to June 30th, 1913, including a
handsomely. engraved membership certificate, which is
an ornament on the wall of any. D. O.'s office, which
he or slje would be proud of; besides it is a recommendation ,to anyone entering your office that you are a mem~
ber in g<;lOd standing in your chosen profession, and
proof to the public. and our profession that you are
sufficiently- interested in your 'work to want to keep up
with, as well as contributing. towards the general advancement of your profession.
.
This we must do, or retrogade. We cannot stand still,
therefore let us all put our shoulders to the wheel and
push in' one direction. Without your doing this, you are
on the other side of the wheel and retarding the general
progress.
By foining now you also get the A. O. A. Journal for
fifteen months which you cannot afford to be without
at any price, because it is always full of the best articles
from the pen of our brightest and most progressive members of 'our profession.
.
...
There is frequently one -thought impr.essed upon you
in some ingle article that you would not have missed
for the small fee of $5.00.
Th~ - A.' 0 .. A. i~. really doing a wonderful work in
··moulding the future of osteopathy and how much more
could we accomplish if we had your support and interest
-a great deal more in preventing adverse legislation and
your suggestions along general or specific lines.
Our
whole is made up of the thought of the masses.
The A. O. A. is now conducted along strictly demo·
cratic lines at its meetings; every member has an equal
voice in its transactions.
Fill out an application blank today and return to me
with $5.00 and note the improved feeling inwardly that
you will experience in feeling that you are doing your
duty with the rest towards this great cause. Do this
today for the sake of osteopathy and Jay aside any personal prej udices if you have any. This question is too
large to permit any small personal feeling to block the
good of the general cause. Thanking you for an immediate reply, I remain. (signed) F. N. Oi""" State Committeeman.
Dear Fellow Practitioners.-It may be of interest to
the profession to know that durin~ the past year the
Wisconsin Board of :Medical Examiners have taken decisive steps to advance the requirements of practitioners
coming into the state and to protect, not only physicians
of good standing, but the public ,at larg~,. from unethical
and unwarranted claims of pseudo·practlhoners.
During the past year the board has passed resolutions
demanding: First, That all candidate for a license submit to the board documentary evidence of a four years'
high school education or its equivalent and that "practical examination" be required in anatomy, chemistry,
physical diagnosis, pathology, bacteriology, histology and
urinalysis.
Within the past year the board has prosecuted in the
neighborhood of thirty cases of illegal practitioners including six chiropractors, who were all convicted and
found guilty of practicing medicine, surgery, and osteopathy without a license. Heavy fines were repeatedly
:,mposed in every case until the chiropractors finally
sought other fields of activity outside of Wisconsin.
Other cases against chiropractors are still pending.
The board has also entered applications for the revo·
cation of the licenses of several men found guilty of
criminal pract"ices.
We solicit the encouragement and support of our feltow practitioners in maintaining our present high standards of requirements.-Wm. L. Thompson, Osteopathic
Member of the Board.

The' time is drawing near for our annual meeting. The .Iast convention passed a resolution pro'viding that it be held "some time after May 1St."
It is proper to assume that this means somew)1ere
'near th'll" dat~. Someone has suggested that it be
'held during the month of June.' The convention
also arranged with Dr. Wm. L. Thompson to address the Green Bay me~ting on a topic of his
own choosing, 'and in talking with him 'recently I
Find that the month of May will be a very busy
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time for him and difficult to get away. Probably
the first week in June would meet the convenience
of most all of' us. The board will gladly receive
and consider any suggestions. At any rate, "preparation tends to make perfect" and we desire to
begin planning for the annual meeting 01 1912
so that we will have an unusually good attendance and effective results.

Report :on 350 Cases of Drink, Drug
and Tobacco Habits
'F the humber of these various additions
which have come under my personal care
the first 85 cases were treated by a long
time treatment-a time advertised to require
from two to four weeks but in reality from
three to six weeks. These treatments were made
up largely of belladonna, hyo~cyamus, ergot,
chloral hydrate and capsicum,. together with
nux vomica and bromides given in generous doses.
Anyone familiar with materia medica will appreciate the 'conflicting action of these drugs and will
understand that there is great danger of creating
a belladonna intoxication together with ergot
poisoning, which the writer observed on many
occasions. It was not a cure in any sense. It
required locked doors, barred window's, padded
furniture and straps for confining these delirious
patients in bed.
The drug habit cases were kept in a state of
wild delirium for 4 or 5 days and then released.
If any signs appear of pain in the back or legs
-due to SU'ppression Of urine and maniacal overstraining of muscles during this delirium the victims were subjected to 3 days more of this
hypodermic "hot shots" and then allowed to come
out-more dead than alive, unable to sleep a
moment for days, weak and exhausted beyond
imagination, with herpes covering mouth and lips
and sordes on teeth and tongue. One poor victim was under this treatment (torture) 25 days
out of the 35 days he was an inmate. The long
term treatments for the various drug habits are
no better than this. I have trealed many people who had first tried these 100lg term treatments, and they all agrec with the patient who
remarked of the 3-day treatment-"It is heaven
when compared to the old line lreatment." As
near as I could estimate ther'e' is about a 5 per
cent mortality-it may be more, I am only approximating-attending the
belladonna-ergotstrychnine-treatment.
Of the '265 treated by the 3-day method there
has not been a fatality; there has not been an alcoholic delirium lasting over two hours; there has
not been a day but the patients could write and
read and hold intelligent conversation with visitors. They were never locked up; the .windows
needed no bars; the furniture needed no pads
and the patients were in no way confined; they
ate three square meals a day and were ready to
sleep all night from the first. This removes all
craving, desire, demand or need for either drink,
drug or tobacco. This report finishes the one in
an earlier issue of THE OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN,
giving ten cases of women who were treated for
the drink habit.
Anyone who can read English and tell" the time
by the clock can administer the :i-day drink habit
treatment with assurance of perfect and positive
results, and the tobacco cases can take the treatment without help.
Many of these cases of both drink and drug
habits have begun the use of these stimulants.
and sedations because of some pain or loss of
organic functions which would have yielded in a
very satisfactory manner to the skilled touch of
an osteopathic physician and ne.arly all of these
cases need this readjustment as soon as they have
been cured of 'their habit.
One case in point-a lady, age 35, began the
use of morphine eight years ago because of pain
in lumbar region on right side. The obliging
country doctor used a hypodermic of morphine
and thus started the habit. Last July I treated
the case by antidoting the morphine (25 grains a
day) and corrected a twisted rib and she has been
relieved of the pain and horrible habit.
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Many cases of drink habit are due to a mistaken idea that .alcohol will assist a weak stomach or steady a trembling hand. These conditions are readily amenable to osteopathic treatment-as soon as the habit has been corrected.
It has been my observation that a 3-day treatment using supplementary opiates and chloral
hydrate and other sedatives, etc., is likely to
prove unsuccessful.
The clear cut method-dispensing with all these
poisons and simply antidoting the poison and
eliminating it from the system-is the ideal treatment and in my hands has never encountered
failure. After treating a case you should never
let the patient go until you see that his structure
is in line and functioning properly.-Edward E.
Edlllondson, M, D., D, a.

"What I Have Found Out"
This is another ~ew department we hope will prove
of permanent interest. In the course of years of practice
every osteopath discovers methods and means that prove
of considerable aid in his or her work. Now here's an
opportunity to tell "What You Have Found Out," for
the benefit of others. We shall be pleased to receive
short contributions for this department.

ESIDES our stimulation of the kidneys,
our neck treatment in cases of diphtheria,
and fevers, owes its success not merely to
the increased flow of the sfagnant lymph,which, of course, is very essential, as it carries
a way the debris and accumulated toxins,-but
very great benefit is derived from the stimulation of the thyroid and para-thyroids, causing
an increased flow of the colloid secretion,thyroid in, or thyroglobulin,-which acts either
as a humor, stimulating other organs, pituary,
spleen, etc.,-to greater activity; or the thyroidin
acts as an alexin, directly on the tissues. At
any rate the result is an opsonizing of the
cells of the body, which is immediately noticed
in the larger, plumper size, and more vigorous
activity. of the leucocytes.
The increased leucocyte activity depends on
the amount of stimulation of the thyroid and
lasts up to about 24 hours after each treatment.
The effect on the leucocytes IS somewhat
similar to that produced by anti-toxin. But the
effect on the disease is greater because the
remedy is normal to the body, and the treatment
brings an extra amount of blood, laden with
these unusually vigorous leucocytes, to the seat
of the disease where they overwhelm and destroy the toxine forming bacteria.
The "Medics" claim that anti-toxin has reduced the mortality in diphtheria from 60 to 15
per cent. I believe osteopathic methods have done
much better. I lmow of no case of diphtheria,
osteopathically treated, in this city, during the
past 14 years, resulting fatally.
I suggest that, instead of the empirical treatment given merely with the object of bringing
more blood to the diseased tissues, that attention be given to this specific thyroid and parathyroid treatment to improve the phagocytic
power of the leucocytes.-F. J. Feidler, D. a.,
Seattle, Wash.
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D.O. Land
Seattle Meeting.
The February meeting of the King County Osteopathic
Association at Seattle, Wash., was largely attended and
w.as very enthusiastic.
Many things of interest were
discussed, the chief event of the evening being a strong
paper by Dr. James T. Slaughter on "Osteopathic Treatment of 'Mumps and Measles."

Dr. Bobert H. Long Has Not Changed Location.
In the February issue of THE OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
a notice appeared that would indicate that Dr. Robert
H. Long, of Jamaica, New York, had changed his office
address. To correct any wrong impression that may exist
we desire to say that Dr. Long is still at his old office
address, 309 Shelton Avenue, Jamai~a, N. Y.

llIIiami Valley Meeting.

-The Pacific
College of
Osteopathy
(INCORPORATED)

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA
Member of Associated CoUeges of Osteopathy.
Established 1896.

THREE YEARS' COURSE of STUDY
This college has long stood for thorough
and practical professional training. It
asks the favorable consideration of such
men and women as wish to base their practice of Osteopathy upon a thoroughly
scientific foundation.
Thirty Instructors and Lecturers.
Well Equipped Chemical, Physiological, Histological,
Bacteriological and Anatomical Laboratories.
Clinical Advantages Unsurpassed.
Work throughout based upon Laboratory Methods.
Faculty composed of Specialists in their several lines
who have had Wide Experience in Teaching.
Excellent Opportunities are offered for Post Graduate
Work.
Por Catalogue or Purther Information Address

c. A.Whiting, Se. D., D.O.
Chairman of the Faculty
Daly St. and Mission

At the regular montbly meeting of the Miami Valley
Osteopathic Society, held March 7th at the office of Dr.
E. H. Cosner, Dayton, Ohio, Dr. H. H. Gravatt, of
Piqua, delivered an address on "The Osteopathic Treatment of Nervous Diseases.
After the address, several
clinics were held.-W. A. Gravett, D.O., Secretary.
H

King County (Wash.) Meeting.
Dr. Weaver was hostess to'the March meeti;'g of the
King Cou'nty Osteopathic Association. Dr. Claude Snyder presented some interesting case reports and Dr. Walter Jay Ford demonstrated Osteopathic technique in
cervical, dorsal and lumbar regions. Drs. Nelle Evans
and James T. Slaughter were elected treaSllrer and secretary, respectively, to fill vac3ncie caused by resignations.-James T. Slaughter, D.O., Secty.
'

Third Di.trl,ct Illinoi. Meeting.
The third district 1. O. A. held a very enthusiastic
meeting at Galesburg, March 13th. Diseases of the throat,
treatment, diet, hygiene, etc., were discussed after very
~ble papers were read.
A banquet was given at the
Elks club rooms. The toasts were especially interesting,
and the association adjourned at a late hour, feeling that
they had enjoyed one of the most successful meetings
on record.-1I1. P. Browning, D.O., Secretary.

After "Irregulars"

in Virginia.

Dr. J. Meek Wolfe president of the Virginia Osteopathic Society, and Dr. R. W. Martin, president of
the State Board of Medical Examiners, are going a'fter
a number of fake doctors who are practicing without
license under various names .such as naturopaths, mechanotherapists, mental healers, chiropractics, etc. They have
issued a war.ning in the public press that these people
must take the state board examination and secure a regular license, or they will be prosecuted.

Utah Osteopa.ths Elect New Oftlcers.
The Utah Osteopathic Association held a meeting
March 19th at the Hotel IUtah, Salt Lake City. A clinic
was held, the subject being "An'terior Poliomyelitis." Officers were elected for the year. President, Dr. Austin
Kerr; vice-president, Dr. J. F. Morrison; secretary, Dr.
Grace Stratton; treasurer, Dr. Alice Houghton; trustees,
Dr. A. P. Hibbs, Dr. G. A. Gamble, and Dr. Harry Phillips. All the officers are residents of Salt Lake City
except Dr. Hibbs of Utah Hot Springs and Dr. Morrison
of Ogden.

Road, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

S. S. Still College Bennion at Detroit Convention.

Keep an accurate record
of your cases and accounts.
It will save time, work,
worry, money, and mental
friction.
Address, Business Side of Practice, care
The Osteopathi.c Publishing Co., 215 South Market
Street, Chicago.
Green Gables Osteopathic Health Resort
The Country Club idea with all city conveniences-electric lights-steam heat-running spring water throughout the building.
Located in the beautiful lake district of Wisconsin.

DOCTOR
You do not need us to help yoU treat your
patients, but you do need Green Gables to
help you hold untIl cured the three or four
patients a year who drift away from you and
osteopathy. Try it.
0 osteopath has sent
one patient without sending more-seem
satisfied, do they not?
PHYSICIANS IN CHARGE
William D. McNary, M. D .. D. O.
J. Foster McNary, M. D .• D.O .•
ASSOCIATES
O. W. Williams, D. O.
A. W. Brockway, D. o.

Address Nagawicka Lake,
P. O. Hartland, Wis.
Milwaukee office, SUO Mathews Bldg.

The convention committee of the A. O. A. has set
aside Tuesday evening, July 30th, as the date for the
graduates of the S. S. Still College of Osteopathy to
have another rousing good time, similar to th-e meeting
held at the College Inn, Chicago. last summer. It is
desirous that every graduate of this college be on hand
at the convention, and plan to meet their friends and
fellow practitioners at this informal meeting, where
we can spend one of the most delightful hours of the
1912 National convention.-Dr. ·George H. Carpenter, Chi·
cago, Class If)OI.
.

New York Court of Appeals· Decide. Against D'l'.
Bandel.
On March 8th, at Albany, the New York State Court
of Appeals upheld the validity of the New York City
Health Department Ordinance that death certificates must
be signed by physicians who are M. D.'s. That means
that if any of our practitioners in New York City are
unfortunate enough to lose a case, they will have to
call in a "drug doctor" to sign the death certificate, or
otherwise the case will go to the coroner. Evidently,
something more is needed in the way of legal recognition for osteopaths in New York state.

De. Moines College May Get City Help.
The city of Des Moines makes an annual appropriation
to Drake College to help cover medical and surgical
services given to the poor of the city. The Des Moines
Still College of Osteopathy is doing a great deal of this
kind of work, and it has made application for a similar
appropriation from the city which would amoU'nt to
$2,500 a year. Mr. E. M. Hubbell is taking an active
part in helping secure this appropriation for the college. He has written a personal letter to the city coun·
cil, and the matter is being advocated in the newspapers,
and it appears that the college has a good chance .,f
recognition from the city in this way.

Features and Facial Blemishes Cor,rected.
The well·known Dr. Prall methods of facial surgery
alter and correct deformed and unsigh·fly. features, both
congenital and acquired; remove blemishes of the skin,
such as moles, birtiunarks, warts and wrinkles; and
help unfortunates-tortured by over-sensitivness about
such facial handicaps-to gain peace of mind and happiness.
.
Your referred patients will be cared f01:, Osteopaths.
DR. PRATT, FACE SPECIALIST
1122 Broadway
6 West Randolph St.
New York
' Chicago'
W. AUGUSTUS PRATT, B. S., M. D.'

Health Commissioner Fight. VaccinatiOn Law.
Passaic, N. J. Health Commissioner George' Michels
of this city was arraigned in the police court on the tech-
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nical charge of Jisordcrly conduct. The complaint was
brought by the board of education, which accuses Mr.
Michels of refusing to allow his daughter, Dorothy, a
school girl, to be vaccinated.
"I would move out of the state rather than be compelled to vaccinate my child," said Mr. Michels. "My
father died of smallpox after being vaccinated, and my
sister was crippled through being vaccinated, and there
are many cases on record in and out of this city of
great harm and even death caused by vaccination."-

The Most Beautiful Table'in Existence
SALIENT FEATURES

New York Times.

Something 'Sna.ps in Neck; M. D.'s Mystified.
Frank Melville of 1805 North Fourteenth street, St.
Louis, is under treatment at the city hospital for a
"crick" in his neck. The doctors have no other name
for it.
Melville called at the hospital Monday afternoon to
be treated for what seemed to be a swelling of the
mastoid gland behind his left ear. A bottle of liniment
was given to him. Three hours later he returned to
the hospital. He said that while he was washing his face
something seemed to snap in his neck, and after that
he was unable to move his head. If ordinary means
do not serve, the hospital physicians will use the X-ray
to learn the nature of the injury.

THE UNIVERSAL JOINT.
i~~ f~~~~gna~l:.::s:~ent. (One-half inch spiral spring.)

I
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Paculty Women Elect OftlCM's.
The Faculty Women's Club of the Pacific College of
Osteopathy held their regular annual meeting at Christopher's on March 1st. After an excellent dinner tho
following officers were elected:
President, Dr. Helen
Cunningham; vice-presidents, Dr. Lillian Whiting and
Dr. Mary Crosswell; secretary, Dr. Barbara Mackinnon;
treasurer, Dr. Grace Shilling; reporter, Dr. Louisa
Bu·rns.
Dr. Barbara Mackinnon read a paper upon "Pelvic
Lesions." She showed the relationship between the bony
lesions of the pelvis and the lesions of the soft parts.
The paper was discussed by several other members
present.-Louisa Burns, D.O., Secretary.

Sacramento Valley .eeting.
The Sacramento Valley Osteopathic Society held it.
fifth annual meeting in Sacramento, February 17th. An
address was made by Dr. C. E. Fenner on hydrotherapy,
and Dr. E. B. Palmer spoke on hysteria.
A clinic
demonstration was given by Dr. H. F. Mills, Dr. E. B.
Palmer, Dr. W. E. Willi, and Dr. L. R. Daniels. Dr.
Ernest Sisson, of Oakland, acted as toastmaster, at the
banquet which was held in the evening. Officers elected
were: President, Dr. L. F. Daniels, Sacramento; vice·
president, Dr. E. B. Palmer, Sacramento; secretary, Dr.
C. E. Turner, Sacramento; treasurer, Dr. Carrie Slater,
Sacramento; trustees, Dr. J. 1,. Suare, Modesto; Dr..
H. F. Miles, Sacramento, and Dr. W. C. Williams, Lodi.

Dr. :auey D. Moore a.t WaShington.
Dr. Riley D. Moore, of Grand Junction, Colo., has ac·
cepted a position with the United States National Museum
at Washington, D. C., in the department of Physical
Anthropology. He was a visitor at the office of THE
OSTEOPATHIC PUBLISHING COMPANY on his way east,
and has since written us tbat he arrived safely and is
hard at work. He says he has marked, catalogued, and
classified, anomolies on about 250 skulls from Pachacamac,
Peru', in one week, and has about 2,500 still to classify.
From this it would appear that he certainly has "some
job." ]')r. Moore says he expects to look up Wasbing·
ton, D. C., osteopaths, just as soon as he gets time,
and that meanwhile be would be glad to have any or all
of them look him up in his quarters at the National

Museum.

Boston Society Meeting.
The Boston Osteopathic Society he1d its regular meet·
ing February 17th. Dr. Emily G. Wilson read a ve:y
interesting paper on "Venereal Diseases from a Woman's Standpoint." Dr. Wilson gave the members present
plenty of food for thought, and a discussion followed,
by Drs. Francis E. Cave and Dr. Helen G. Sheehan.
An open parliament in technic was then held with Dr.
F. A. Dennette as the leader. A discussion of the work
as set forth by leading osteopaths at the A. O. A. convention in Chicago last summer followed and some ex·
ceptions were taken as to certain lesions especially those
of the anterior dorsal. Taking part in tbis part of the
programme and demonstrating their ideas on live subjects and on the skeleton were Drs. John J. Howard,
G. E. Smith, Mary A. Small and Kendall L. Achorn.

'Dr. Prank A. Pa.rker Stul at Cha.mpaign,

nl.

In the February issue of THE OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
under the department of "Locations and Removals" the
name of Dr. Frank A. Parker, of Champaign, Ill., was
listed as at Madisonville, Ky. This was an error due
to confusing Dr. Frederick A. Parker, formerly of Springfield, Tenn., with Dr. Frank A. Parker, of Champaign,
Ill.
Dr. Frank A. Parker, of Champaign, has not
changed his location and does not intend to do so, but
Dr. Frederick A. Parker, formerly of Springfield, Tenn.,
has removed to Madisonville, Ky., where he is temporarily looking after the practice of his brother, Dr.
Geo. W. Parker, who is spending a holiday in Florida.
Dr. Frederick A. Parker, last December, successfu'lly
passed the examination of the Kentucky State Board.
and on return of his brother from the south, he will
select some permanent location for himself in Kentucky.

Prevention of Deformity in the Young.
It is the duty of every osteopathic pbysician to watch
over tbe progress, growth and development of the young
in families under his care. The fact that proper examination is not made permits the development of a
serious spinal deformity before becoming outwardly ap·
parent.
The fault in our opinion is chargeable, not

Illustrating the use of the UNIVERSAL JOINT.
The section swings in a complete circle and requires very little effort
on part of operator. Weight being supported by a central
spring.

The traction device. (Trar.tion with manipulation.
The only one in existence.)
The leg hooks.
Anchor strap.
Gynecological feature.
Stability.
Durability.
Appearanc~.. (Many !latts are nickeled.)
Valu~ble a,d m de.t,:ctlDg rigidity in an individual joint
or m groups of lomts.
Complete r~laxation of patient during treatment.
The procuTln!!. ~f forccd relaxation by approximation of
~ vertebrae, aIdlngthe~ffectiveI1essof treatments given.
The absolute lack of diSComfort to patient while being
treated. This in part accounts for the marked relaxation secured.
The !!larked beneficial effect of traction with manipulatiOn upon the clrcU!ation to the spinal structures can
only be fully apprec,ated by those who have used it.

Write for further particulars.

McMANIS TABLE CO.
500 West Jefferson Street
only to the physicians, but to the parents of the children
who neglect to present their growing children to the
family physician for examination. Often, however, whe:l
children are brought to the physician he fails to strip
the child and make a thorough examination. Congenital
deformities of the spine cannot be detected unless the
naked back is thoroughly examined. Prompt and proper
treatment of congenital lateral curvature depends on
early diagnosis. Such curvatures are also produced hy·
a faulty manner of carrying the infant by the nurse Or
mother, the use of the small u'ncomfortable carriage
or perambulator. These carriages are often too short
for the child. Pillows are used to bolster up the shoul·
ders, a forward bend of the spine is produced and the
abdomen and contents pressed downward, gradually causing enteroptoses.
The results of this condition and
also through pressure on the important nerve roots
emerging from the spine and supplying the different
organs of the body, gives rise to many other pathological
conditions so commonly found in the young. The importance of watchful care of children by parents, school
teachers and physicians cannot be overestimated.

New York City Meeting.
The regular meeting of the Osteopathic Society of the
City of New York was held at the Astor House, New
York, February 24th, about ninety being in attendance.
The program consisted of an address by Dr. Earle S.
Willard, and a clinic by Dr. J. Ivan Dufu'r, both of Philadelphia, Pa.
The subject of Dr. Willard's address,
"Reasons for Urging Academic Revision of the Principles of Osteopathy,"· is one of much importance to our
profession, and his conclusions in favor of this pro·
posed revision were followed with keen interest by all.
The able discussion following his address was an evi·
dence of the vital import of this subject. The following members were the discussors: Dr. L. Mason Beeman,
New York, Dr. John A. DeTierne, Brooklyn, Dr. Ernest
E. Tucker, New York, Dr. Horton F. Underwood,
Brooklyn, and Dr. Charles Hazzard, New York.
Dr.
Dufur conducted a clinic in nervous diseases and diseases of the heart. He gave a very able demonstration
of osteopathic, and physical diagnosis in presented cases
of scoliosis complicated by a pre·existing empyema,
spinal irritation following complete hysterectomy, and
hysterical epilepsy. The demonstration of mitral ins~ fficiency in the second case presented was made with
the help of a special multiple stethoscope, enabling sixteen of the members to hear the abnormal heart sounds
at one time. The meeting was a very successful one in
every way.
The continued large attendance at these
meetings is an evidence of the desire of OUf practition~rs
to work together to advance the interests of osteopathy
in every way, through our society's endeavors.-Ric!laTd
Wanless, D.O., Secretary.

A remarkable Letter from a Chiropratic Inventor.
The following letter was received by the Still College
of Osteopathy. We print it to show the type of men
that are being turned out by the chiropractic schools and
their total unfitness by education for professional work.
Still CoIlege of Osteopathy.
1422 W. Locust St., Des Moincs, Ia.
Dear Brother 03teopaths.-I had the name of your
Collel(e handed to me, saying perhapes I could Interest
you In huying some of my New Tables and Cots, r

TWENTIETH CENTURY
TREATING TABLE

KIRKSVILLE, MO.
have Invented this Table and Cot for the use, to we
ChIropractors and Oste.oPaths which Is the greatest Table
every made for are SCIence, I will send you a letter like
I sent o.ut to the Brother Chiropractors, so i wont have
!O explam the workmanship of the table over again and
If there IS any questIOns partaining to the Table and Cot
you would like to ask about, I would be Pleased t~
answer sa.me, Know abOut the bench In place of too
as we C~lropractors need there is only One for Osteo.
paths w~lch ,IS well padded This Osteopath bench is
made ~o If you' wanted your patrient to lie on his adomian
and hIS head lower dOwn on the bench, and his feet
lower, on the other end of the bench, For the work
of your SCle'!ce, as you will ee by the pictures I will
take my pens,l and mark on the bench how it will look
on the Osteopaths Table, I hope I may racd some
orde~s from your College, and I sure would be plaesed
to give you a. Commls~ion on ever Table you would
s~ll, If you WIll advertISe In your journals of such a
Table for the use to the Science of ' Osteopathy, you send
me your Order, and we will send you the Commission
for same.
. Hoping to hear from yOu'r College stating if you would
Irke to take the m?tter up or not, and how you like the
look~ o.f such a mce Table for the use to your Science,
Wlshmg you the best kind of success with your work
remain, Yours Truly, J. ,S. Embree, D. C. S. C. O.

Notes from New England.
Arrangements for the .eighth annual convention of the
New England Osteopath,c Association are rapidly being
completed. The programme has been filled and among
those whd' will talk osteopathy to the eastern osteopaths
a.re some of the best knOwn in the profession. Applica·
.tlOn for rooms at the Hotel Vendome where the con·
"entio.n is to be 'held are being receiv~d daily and the'
commIttee of arrangements will leave no stone unturned
for the comfort of all those who attend the convention.
From tbe present outlook this meeting promises to be
by far the best ever held by the New England members
and a large attendance is expected from New York,
Pennsylvania., Ne\~ Jersey, Maryland, and other states.
The convenhon wII} ope'! Friday noon and continue all
?ay Saturday, .closmg wl(h a banquet in the evening.
fhe banquet WIll be conducted differently than those of
other years. Doctor Mark Sbrum of Lynn one of the
best .known osteopaths of the ~ountry, ,~t1l talk on
typhOId fever.
Doctor Lallah Morgan, of Providence,
WIll have charge of the gYnecological clinic. The other
features of the programme will be announced later. Dr.
Mark. Shrum was the host at the A. T. Still Osteopathic
ASSOCIatIon of Massachusetts at its meeting February
24th, it? Lynn.
Doctor Shrum presented a case of
gastralgIa and outlrnec! the diagnosis and treatment of
th,: same.
A dISCUSSIOn then followed on diagnosing
leSiOns and each .member. was required to examine the
case, find the leSIOns, wnte them on a piece of paper,
fold it and, lay it down. After all present had made
their examination in this manner notes were compared
so as to se~ ho:" many agreed by using this method. At
the suggesllon of Dr. Shrum it is proposed at each meet·
ing to ~ollow it out so that each member may becomb
more skIllful along osteopathic lines. A good-sized delel(ation of the New England osteopaths attended the
ew York sta.te meeting in Albany, March 9th. They
feel well repaId for that trip for the New York osteo·
paths always put up a scientific and attractive programme
and their hospitality is SUPreme.
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Finds Need for More Magazines.

Splendid "Woman's Number" of
"Osteopathic Health" for April
EARE pleased to announce the issuance
of a new brochure devoted to the "Diseases of Women" as the April issue of
Osteopathic Health. It is, we think, the best
presentation of what 0 teopathy does for woman
ever printed. At least, it is thoroughly popular
in its style, technical in nothing, and any woman
who can read and has suffere<1 will understand
it.
Taking it as a whole, this "Edition for
Woman" is moderate, dignified, simple and convincing. It is a conservative number. There
are no statements in it to offend anyone.
It would be a great blessing to the women
of the land as well as our practitioners if a
million copies of this little messenger of light
could be sent into the homes of this land. \.yill
you see to it that the women of your community get the opportunity to read it and know
about osteopathv?
Here is the contents of this issue. You will
see that it is very comprehensive. Do you
believe there are many women of this land who
would not be interested in one or more of these
chapters? It must appeal to mother, wife, sister
and daughter and that's 50 per cent of our population!
Osteopathy the Haven for Suffering Women;
Constipation in Women; Backache in Women;
Headache and Neuralgia; Ovarian Ills; Menstrual Suppression; Profuse Flow and Flooding;
Painful Menstruation; The Cause and Cure of
Leucorrhea; Curetting the Uterus; Uterine Displacements and Flexions; Prolapsus of Uterus;
Bladder Trouble in Women; Piles or Hemorrhoids in Women; Nervousnes , Neurasthenia,
and Brain Fag; Gowns Worn During Treatment; Sterility;
ausea in Pregnancy; Osteopathy Reduces the Hours of Labor; A Case of
Uterine Tumor.
.
In past years, we have usually had more demands for our "Woman's
umbers" than we
printed copies to supply. We expect that to be
so again this year. Therefore, you will not
delay your order if you appreciate the value
which women patients hold to osteopathic practice as both patients and boosters.

W
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Enclosed fine new mailing list with 194 names. I am
going to stir things u'p for a while. I was called a few
miles out of the town a few days "go to see a man
that had been down on his back for five months, and
he said be did not know anything about osteopathy,. or
he would have sent for me sooner. Tbat set me tbmking I bad better do a little more pushing in tbe educational line and so I want my order for Osteopatluc
Hea,uh incre~sed from 100 copies to 200 copies a month.Dr. A. E. Hook, Cberokee, Iowa, January 18th.

"The Best Field Literatuore."
I wish you to know that I consider Osteopathic Health
the best osteopathic field literature on tbe market. Tbls
last year it has been strikingly excellent. We a.1I enjoyed the new cover pages so much.
The Chnstmas
cover page was so attractive that everyone who came
into my office walked away with two or three, to read
the contents and to hand to friends, and while I do
110t use them in large quantities, those I do use arc
sent only to a select number, whom I ?m sure, .read
them and then pass them on.-Dr. Carne A. Bennett,
Denver, Colo., February 2 tho

Undoubtedly a

Correct Estimate.

Congratulations on the unique and fascinating manner
in which you: declare true unadulterated o~teopathy.
Next to curing my cases, I belIeve Osteopatluc. Health
to be the best medium to promote and hold busIness.Dr. Curtis H. Muncie, Brooklyn, N. Y., March 2d.

Just What Is Needlld Now.
The March number of Osteopathic Hec.lth is very good
indeed, and very appropriate f~r this time of the year.
when ther~ is so much la gnppe, and so many otht::r
diseases. due to the changeable weather.-Dr. C. Laud'S
Treichler, Logan, Kan., March 6th.

Says Osteopathic Health Wins.
Enclosed find order for 100 copies of Osteopathic
Health a month for one year. You win. When you
insist on publishing osteopathic literature of the kind
of January, February and March of Osteopathic Health
and the kind that April promises to be, why you. WIn.
that's all and I also think that when I send that kind of
lileratur~ out to the people that I will win.-Dr. C. J,-V.
Sherfey, vVatertown, S. D., March 6th.
I

Is Tempted to Double Order.
1 treated a man last pring, case broken clavicle,
patient pleased. In February his wife had sore throat,
family doctor administers anti·toxin-case runs three
weeks-constant cough, loss of sleep and progressive loss
of strength; her lady friends talk osteopathy-husband
opposes.
February Osteopathic Health comes and tips
the scale to osteopathy as diphtheria and tonsilitis .~
spoken of in that number.
Such literature suits m~,'
and if you give us such articles frequently I shall be
tempted to double my order.-Dr. Warren B. Mitchell,
Newark, N.- J., March 6, 1912.

OMPANY.

H1:nry Stanhope Bunting, D.O., Editor.
Considers "The O. P." Indispensable.
Continue THE OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN for two years
and send me the table time piece. I cannot get alon\(
without "The O. P."-Dr. L. H. Cathcart, Peru, Ind.

.

Are You Neglecting to Inform Your Public.
Enclosed find contract for 100 copies of Osteopathic
~[ealth a month for one year.
I bad gotten out of the
habit of using literature', and had on my shelves, a few
old copies of Osteopathic Health that I had been hoard·
ing, since, I believe, before the war. The thought came
to me to put on new covers and get them out. As a
rlirect result, I secured three new patients. One of these
has been the best llbooster" for me that I ever had.Dr. DeForrest B. Catlin, Mankato, Minn., February 12th.

...

Asking for Magazines in St. Louis.
Please·send me seventy· five January, fifty February and
ten November Osteopathic Health. I have never noticed
that my patients took any interest in Osteopathic .Health
lI!:lil the last few months, but now they arc calltng for
the magazine.-Dr. French P. Wood, St. Louis, Mo.,
January 16th.
* • •

Lively Illterest in Salt Lake City.·
Enclosed please find $2.00 for which please send me
an assortment of Osteopathic Health.
I hav.:: never
lIsed the magazines as an advertisement, but so many
are asking for literature on various diseases treated hy
osteopatby, lhat I could ~hink of no bett~r method than
to supply them with copIes of Osteopatluc Health.-Dr.
Crace Stratton, Salt Lake City, Utah, January 12th.

Chiropractor Selling Field Literature
to Osteopaths?
AN this be true? It hardly seems possible,
and yet it appears to be the case. We
have received copies of a sheet called
Osteopathic Proofs with professional card
on the second page, and some of our correspondents have mentioned this publication in a way
indicating that they were using it.
We have received a circular from John J.
H enderson, the publisher of this pamphlet, setting
forth its merits, and quoting prices and soliciting
orders. Quite evidently the entire profession has
been circularized in this way.
John J. Henderson, of Charleston. West Virginia, is not a graduate of any recognized osteopathic college, but has a diploma as a chiropractor
from a Davenport school. He has a license to
practice osteopathy in West Virginia, but it is
alleged that he secured his license from the state
hoard by improper means.
"Doctor" Henderson has never been permitted
to secure the service of Osteopathic Health, and
doubtless other publishers of recognized field
literature have refused to supply him, hence he
has produced this sneet o-f his own. and is apparently trying to "turn the tables" on the

C
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publishers of the osteopathic profes ion by selling
his pamphlet in their own field
The sheet is cheap in appearance, and we hope
no real osteopath will descend to the use of such
material, or will be guilty of patronizing a man
who has no standing in the profession.

m",---_R_e_~_'J_on_a_l--..,;m
Dr. Arthur Taylor, of Stillwater, Minn., ha.s opened
offices at Red Wing, and will practice there Tuesdays
Thursdays and Saturdays.
'
Dr. J. Dalton De Sbazer, formerly of Durango Cal
has removed to Cincinnati, Ohio, and opened offi'ces ~t
201·202 Neave building.
Dr. . Myrtella B. Wheeler Noonan widow of Dr.
William E. Noonan, who died December 18th last has
decided to continue the practice of osteopathy. Sh'e reopened the old offices at 405 Scanlan building, Housten,
Texas, last January.
Dr. L. J. Dellinger, of Bucyrus, Ohio, has purchased
p!"operty at 328 ~. Walnu! street, and after April 1st.
hIS office and reSIdence WIll be at that number instead
of at 209 S. Walnut street, as formerly.
Dr. Jobn B. Stow, graduate of the Los Angeles College. the class of January, 1912, has located at Newark
N. J., baving offices at 93 R'oseville avenue.
.
Dr. C. R. Mitchell, formerly at Long Beach. Cal.,
has located at Saskatoon, Saskatchewan Province, Canada.
He is located at 228 Twenty-second street, East.
Dr. Ray L. Park, A. S. 0., January, 1912, graduate.
has located at Neosho, Mo., having offices in the Haas
office building.
Dr. Josephine Armstrong, graduate of the Des Moines
Still College of Osteopathy, January, 1912, has opened
an office at
O. 14 Holmes building, Kansas City, Kan.
Dr. T. T. Jones. graduate of the Des Moines Still
Colle~e of Osteopathy, is assisting Dr. Mabel Cleaveland,
at Wayne, Neb.
Dr. Carolyn Barker, formerly of Carroll, Iowa, has
moved to Fort Dod~e, Iowa. and has opened offices at
601 First National Bank building.
Drs. Barker & Barker, of Liverpool, Eng., announce
~~~~~~:ite~~ve opened a branch office at Albany Cn.ambers,
Dr. Arthur Still Crai~, of Kansas City Mo., has reo
moved his office and residence to 3030 Tracy avenue.
Dr. C. F. Frazer, formerly of San Diego, Cal.. has sold
his practice tbere to Dr. Louise Caroline Heilbron and
is now associated with Dr. M. L. Ward ot' San
Bernardino.
Dr. Louise Caroline Heilbron, of San Diego, Cal.,
has purchased the practice of Dr. C. F. Frazer.
On Valentine's Day. the stork visited the home of
Dr. Charles E. Getchell, of Baraboo, Wis .. and made a
present of a fine eight pound baby girl, Margaret Anne.
Dr. William E. Waldo, ·of Seattle. Wash.. has removed
hi offices from 201-202 Northern Bank bldg., to 327-29
the same building.
Dr. Elmer P. Ireland, formerly in partnership with
Dr. Harry M. Ireland, at Kearney. Neb., bas severed
hi connection with that office, and is now located at
Norfolk, Neb.
A baby Il"irl, Mariorie May, arrived at the home of
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. Wolfe, Owosso. Mich., December
3d. The doctor is reported as wearing the smile that
won't come 'off.
Dr. Kendall Achorn. of Boston. has been performing
duty with the Massachusetts militia at Lawrence where
a textile strike is in progress. Dr. Achorn is a prominent member of the First Corps of Cadets, popularly
known as the Governor's Guards.
Dr. Marie Steere will spend the summer in Wenatche,
Wash.
The State Journal of Lincoln.
eb.. February
25th, published a half-tone proof of the members of the
State Board of Osteopathic Examiners, bein" Dr. C. B.
Atzen. of Omaha; Dr. E. M. Cramb. of Lincoln, an<l
nr. T. M. Kilgore, of York; and Dr. W. H. Cobble and
Dr. J. L. Young, of Fremont.
Dr. J. G. Dawson, of Jackson, Tenn., will give l,"p
practice in Jackson, and locate in Tampa, Fla.
Dr. Albin H. Doe. ll'raduate of the Little John College of Osteopathy of June, 1911, has been taking P. G.
work at the Los AnlZeles College of Osteopathy, Los
Angeles, during the fall and winter.
He expects to
open an office at Racine, Wis., this spring.
Dr. Frank N. Plummer, of Orange. N. J., was an
expert witness in a damage case at Newark, February
19th.
The suit was for $10,000 damages, and was
hrou"ht by Mrs. Catherine E. Laine against the Public
Service Railway Company. To the surprise of everybody. Dr. Plummer brought a human skeleton into the
court room, and used it to demonstrate just wbere the
plaintiff's spine is injured, and the consequent resu·lt
to her health.
-Dr. Frederick A. Webster has removed his New York
City office from 1269 Broadwav to 1002·04 Marbridge
building, corner Broadway and Thirty·fourth street.
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At the regular session of the Men's Bible Class of
the Lafayette Avenue Presbyterian Church of Brooklyn,
New York, held March 10th, several papers were read
on men who have risen to great prominence from obscurity. Dr. Edward B. Hart presented a pape, on the
life of Dr. A. T. Still.
While Dr. George Still, of Kirksville, makes many
outside operating trips, the .seven days ending with
January 27th made a record. In those seven days, he
operated in five states, ending with five operations at
Bluffton, Ind. All the cases have done well, "In spite
of osteopathic after care."
Dr. J. C. Calhoun, Des Moines Still College of Oste·
opathy, January, 1912, has located at Jackson, Minn.
Dr. G. E. Elliott, and Dr. Loren Green have formed a
partnership, and have located at 1685 Dundas stree',
West Toronto, Ont., Canada.

D1". O. H. 'Cramer, from 131 S. Beaver street, York,
to West Chester, Pa.
Dr. Lillie M. Benning, from 817 Fourteentb strect,
to Octavia Apt., Washington, D. C.
Dr. Chas. F. Winbigler, from 1321 Fairmont street,
to the Alabama, Washington, D. C.
Dr., M. R. Spafford, from Johnstone bldg., Bartles·
ville, Okla., to Akron, Iowa.
Dr. Emily C. Dole, .from Elkan Gunst bldg., San Francisco, to 1418 Park street, ,Alameda, Cal.
Dr. W. S. Rowe, from David City, to 324 W. St.
Paul street, University place, Nebraska.
Dr. 0: R. Meredith, from 1234 S. Oiive street to
1044 Overton street, Los Angeles, Cal.
Dr. Martha Benion, from ,1533 N. Fifteenth street, to
439 Mint Arcade bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Dr. Fred H. Buntin, from Havre, Mont., to 3911 Wal·
nut street, Kansas City, Mo.
Dr. H. M. Ireland, from 22 Opera Block, Kearne)·. to
over I-Iay's jewelry store, Norfolk, Neb.
Dr. Herbert T. Cooke, from Clayton, P.O., Ohio, to
Bicknell block, Ft. Atkinson, Wis.
Dr. Adelia Moyer, from Grand, Okla., to Baker City,
Ore.
Dr. Wilbur H. Clark, from San Luis Obispo, to Up·
land, Cal.
Dr. W. E. Waldo, from 201. to 328 Northern block.
Seattle, Wash.
Drs. C. T. and H. E. Kenney, to Electric Light bldg.,
Laredo, Texas.
Dr. H: N. Lacy, at 501·2 Northwest bldg., Portland,
Ore.
Dr. Harry M. Goehring, to Diamond Bk. bldg., Pitts·
burgh, Pa.
Dr. Agnes Madden, at 1364 Franklin strect, Oak·
land, Cal.
Dr. Mary V. Stewart, at )728 Franklin street, Oak·
land, Cal.
Dr. ,T. C. Calhoun, at ,Tackson, Minn., P. O. Box 178.
Dr. John D. Gearhart,. to Rushville, Ill.
Dr. G. C. Flick, at 317 High strcet, Pottstown, Pa.
D~. C. E. Medaris, to 414··15 Masonic Temple, Rock·
ford, III.
Dr. E. D. Warren, at ] 17 W. 4th street, Joplin, ~Iro.
Dr. F. E. Moore, to 908 Selling bldg., Portland. Ore.
Dr. Josephine de .France, to 404 Commercial bldg,
St. Louis, M o . '
..
Dr. F. H. Martin, at Highland, Kan.
Dr. Norman L. Sage, at Carona Hotel, Edmonton, Alta.,
Canada.
Dr. Katherine Loeffler, at 403' Lindley·Skiles bldg.,
~1inneapolis, Mihn.
Dr. S. G. Semple, at Benton Harbor, Mich.
Dr. Sam Bordon, to Golden, III.
Dr. Jnez Wells 'McAnally, at 1athis, Texas.
Dr. Walter J. Dale,' at 6236 Lexington avcnuc, Chi·
cago, Ill.
Dr. R H. Slayden, to 720 Fidelity bldg., Tacoma,
'Vash.
Dr. C. A. Wohlferd, at )]40 Cherokee street, Dcnver,
Colo.
Dr. Delia B. Randel, from 219 W. Hancock street,
Ottumwa. Iowa, to Canton, Miss.
Drs. Barker & Barker, from Carroll, to 601 Fir;t
National Bank bid",., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Dr. A. Still Craig, from 3039 Forest a\'enu'e, to 3030
Tracy avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
Dr. Frank Van Doren, from 16 North avenue. Ea~t
N. 5., Pittsburg, Pa., to 880Y, Belmont ,st., PprtJand,
Ore.
Dr. H. R. Bell. from Ft. Atkinson, to Dunlaj> Square
bld~., Marinette, Wis.
Dr. Frederick A. Parker, from Springfield. Tenn., :0
Madisonville, Ky.
Dr. Albert Cleland, from 717 Marion street, Elkhart,
to 609 .T. M. S. bldg., South, Bend, Ind.
Dr. John T.'Elder, from First National Bank bldg.,
to 401 Trust bldg., San Angelo, Texas.
Dr. C. R. Mitchell, .from First National Bank bldg.,
Long Beach, Cal.. to 228 Twenty-second street, Saskatoon, Sask., Canada,
Dr. Horace ,T. Richardson,. from 7<14 E. Kiowa street,
Colorado Springs, Colo., to General Delivery, Redlands,·
Cal.
Dr. Nora B. Pherigo, from 836 to 942 S. Fourth street,
Louisville. Ky.' .
' . .
Dr. J. B'. Stow, at 93 Roseville avenue, Newark, N. J.
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IN 3 DAYS·
The original and only non-alcoholic and
non-opiate treatment for hospital or home
administration. The

Antidotal Treatment
removes all desir~, craving demand or necessity for either alcoholics, narcotics, dmgs or
tobacco in THREE DAYS, without pain or
danger, delirium or bad after effects, bars,
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Dr. Harry M. Ireland, and Dr. Elmer P. Ireland, at
Kearney, Neb. Dr. Harry M. Ireland retains the Kearney
office. Dr. Elmer P. Ireland locates at Norfolk, Neb.

J)orn
To Dr. and Mrs. A. H. Wolfe, at Owosso, Mich., a
baby girl, Marjorie May, December 3d, 1911.
To Dr. and Mrs. Charles E. Getchell, February 14th,
at Baraboo, Wis., an eight pound baby girl, Margaret
Anne.
To Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Aldrich Thayer, of Roches·
ter,
,Y., March 3, a son, Harold Eugene.
To Dr. and Mrs. Earnest B. Guild, of Escanaba, Mich.,
March 17th, a dau·ghter.
To Dr. and Mrs. H. C. Kirkbride, of Norristown, Pa.,
February 21st, a girl, Jane Mills.
To Dr. and Mrs. F. L. Antes, of Detroit, Mich., Feb·
ruary 25th, a son.

Died
Dr. W. M. Watson, of Oregon, Mo., February 16th.
Death attributed to heart failure.
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FOR SALE-Practice and 'office equipme'nt in a Wis·
consin city. Seven years established practice. Best of
reasons for selling. Address No. 289, care' of The Osteop·
athic Publishing Company, 215 South Market St., Chi·
cago, Ill.
W ANTED-A location in a good college town. Will
buy practice if price is reasonable.
Address, M. £.
Bachman, 1169 Eleventh St., Des Moines, Iowa.
WANTED-Position as assistant in Chicago, by an
osteopath of eight years' experience. Address No. 295,
care The O. P. Co., 215 S. Market St., Chicago.
Male student, married, graduating from Philadelphia
College, June, 1912, desires to take charge of practice
or assist, du'ring the summer.
Will return for postgraduate course in fall. References as to character and
ability. Address L. H. Yerg, 1715 N. Broad St., Phila·
delphia, Pa.
WANTED-Place to practice under some graduate
during the summer vacation by junior student. Address
No. 298, care The O. P. Co., 215 S. Market St., Chi·
cago, Ill.
WANTED-A. S. O. male student, class 1913, wouid
like to assist busy osteopath during summer. Satisfao·
tory references furnished. Address Key No. 296, care
The O. P. Co., 215 S. Market St., Chicago, Ill.
FOR SALE-My practice in a growing city of 10,000.
No examinations to pass. Only osteopath in the city.
III health reason for selling. Price extremely low. This
will bear investigation. Address No. 297, care The O. P.
Co., 215 S. Market St., Chicago, Ill.
FOR SALE-Established practice in northwestern city
of fifty thousand. Splendid opening ,for single man or
man and wife who are both osteopaths. Address "K."
care The O. P. Co., 215 S. Market St., Chicago, Ill.
FOR SALE-Immediately, steady practice, established
six years, 90,000 city in Pennsylvania; fine offices. Lo·
cation best. Only woman osteopath in city. Will intr0c1uce successor. Terms moderate. Address No. 299, care
The O. P. Co., 215 S. Market St., Chicago, Ill.
Unu'sual opportunity; one good Ii",ht treatin", room;
use of furnished reception room, with liRht and telephon~.
Centrally located. Rent reasonable. Address 1201 Cham·
plain building, Chicago. Telephone Central 3319.
.
W ANTED-A man who will buy full partnership in
my practice, established seven years.
References reouired. Address H. R. Foote, D.O., 71 Harcourt St"
Dublin, Ireland.
Male graduate of Kirksville, desires position as assistant
osteopath. Address No. 300, care The O. P. Co., 215
S'. Market St., Chicago, Ill.
WANTED-By A. S. O. graduate, position as assistant,
or to take care of practice for the summer, Colorado or
the West preferred. Highest references. Address No.
301, care The O. P. Co., 215 S. Market St., Chicago, Ill.
FOR' SALE-In nbrthwestern Ohio, seven years' estab·'
li!"hed nractice, with office furniture and fixtures. Addrer;.",
No. 302. care The O. P. Co., 215 S. Market 5., Chi'
cago. III.
W ANTED-Position as assistant or to take charge of
practice for the summer. by a graduate of June, ]912,
class. Address '0. 3213, care The O. P. Co., 21.5 S.
Market St., Chicago, Ill.

